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ABSTRACT
The behavior of bridges subjected to recent moderate and large earthquakes has led to bridge
design detailed for better seismic performance, particularly through wider bridge foundations to
handle larger expected design forces. Foundation uplift, which is not employed in conventional
bridge design, has been identified as an important mechanism, in conjunction with structural
yielding and soil-structure interaction that may dissipate energy during earthquakes. Preventing
uplift through wider foundations looks past the technical and economic feasibility of allowing
foundation uplift during seismic events. The research presented in this study is part of a larger
experimental and analytical investigation to develop and validate design methods for bridge piers
on shallow foundations allowed to uplift during seismic events.
Several analytical and some experimental studies have been performed to assess rocking
and or uplift of shallow foundation systems, however they have evaluated systems with a limited
range of footing dimensions and seismic excitations. As such, there is an uncertainty in the
information needed to base a performance evaluation and develop design methods. The purpose
of this study is to investigate through experimental and analytical studies the seismic
performance of uplifting bridge piers on shallow foundations when considering different ground
motions and footing dimensions, as well as identifying key differences in performance
evaluation criteria for conventional and uplifting bridge pier systems.
The experimental study dynamically tested a single reinforced concrete bridge column
specimen with three adjustable footing configurations grouped by footing dimension, and tested
for various combinations of one, two, and three components of seismic excitation. Groups one
and two evaluated uplifting systems where the column was limited to elastic loading levels while
group three considered inelastic column loading levels. All test groups remained stable and
exhibited some rocking and or uplift during testing. Analytical models were developed and
validated using the experimental testing results to predict local and global footing and column
response. Reliable estimates of forces and displacements during elastic and inelastic response
were achieved. To assess the seismic performance of a range of bridge pier systems allowed to
uplift a parametric investigation using the validated analytical models was performed in which
the column was modeled per conventional design criteria to ensure adequate strength and
flexural ductility. The parameters varied include footing width, ground motion excitation, and
elastic or inelastic column response. Response of the uplifting bridge pier systems was found to
be sensitive to the structural periods, magnitude of excitation, and footing width.
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Introduction

1.1

BACKGROUND

Recent moderate to large earthquakes have caused significant damage to bridge structures around
the world. Such examples include the 1989 Loma Prieta, 1994 Northridge, and 1995 Kobe
earthquakes. These events subjected many types of bridges to intense ground motions that
resulted in a wide range of damage states, from little to no damage, to catastrophic failures in
some cases. Newer bridges that have been detailed for better performance during seismic events
did particularly well. Nonetheless, the wide range of damage created a need to reevaluate the
design and rehabilitation procedures of new and existing structures.
In many cases, bridges are being designed or retrofitted to withstand higher seismic
design forces, resulting in larger bridge foundations. The current inclination to design larger
foundations may have overlooked the potential benefits of allowing foundation systems to uplift
during seismic events. Foundation rocking has been identified as an important mechanism, along
with structural yielding and soil-structure interaction, that may explain why some engineered
structures suffer less damage during strong earthquake ground shaking than might be predicted
based on elastic methods of dynamic analysis (e.g., Rutenberg et al. [1982]; Werner [1992]).
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has investigated several
mechanisms for absorbing and dissipating energy during intense earthquake ground motions.
However, to date, rocking of foundations is one of the few design strategies for which Caltrans
has yet to develop and validate design guidelines. Development of design and analysis guidelines
could be beneficial for the assessment of existing and new construction by identifying situations
where allowing foundation uplift could, at a minimum, and possibly not degrade bridge
performance during ground shaking.
Conventional design methods required large and expensive foundations so that a bridge
achieves a “fixed-base” condition that dissipates energy in response to intense earthquake
shaking through ductile plastic hinging in the columns. For instance, the Seismic Design Criteria
(SDC) [Caltrans 2004a] assumes that a rigid footing response will occur if the width of a regular
spread footing on competent soil is six or more times the column diameter. Significant
experimental and analytical evidence suggests that adequate seismic performance can be
achieved on competent soil at less cost if the foundation of the bridge pier is narrower and
allowed to uplift. It appears that there may be circumstances under which improved performance
can be obtained by allowing bridge foundations to rock. The lack of information and guidelines
related to intended foundation uplift leads most engineers to avoid rocking all together through
the use of costly widened spread footings or foundations supported by piles. The state-of-the-art
information on seismic performance of rocking foundations has yet to be integrated and
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evaluated to determine conditions where rocking might be dependably permitted, or which
design procedures might be most appropriate.
The behavior of even simple bridge foundations that are allowed to rock is quite complex
and highly nonlinear. There is a worry that bridge piers might become globally unstable and
simply overturn if their foundations are allowed to uplift. Some studies suggest that short-period
structures supported on rocking foundations may not perform as well as conventionally designed
structures. However, other studies indicate that the nonlinearity associated with uplift and the
energy dissipation added by the supporting soil may be sufficient to improve response compared
to a fixed-base bridge pier.
A significant concern in the evaluation of rocking foundations is the performance of the
supporting soil. If the demand for soil yielding becomes excessive, significant permanent vertical
and lateral displacements of the bridge could occur due to permanent deformations of the
supporting soil. Thus, assessment of the rocking mechanism and development of reliable design
guidelines requires a methodology that carefully integrates structural and geotechnical
engineering expertise.
To date, most experimental and analytical studies of rocking foundations have considered
cases that are simpler than encountered in actual bridges, and analytical models have generally
not been validated in terms of experimental data, raising concern when considering more
complex systems. For example, when a bridge column is subjected to multiple components of
motion or intense near-fault pulse-like motions, the accuracy of analytical predictions may be
uncertain. Thus, a critical review of the structural and geotechnical engineering issues involved
with allowing bridge pier foundations to rock during strong earthquake ground motions is
needed.
The performance of systems allowed to uplift has been studied in systems ranging from
rigid bodies to deformable systems resting on tension carrying or compression-only media with a
wide array of assumptions regarding soil behavior. For example, in an early study, Chopra and
Yim [1983] analyzed flexible single-degree-of-freedom systems subjected to one horizontal
component of ground shaking. The model in these studies assumed the soil to be elastic and
unable to resist tension. The soil was modeled as either a two-spring/dashpot or Winkler
spring/dashpot model. The benefit of foundation uplift illustrated in this work was a reduction in
lateral force acting on the structure. This reduction could be used to effectively reduce the
damage to existing structures in seismic events without the need to strengthen or otherwise
retrofit. This investigation also identified appropriate parameters that could be used to
objectively ascertain those distinct conditions where no rocking, rocking and no yielding, or
simultaneous rocking and yielding would occur during seismic shaking.
Modeling of soil behavior during system uplift is a key aspect of capturing the
complexity of soil-structure interaction. Many studies have investigated the performance of soil
response during uplift both experimentally and numerically (e.g., Rosebrook [2001]; Harden et
al. [2005]). The experimental studies investigated the rocking of scale models in centrifuge tests
where the supporting soil was sand and saturated clay. Analysis modeling assumptions for
foundations on soil have varied from the two-spring model to the Winkler-spring model that
incorporates a significant number of soil springs. Harden et al. [2005] investigated the nonlinear
cyclic response of shallow foundations under building shear walls, which suggested that the
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behavior of soil and foundations during rocking could be reasonably predicted using nonlinear
Winkler foundations for a given soil.
To date, few analytical or experimental studies have investigated the performance of
systems allowed to uplift in more than one direction. While experimental and analytical
predictions have been done for one-dimensional excitation, many concerns remain for multidirectional dynamic response:
1. Modeling of the foundation and underlying soil has been generally limited to onedimension analytical models. This may be significant when considering nonlinear soil behavior, which may be affected by interaction of displacements along
the principal directions.
2. The type of input excitation has been primarily limited to one dimension. There
has not been much investigation into the behavior of uplifting systems loaded in
two or three dimensions for a rectangular footing configuration. The effective
width of the footing is larger when considering a section of the footing along the
diagonal axis and may affect the rocking characteristics of the system.
3. Interaction and force redistribution for a system that may uplift and then yield or
vice versa.
4. The global performance and residual displacements of a system is a concern.
Allowances for total displacement demand may be a concern. A system may rock,
not yield, yet exceed the allowable displacement and thereby perform negatively.
Tests that assess the dynamic behavior of a simple bridge system (See Figure 1.1) could
be used to identify key characteristic of uplifting systems. In turn, the results could be used to
identify conditions of incipient rocking, yielding, or both. The behavior of these systems under
moderate and significant near-fault ground motions could be useful in designing systems in
regions of high seismicity.

Figure 1.1

1.2

Generalized bridge with spread footings.

RESEARCH PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

This report addresses the key aspects involved in assessing the performance bridge piers allowed
to uplift during seismic events. Specifically, single column reinforced concrete (RC) bridge piers
were considered. The thrust of the research program aimed to address knowledge gaps identified
for uplifting foundations with the following specific objectives:
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1. Gather and review available information about structural behavior, analysis, and
design of bridge column foundations that rock and uplift during seismic response.
2. Perform shake table experiments to obtain data to better understand rocking
behavior under multiple components of motion and fill in knowledge gaps.
3. Validate analytic models using experimental results.
4. Perform numerical studies to identify situations where rocking foundations can be
utilized with confidence and meet acceptable bridge pier performance
expectations.
The scope of this effort is limited to individual bridge piers supported on competent soil
using rectangular shallow spread footings. Potential issues concerning marginal soil conditions
and the response of complete bridge systems are not addressed herein.
1.3

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT AND SCOPE

This research focused on conducting a series of shake table tests of moderate-scale bridge piers
subject to one, two, or three components of base shaking. Soil behavior was not believed to have
been reduced properly for reduced scale 1g shake table tests; therefore, the supporting soil for
these tests was idealized using an elastomeric sheet. To compare the response of bridge piers
with fixed and rocking foundations, the test specimens used in these tests were similar to ones
previously tested with fixed bases [Hachem et al. 2003]. Typically, Caltrans will design a spread
footing width of 4 column diameters in plan dimension, and if fixed-base conditions are
assumed, then a footing width of 6 column diameters. To assess impact of smaller than normal
footing dimensions, the test specimens were chosen to be 3 and 5 times the column diameter.
The following chapters address the assessment, observation, and prediction of spread
footing bridge piers allowed to uplift. In the course of conducting this research, a knowledge
base was developed that may provide the basis for formulating design guidelines for uplifting
bridge piers. Chapter 2 discusses the literature currently available for systems allowed to uplift
and discusses current design practices of RC bridge columns and their footings. The
experimental test program, design, and physical test set up are explained in Chapter 3. The
experimental results—including global response and the overall damage state experienced by the
specimens—are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents a comparison of the experimental and
analytical results. Simple methods used in design as well as refined inelastic dynamic analyses
were used to compare the observed and predicted response. Based on the analytic models
presented in Chapter 5, ranges of parametric analyses were performed in Chapter 6. The analyses
present the effects of varying the physical dimensions and loading conditions of uplifting bridge
piers. Conclusions and recommendations are summarized in Chapter 7.
Also included are several appendices. Appendix A explains the experimental test
schedule, instrumentation, and location associated with testing. Appendix B presents further
experimental test data for all the three groups of testing. Appendix C includes the code used to
represent uplifting foundations in the simulation software.
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2

Literature Review

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Much research has been done to date that investigates the dynamic rocking or uplift of rigid
bodies. There has also been research conducted on various types of steel and RC bridges allowed
to experience unrestrained or controlled uplift. In addition, some studies have investigated simple
frame-type structures where column uplift relative to the footing is unrestrained or where some
type of energy dissipation device has been installed between the column and foundation
connection. The studies have indicated that, in general, allowing a structure to uplift may reduce
forces and damage in a structure when compared to a similar structure with a fixed base. There
has been relatively little analytical and even less experimental research on the behavior of
deformable bodies resembling bridge piers where the footing is allowed to rock or uplift on the
supporting soil.
Some analytical and experimental studies investigating the characteristics and response of
structural systems allowed to uplift are described in Section 2.2. Studies that have attempted to
determine or validate design-oriented procedures for structural systems that may rock and or
uplift are described in Section 2.3. A summary of the findings of this literature review is
presented in Section 2.4.
2.2

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS WITH UPLIFTING FOUNDATION

The studies described here identify the characteristics of rocking and uplifting systems and the
effects on structural response, including the global and local response related to deformation,
acceleration, and force. The types of systems reviewed include: elastic and inelastic columns,
shear walls, elastic and inelastic soil response, spread footing foundations, and systems subjected
to uni- or multi-directional earthquake input excitation. Analytical investigations are reviewed in
Section 2.2.1, and experimental investigations are described in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Analytical Investigations
Meek [1975] studied the dynamic in-plane response of flexible single degree-of-freedom elastic
columns connected to a rigid spread footing supported only at the outer edges (two locations);the
soil was modeled as rigid assuming elastic impact. Basic equations of motion for a flexible
superstructure were developed and used to determine the dynamic response of tipping and fixedbase systems. Tipping or rocking was found to significantly reduce the lateral shear force acting
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on the structure, especially for cases with large ratios of super structure mass height to footing
half width. Tipping or rocking mechanisms were found to be a viable option that effectively
reduced base shear without designing a strong structure. Further clarification was required for the
potential negative effects on nonlinearity of the soil for cases where the footing uplifts and
subsequently impacts the ground.
Yim and Chopra [1983] investigated a system similar to that proposed by Meek with a
simple elastic single- or multiple-degree-of-freedom model considered in combination with a
more complex soil model. The column foundation was supported on either a two-spring/dashpot
model (at each edge) or a Winkler model with springs and dashpots uniformly distributed along
the entire width of the footing (Figure 2.1). Nonlinear soil springs were modeled as being elastic
in compression only, with no tension resistance. Additional soil nonlinearity and inelastic impact
damping qualities were modeled using viscous dampers.
In general, the peak base shear (in comparison to a fixed-base system) is reduced if the
foundation uplifts for either foundation model. The most important factors determined to
influence structural response were:


Fixed base period (Tn)



Structure slenderness (h/b)



Ratio of foundation weight to superstructure weight (W/Wfooting)



Vertical period of fixed base system



Damping ratio of a fixed-base structure with rigid soil to damping ratio of a
fixed-base structure considering soil dynamic characteristics

The authors developed simple equations to predict the critical base shear—which occurs at
incipient footing uplift—assuming the soil springs had no tension carrying abilities and were
fully elastic in compression. The critical base shear equation ( Vc ) for the two-spring soil model
is given in Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2) for the Winkler foundation model.
Two Spring Model:
Vc   m  mo  g

b
h

(2.1)

b
3h

(2.2)

Winkler Foundation
Vc   m  mo  g

The lateral force-displacement relation for the system is bilinear for the two-spring
model. In comparison, the Winkler-foundation response differs due to the distribution of vertical
springs along the footing length. After initial edge uplift, the base shear continues to increase
gradually with applied lateral force as the rotational stiffness of the footing decreases as
additional springs lose contact with the uplifting footing. This repeats until only one spring is in
contact with the footing, at which point the Winkler model calculated base shear has converged
on the two-spring model calculation. Rotational flexibility of the uplifting foundation contributes
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Results for the numerical models subjected to several earthquake ground motion records
are shown in Figure 2.2 for both foundation types. The Winkler-spring model uplifts earlier than
the two-spring model. In the short period range, however, where significant uplift is expected,
the base shear demand approaches that for the two spring model.
Yim and Chopra [1984a] developed a simplified two-spring model to represent the
behavior exhibited by the Winker model. From these studies, Yim and Chopra reached several
conclusions:
1. Base shear in long-period range may be equal for structures allowed or prevented
from uplifting as a result of a seismic demand less than that required to initiate
uplift for a given axial load and column height to footing width ratio h/b.
2. Uplift expected in short-period range.
3. Base shear for uplifting systems is reduced compared to elastic column fixed-base
systems.
4. Maximum base shear is relatively independent of the intensity and dynamic
characteristics of the ground motion.
5. Uplift is more likely in slender column systems (i.e., large h/b), resulting in larger
reductions in base shear for columns with narrower foundations.
Yim and Chopra [1984a] concluded there was no need to prevent uplift, as it had a
positive effect on structural deformations and forces and that the critical base shear [Equation
(2.1)] could be used as a guide in designing a column that would not yield or be damaged in an
earthquake. Note that global displacements of systems with fixed or uplifting foundations were
not compared in this study nor were the effects of multi-directional ground motions. Lateral
displacements of bridge piers are important is estimating P- effects and assess displacement
demands at abutments and expansion joints.
Priestley et al. [1978] conducted an experimental and analytical study on rocking and
uplifting of a simple cantilever column system. The experimental program performed a series of
small shake table tests of the system allowed to rock and uplift. A rigid foundation was provided
that rested upon a rubber pad supported uniformly or only at the four corners. The analytical
investigation estimated peak lateral displacements of the system and the amount of deformation
due to column flexibility by utilizing Housner’s method [1963] developed for rocking of rigid
bodies. This modified Housner methodology was also used in subsequent analytical
investigations by Priestley and Seible [1991] and Priestley et al. [1996]. Maximum lateral
displacement of the rocking system was estimated using a conventional elastic response
spectrum and equivalent elastic characteristics of the system allowed to rock.
To determine the maximum lateral displacement, the authors developed an iterative
method. This method used an initial prediction of total lateral displacement (1) with an assumed
viscous damping ratio 1 of the rocking system to determine an effective equivalent period, T1 .

The values T1 and 1 were used with the elastic response spectrum to determine a new lateral
displacement, 2. The process was repeated i times until the maximum lateral displacement
converged on i = total. With a converged solution, the computed shear force [Equation (2.3)]
was used with the lateral stiffness of the fixed-base bridge pier to estimate the contribution of
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column flexural displacement to the total system displacement [Equation (2.4)]. The rocking
displacement was then calculated by subtracting total displacement from column flexural
displacement [Equation (2.5)].

W 
Vbase  S A Ti , i   
g
 flexure 

(2.3)

Vbase
kcolumn

(2.4)

 rock   total   flexure

(2.5)

The methodology proposed by Priestley et al. [1996] is susceptible to inaccuracy owing
in part to the assumptions of rigid body rocking, perfect inelastic impact, equivalent
linearization, etc. The software program WINROCK [2005] has implemented this method
despite not being substantially validated by more thorough analytic or experimental methods.
Kawashima and Hoisori [2003] investigated the uplift response of an existing bridge pier
system using nonlinear dynamic analysis that indicated the bridge pier system performed well
when uplift was allowed. A Takada degrading stiffness model was used to characterize the
moment-rotation response of the plastic hinge region of the bridge column along with a nonlinear
Winkler-spring foundation model based on uplift and elastic properties of the soil properties. The
ground motion used was a one-dimensional strong-motion near-fault recorded by the JMA
Observatory during the 1995 Kobe earthquake.
Kawashima and Hoisori [2003] found that allowing uplift significantly reduced the
moment-rotation response compared to a fixed-base assumption (Figure 2.3). Global
displacements increased 27% for the case considered in spite of allowing uplift. However, the
contribution of column flexure to total displacement was only 20%, corresponding to the
reduction in inelastic column behavior and damage. No residual displacements were observed
when the column was allowed to uplift. The authors concluded that allowing inelastic rocking
and uplift essentially created an isolation mechanism that increases as the footing width
decreases.

(a) uplifting system

Figure 2.3

(b) fixed-base system

M- column response of RC bridge column [Kawashima and Hoisori 2003].
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2.2.2 Experimental Studies
Sakellaraki et al. [2005] performed a shake table test of an idealized bridge column with uplifting
foundation. The system was a steel column with a mass at the top and a metal footing resting
upon a rubber pad with footing translation prevented. The mass was varied to achieve a system
with natural periods (fixed-base assumption) ranging from 0.3 to 1.2 sec. Additional analytic
studies were performed to gauge rocking response and validate analytic modeling techniques of
the experimental tests [Sakellaraki et al. 2005; Sakellaraki and Kawashima 2006]. The uplifting
foundation model consisted of an elastic column and footing resting upon elastic (compression
only) Winkler springs.
Rocking was found to affect the system by increasing the effective natural period and
viscous damping ratio as the amount of rotation increased. Typically, the rocking response
increased as the mass increased, footing width decreased, and/or soil stiffness decreased.
Specimen performance under rocking and uplifting footing conditions had both positive and
negative effects. The column flexural deformation decreased, as did the center of mass
accelerations. The acceleration reduction correlated to a reduction in the base shear; however, the
total displacement increased due to rocking. Large vertical accelerations were recorded at the
footing edges during impact of foundation with the soil.
The recorded vertical accelerations suggested to the authors of the study a risk of soil
yielding in actual bridges due to uplifting systems. The inelastic Winkler-spring model provided
good correlation between predicted and experimental results at small and medium rotations of
the footing, but less so at large values, indicating the need for an improved numerical model of
foundation springs.
Nagai and Kawashima [2006] built upon this study and performed an analysis on the
effect of two-horizontal components of excitation on the behavior of bridge piers on foundations
allowed to uplift. A typical bridge on spread footing foundation was analyzed under uni- and bidirectional excitation. The columns were modeled using inelastic behavior assumptions. As
previously shown [Sakellarki et al. 2005; Sakellaraki and Kawashima 2006], under
unidirectional excitation, foundation rocking significantly reduced the plastic deformation of the
column. The authors found that bi-directional excitation increased the uplift of the footing by
comparison, but also increased the isolation effect, thereby reducing the potential yielding
behavior in the column.
Kawashima et al. [2007] followed up on their earlier work and considered threedirectional input excitation. The findings indicate that the soil stress induced at the corners of the
foundation significantly increased. In general, they found that although foundation rocking
provided a positive benefit in the seismic design of bridges, they expressed concern that
underlying soil may need enhancement at foundation corners to fully realize the benefits of
rocking systems.
2.3

DESIGN OF UPLIFTING FOUNDATION SYSTEMS

The design-oriented studies reviewed in this section investigated the case when rocking is an
acceptable response mode and determined or assessed design guidelines for evaluating new and
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existing systems allowed to uplift. The evaluation was based on the local response (forces,
deformations, etc.) and global response (displacements).
An investigation by Alameddine and Imbsen [2002] suggested that the iterative solution
methodology by Priestley et al. [1996] may not converge on a total displacement solution that
agrees with analyses based on nonlinear dynamic analysis. Comparisons of results of studies of
equivalent elastic systems (such as the iterative methodology used) with those from simpler
direct methods based on empirically modified elastic response spectrum suggest that comparable
accuracy can be obtained in the moderate and long-period range. However, reliability of the
iterative equivalent elastic approach decreases substantially for short-period structures [Chopra
and Goel 1999; Miranda and Ruiz-Garcia 2002]. Chopra and Goel [1999] found that iterative
methods may not converge or converge on erroneous solutions.
Alameddine and Imbsen [2002] investigated a retrofit strategy for older bridges where
columns might have inadequate lap splices in discontinuous reinforcement or inadequate
confinement of continuous reinforcement at the column footing connection. They examined the
seismic response when the column foundations were allowed to rock. The systems considered all
had a footing to column width ratio of 3 and were supported by spread footings on dense soil
subjected to low, moderate, and high intensity ground motions. Analysis was performed using
either WINROCK [2005], based on the iterative method by Priestley and Seible [1991] or a
nonlinear dynamic analysis incorporating a Winkler-spring model for the soil with a nonlinear
beam-column element for modeling the inelastic response of the column. A total of 24 column
systems were subjected to six ground motions.
The nonlinear dynamic analysis model found that for existing columns with relatively
high flexural strength and narrow footing widths, allowing uplift resulted in acceptable total
lateral displacement and elastic column response for a majority of cases. Columns with weak
flexural strength exhibited significant yielding and a 30% increase in total lateral displacement
compared to stronger columns. Rocking and uplifting did not significantly contribute to the
response of these weaker systems, and in some cases no rocking occurred. It was observed that
larger ductility demands occurred for columns with larger footing width to column height (b/H)
ratios.
A comparison of nonlinear analysis results with results predicted by WINROCK showed
large discrepancies. Stronger columns with limited flexural demands due to significant uplift had
very different results compared to weaker columns where less rocking and more flexural yielding
occurred. For example, the peak ratio (nonlinear analysis to WINROCK) of flexural column
displacements predicted by the two methods varied by a factor of 0.71 to 1.95 for each ground
motion on average for the stronger column and 0.56 to 4.01 for the weaker column system.
Larger discrepancies were found for low footing width to column height ratios. Using both
methods, they found that rocking and uplifting was not a cause of instability in any of the
analyses, leading to the conclusion that enlarging the footing as part of a retrofit scheme was not
warranted. Some of the weak column systems with little or no rocking collapsed due to
inadequate flexural ductility.
Based on nonlinear dynamic analyses, Alameddine and Imbsen [2002] developed design
guidelines, , identifying acceptable conditions of rocking and uplifting systems for new design
and existing column retrofit The criteria for allowing rocking in the design process was primarily
based on the calculated ratio of overturning moment to restoring moment  . The overturning
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moment was defined as column axial load P times the center of column mass displacement
(demand). The restoring moment is calculated as the minimum of the factored column plastic
moment capacity (1.2Mp) or the moment resisting uplift calculated as the total structure and soil
weight ( Wt ) times the distance from the centroid of Wt to the centroid of the soil force generated
by uplift. Figure 2.4 is a schematic of the forces developed in the uplifting and deforming
system. Relationships between  and drift, ductility and column width to height ratios (D/H)
were developed to identify acceptable response criteria.

Figure 2.4

Uplifting column model [Alameddine and Imbsen 2002].

To evaluate the acceptability of rocking, the authors developed a decision making
flowchart with  as the primary decision variable. They then determined the footing dimension
required by service loading or the minimum footing width of 3 column diameters and estimated
the lateral flexural displacement of the column (demand) using WINROCK [2005], although
alternative methods could have been used. The overturning and restoring moments were then
determined and these were used to evaluate  [Equation (2.6)]. Based on the analysis
conducted, Alameddine and Imbsen determined acceptable values of  for design based on the
column fixed base ductility [Equation (2.7)]. When  was larger than allowable , they reevaluated the design process using a larger footing dimensions. They iterated on the footing
dimensions until an acceptable value of  was achieved.





P   demand

min 1.2 M p , Wt  L  a  / 2

(2.6)



Criteria for accepting rocking in design:

 6
  68

allowable  0.3
allowable  0.2

(2.7)
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In the design procedure, the column is required to be ductile regardless of the amount of
rocking. This is to prevent against column failure in the event of modeling uncertainty or an
unanticipated increase in footing strength (e.g., additional soil surcharge). While the study is
useful, it only considers a limited number of soil conditions, does not include damping effects of
the soil and foundation (which means elastic rebound would occur upon contact), and limits the
seismic excitation to one direction.
Harden et al. [2005] studied methods for numerical modeling of nonlinear cyclic
response of shallow foundations similar to those used for shear walls in building structures.
Using the developed numerical modeling methods, the authors investigated the ability of several
design-oriented analysis procedures to predict lateral displacements and bases shears of uplifting
systems. A simple method was developed based on a refined FEMA 356 [2000] prediction
methodology that could be used to estimate peak displacements and base shears. They concluded
by performing a case study of a shear wall and highlighting accuracy between the methods as
well as the benefits in allowing uplift.
Work done by Rosebrook [2001] and Phalen [2003] was reviewed by Harden et al. to
develop their numerical models. The works reviewed investigated the effect of foundation
rocking on the inelastic behavior of soils and overall dynamic response of structures on rocking
and uplifting foundations. Rosebrook summarized tests of small-scale pairs of coupled walls
supported on sand and saturated clay. Phalen summarized tests of single strips footings on dry
sand having different sizes and design vertical factors of safety.
Based on the recent quasi-static and dynamic tests, Harden et al. developed a nonlinear
Winkler foundation model that modeled the underlying soil of a shear wall on a strip footing.
The primary input parameters are shown in Figure 2.5. Three types of material models were used
for the supporting springs: elastic-perfectly plastic combined with gap elements, general
hysteretic materials, and the QzSimple1 material model developed by Boulanger et al. [1999].
Dashpots were excluded since Wang et al. [1998] previously showed that including ratedependent damping in parallel with hysteretic spring elements overestimates the damping force.

Figure 2.5

Nonlinear Winkler foundation [Harden et al. 2005].
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In investigating the ability of the design analysis procedures to predict lateral
displacements and bases shears of uplifting systems, the authors compared their numerical
models to four simplified analysis methods included in FEMA 356 [2000]. The design methods
were evaluated for three foundation assumptions: elastic springs with tension allowed, inelastic
springs with uplift (no tension) allowed, and a fixed-base assumption that ignored soil-structure
interaction. The four simplified methods included the Capacity Spectrum approach, a method
similar to Priestley and Seible [1991], the Nonlinear Static Procedure (NSP) (method of
coefficients), and the time-history method.
The subsequent investigation of the simplified methods improved on the parameter C1
used in the NSP, which is the ratio of predicted peak displacements for the nonlinear time-history
analysis using inelastic spring models with uplift to that of a similar system with elastic springs
with elastic tension/compression springs where uplift is prevented. The estimation of C1 depends
on the period of the elastic structure (on a Winkler foundation) and the Harden et al. parameter
R, which is defined as the ratio of base shear developed for the structure if the foundation
remained elastic (uplift prevented) to the base shear at incipient uplift [Equation (2.2)]. This
definition provides an upper bound on R. In the cases considered, the supported structures had
yielding forces much larger than those required to cause uplift of the foundation.
Harden et al. [2005] investigated directly measured values of C1 for preselected R values
using an elastic cantilever column structure model on a Winkler foundation. The foundation was
modeled as nonlinear soil with uplift allowed and entirely elastic without uplift. Figure 2.6 shows
the simulation data points, best-fit curves, and FEMA 356 recommended values of C1. For
structural periods greater than Ts , C1 is typically around 1 (i.e., no amplification in lateral
displacements due to soil model) but increases for structural periods less than or equal to Ts ,
especially with increasing values of R. By comparison, FEMA 356 limits C1 to 1.5 in the shortperiod range, which is unconservative for all the cases shown, except R=1.5. As another
example, the Newmark and Rosenblueth [1971] energy conserved method for calculating C1
gives a value of 2.13 when R=4.0 for a structural period of approximately Ts 2 . A lower value
of R might be warranted since the footing strength incrementally increases as it continues to
uplift.
Harden et al. [2005] also investigated the peak structural lateral displacements and base
shears predicted by their model using inelastic time-history analysis with uplift and compared
their results to the simplified methods in FEMA 356 [2000]. The structural system used was a
reinforced concrete shear wall on a shallow strip footing supported on soil with a bearing
capacity factor of safety of 4. The seismic hazard level was selected as 10% probability of
exceedance in 50 years, with a site specific characteristic period Ts = 0.367 sec. The structural
period was 0.03 sec for a fixed-base assumption and 0.44 sec on an elastic Winkler foundation.
The computed R value was 3.97. The results for peak lateral displacement and base shear are
given in Table 2.1and Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.6

C1 ratio of maximum lateral displacement with/without footing uplift [Harden et al.
2005].

Table 2.1

Lateral displacement comparison of shear wall model using various methods
[Harden et al. 2005].
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Table 2.2

Base shear comparison of shear wall model using various methods [Harden et al.
2005].

Comparing the displacements shows that the simplified methods all underestimate the
peak response. The least accurate method is the NSP [FEMA 2000], followed by the modified
Housner model, and the Capacity Spectrum Method. Using the C1 defined by the best fit curve in
Figure 2.6, the peak displacement is slightly overestimated using the more complex inelastic
time-history analysis. Base shear results had much less scatter than the peak lateral
displacements. The modified Housner method [1963] and the Capacity Spectrum Method
overestimated the base shear by 70% and 25%, respectively. The NSP or Harden et al. [2005]
calculation of C1 predicted a base shear within 5% of that from the inelastic time-history
analyses. The design shear for a fixed base system is 7.9 times larger than the case allowing
uplift.
The improved calculation of C1 using the NSP shows much larger displacements than
predicted by the simplified methods, which advocates against allowing uplift. However, typically
displacements for short-period structures are very small; therefore, a large percentage increase
still may be a small displacement. The RC shear wall investigation shows that allowing uplift
significantly reduced base shear but increased global displacements of the system. For the shear
wall, assuming the system could accommodate increased displacements, allowing foundation
uplift would be very beneficial because there would be a significant reduction in base shear and
deformation of the wall. The studies by Harden et al. are promising, but do not directly address
the concerns of longer period structures like bridges where bi-directional bending is also of
greater concern.
Algie et al. [2008] performed dynamic centrifuge testing of rocking bridge spread footing
foundations with cantilevered columns allowed to yield and variable footing dimensions.
Experimental results found footing moment-capacity could be reliably predicted when allowed to
rock. The results also identified a reduction in column plastic rotation demand that was
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consistent with a reduction in foundation moment-capacity, highlighting a potential design
benefit.
Deng et al. [2010] utilized methods similar to those by Algie et al. [2008] to predict
foundation moment-capacity and perform dynamic centrifuge modeling of a bridge system with
rocking footings. The experimental testing validated a design method that allows rocking of
bridge spread footings to protect columns from excessive ductility demands. Two 2-column
bents systems, with columns designed to Caltrans standards and pinned at the top, and small or
large footings were evaluated. They were designed such that one bent (small footings) had less
moment capacity than the column and the other (large footing) had more moment capacity than
the column. For the seven input motions considered, column peak and permanent rotations of the
smaller footing with yielding soil were typically less, , relative to the larger footing with column
yield and little rocking, which had little yielding of the soil (Figure 2.7). Soil yielding caused
settlements that may cause permanent rotation of the system not related to column yielding.
Algie et al. [2008] also identified soil settlement as a potential negative effect when allowing
rocking.

Figure 2.7

Two-column bridge bent column and footing rotations [Deng et al. 2010].

Deng and Kutter [2011] investigated the settlements associated with bridge piers on
spread footings allowed to rock on dry sand through centrifuge testing. The aim was to mitigate
settlements due to rocking foundations while still allowing rocking to reliably dissipate energy
through soil-structure interaction. Placement of localized concrete pads beneath footing edges
was found to reduce settlements associated with rocking, but still allowed the foundations to
reliably rock. One of the important factors found for acceptable combination of energy
dissipation and re-centering (minimized soil yielding) ability was the ratio of footing length to
critical length required to support axial loads only, L f Lc . The studies by Algie et al. [2008],
Deng et al. [2010], and Deng and Kutter [2011] are encouraging, providing an example of the
benefits of allowing bridge piers to rock during seismic events and the potential negative effects
rocking piers might have on re-centering abilities post-seismic event. However, they do not
consider a large sample of bridge column dimensions and footings sizes or seismic excitations.
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2.4

SUMMARY

From a review of the analytical and experimental studies, there appears to be credible evidence
that suggests that soil-structure interaction and uplifting of a spread foundation from the
supporting soil can significantly diminish the base shear of a bridge column when compared to a
fixed-based elastic structure. Inelastic deformation and shear force demands on the column can
be significantly reduced when competent soil is provided and the foundation restoring capacity is
smaller than the column strength. Force demands on columns supported on uplifting foundations
can be reasonably estimated from existing relationships.
Much less certain, however, is estimating with acceptable accuracy the total displacement
of the column supported on an uplifting foundation and the contribution of uplift to total
displacement. Although suitable for design purposes, the approximate simplified methods , for
estimating displacements are less well developed and appear to vary significantly compared to
nonlinear dynamic analyses. More robust numerical models have been developed, but there is a
lack of experimental data necessary to calibrate the material and kinematic properties. Additional
research is warranted related to the behavior of bridge columns supported on foundations that
can rock and uplift during severe earthquake ground motions.
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3

Experimental Test Program

3.1

INTRODUCTION

A review of the available literature on rocking columns demonstrated the need for better physical
understanding of uplifting RC columns. Sakellaraki et al. [2005] performed experimental testing
and analysis of a small-scale elastic column that experienced no inelastic loading during shaking.
Representative modeling of elastic soil was done via a rubber pad. The testing did not explore
the behavior of uplifting systems when there is a transition to inelastic response of the supporting
column. A study presented by Nagai and Kawashima [2006] assessed the effect of two horizontal
components of excitation on the behavior of piers supported on foundations allowed to rock. The
work illustrated analytically that foundation rocking significantly reduced the plastic deformation
of the column for one component of excitation and even more when considering two components
of excitation.
To date there has been little work published on the experimental testing of uplifting RC
columns resting on spread footings. Better understanding of the characteristics of uplifting
systems would identify when the already-known potential benefits of rocking systems would
occur and under what conditions allowing a system to uplift could be detrimental to
performance. There are several response modes to consider for uplifting bridge piers: rocking on
flexible soil without uplift and elastic column response, rocking and uplift on the flexible soil
with elastic column response, rocking without uplift and inelastic column response, and the
simultaneous occurrence of rocking, uplift and inelastic column response.
Through a series of earthquake simulator tests, the specimen presented herein investigates
the seismic performance of a conventional RC bridge column with varying footing widths under
near-field forward-directivity strong ground motion excitations. A single specimen was tested for
three different types of footing width and axial load combination. The prototype column used as
the basis of the test specimen is described in Section 3.2. The design of the specimen including
scaling laws, column, footing, elastic soil representation, steel brackets, and mass blocks are
described in Section 3.3. The construction sequence is described in Section 3.4. Measured
material properties for elastomeric pad, concrete, and steel are described in Section 3.5. The test
set up for investigating uplifting columns is described in Section 3.6. The instrumentation, data
acquisition system, and test documentation are described in Sections 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9,
respectively. Grounds motions used in testing are described in Section 3.10. Finally, the testing
sequence for all runs of the specimen is described in Section 3.11.
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3.2

PROTOTYP
P
PE COLUMN

To simplify the inv
vestigation, a cantileverr reinforced concrete bbridge colum
mn considereed in
previous shake table studies con
nducted at th
he Universityy of Californnia, Berkeleey (UC Berkkeley)
(Hachem
m et al [2003]]; Sakai and Mahin [200
06]; Jeong ett al. [2008]) w
was selectedd as the protootype
(see in Fiigure 3.1). The
T column was
w designeed in accordaance with thee Caltrans S
SDC [2004a]]. The
prototypee column ussed had a cirrcular cross section 6 ft in diameterr. In order too achieve a ttarget
aspect raatio of 6, thee column waas specified as 36 ft higgh, as measured from thhe bottom oof the
 Ag
column to
t the centerr-of-mass off the superstrructure. Thee axial load was taken too be 0.10 f cco
based on a typical no
ominal streng
gth of uncon
nfined concreete of 3.25 kksi.

Figure
F
3.1

Prototype
e column.

The
T prototyp
pe column was
w reinforcced longituddinally with forty-eight No. 9 defoormed
bars, pro
oviding a lon
ngitudinal reeinforcemen
nt ratio  1  of 1.18%. C
Confinemennt of the conncrete
core was achieved ussing No. 5 sp
pirals spaced
d at a 3 in. piitch, resultinng in a volum
metric ratio   s 
of 0.61%
%. Nominal yield
y
strength
h of the long
gitudinal andd spiral reinnforcement w
was considerred to
be 60 ksii.

Column
C
stren
ngth per the SDC [Caltrrans 2004a] is independdent of the specified foooting
dimensio
ons. Thus, th
here is no efffect on colum
mn strength for varying the footing. Based on tyypical
Caltrans analysis assumptions an
nd procedurees, the ultimaate lateral looad capacity of the fixedd-base
w 290 kip,, with a corresponding yield
y
and ultiimate displaacement of 44.3 in and 222.8 in,
column was
respectiv
vely. Thus, th
he column has
h a displacement ductillity capacityy of 5.2. Thee effective naatural
period off the prototyp
pe column iss 1.26 sec.
Once
O
the diimensions and
a
geometrry of the pprototype ccolumn werre determineed, a
subsequeent analysis was perform
med to assess the effectt of ground motion andd footing sizze on
global diisplacementss and local column
c
flexu
ural and sheaar demands.. The prototyype was modeled
using a detailed
d
fiberr element model for the column, nonnlinear Winnkler beam fo
foundation foor the
soil, and
d rigid beam
ms for footin
ng elementss. Several hhundred anaalyses were run for muultiple
footing widths,
w
groun
nd motions, and amplitu
ude scales. Thhe results w
were used to sselect approppriate
footing dimensions
d
and
a ground motions
m
for consideration
c
n in these tests.
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3.3

DESIGN OF SPECIMENS

Many experimental tests are not conducted at full-scale size due to the lack of available
equipment and the relatively high cost of fabricating specimens. Additionally, shake table tests
are limited by the physical table size and the range of displacement, velocity, and acceleration
values the simulator can impose. The combination of these factors, in addition to many others,
often requires specimens be built at a reduced scale.
Based on work done by Hachem et al. [2003], described in Section 3.2, the diameter of
the column was set at 16 in., corresponding to a model length scale factor of 4.5. The lengthscale factor was used as the basis for computing other necessary quantities for scaling of the test
specimen.
3.3.1 Model Scaling
Dimensional analysis provides a methodology for how to scale the dimensions, material
properties, and loads for the model specimen. The rules of scaling for dynamic tests include
time-dependent parameters such as strain rate, velocity, and acceleration in addition to those for
statically loaded specimens. Dimensional analysis of the dynamic tests was performed
considering the scale-length factor [Equation (3.1)] the acceleration of gravity be maintained
[Equation (3.2)] and the modulus of elasticity of materials be identical [Equation (3.3)]. By
stipulating that the acceleration of gravity be maintained, the strains in the test specimen and
prototype were identical. Furthermore, if the same materials are used in the model and prototype,
then the same stress levels would be expected for each specimen. Table 3.1 summarizes the
dimensional similitude requirements for the dynamic test under the condition that acceleration of
gravity is maintained. For further discussion of dimensional analyses, see Krawinkler and
Moncarz [1982].

L  4.5

(3.1)

LT 2  1

(3.2)

ML1T 2  1

(3.3)

To scale all quantities appropriately, imitations exist. For instance in the case of scaling
concrete, small-scale models are problematic as the aggregate and sand dimensions do not have
the same mechanical properties as the full-sized material. To avoid this phenomenon, typically a
regular concrete mix design utilizing slightly reduced aggregate size is employed for moderatelyreduced scale specimens.
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Table 3.1
Quantity
Length

Similitude requirements and scale factors for column test.
Scale Symbol

Target Scale Factor

Scale Factor Value Used

Sd

Sd

4.50

1/2

Time

St

Sd

2.12

Frequency

S

Sd-1/2

0.47

Displacement

Sd

Sd

4.50

1/2

Velocity

Sv

Sd

Acceleration

Sa

1

1

Mass Density

S

SE/Sd

0.22

Strain

S

1

1

Stress

S

SE

1

Modulus of
Elasticity

SE

SE

1

Force

SF

SESd2

20.25

SM

3

91.13

3

91.13

Moment
Energy

S ES d

SW

S ES d

2.12

3.3.2 Design of Test Specimens
Based on the design of the earlier RC bridge column specimens [Hachem et al. 2003; Sakai and
Mahin 2006], a single 16-in.-diameter RC column specimen was designed. The clear cover to the
spiral reinforcement was set at 1/2 in. The footing design was altered to investigate the effects of
footing width on foundation uplift. The footing was cast monolithically with the column and had
square dimensions of 48 in.  48 in. that were three times the column diameter (3Dc).
Horizontally oriented post-tensioning ducts were provided to facilitate the widening of the
footing in some tests.
The general specimen design was nearly identical to the design of specimens in previous
studies of fixed-base columns, except for the footing width and supports provided for supporting
the top mass block. To facilitate construction, reusable steel brackets were designed to support
the top mass blocks. Reinforced concrete slabs were used as the mass blocks and attached to the
top of the column via the steel brackets. Figure 3.2 shows the effective height of the specimen
with mass blocks installed to represent the weight and inertial mass of the superstructure.
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Figure
e 3.2

Sp
pecimen with
h mass block
ks.

To
T provide th
he specimen
n with repressentative in situ concrette propertiess, normal deensity
hard rock
k concrete was
w specified
d with a design strengthh of concretee fco  5 ksii . The axial dead
load from
m the combiination of stteel bracketss and three weight bloccks was 54 kip, which w
when
combined
d with the measured
m
collumn concrette strength oof 5.25 ksi reesulted in ann axial forcee ratio
 DL  P f co Ag off 5.7%.





Following thee static push
hover analysiis procedurees recommennded by Calttrans [2004aa], the
yield and ultimate displacemen
nt capacities and the lateral strenngth of thee specimen were
d for a fixeed-base cond
dition to be 1.02 in, 8..26 in, and 15 kip, resspectively. W
When
evaluated
expressed
d as a drift ratio (displlacement div
vided by coolumn heighht measuredd from bottoom of
column to
t center of gravity
g
of mass blocks), the yield annd ultimate ddisplacementt occurred att drift
ratios of 1.02% and 8.3%, respeectively. Usiing procedurres developeed by Priesttley et al. [1996],
the plastiic hinge leng
gth was calcu
ulated as 12..9 in.
3.3.2.1 Column Re
einforcemen
nt

The colu
umn was rein
nforced with
h twelve No.. 4 deformedd grade 60 ((A706) reinfforcing bars. This
resulted in
i a longitud
dinal reinforcement (l) ratio of 1.188%. The design axial loaad was calcuulated
to have a moment capacity
c
of about
a
1400 kip-in..
k
Thee amount of steel was sselected baseed on
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satisfying
g the SDC [C
Caltrans 200
04a]. At footting end of thhe bar, 90 hhooks with a bend radiuss of 6
bar diameters (db) weere used. Seee Figure 3.3 for a graphiical depictionn.

(a) co
olumn cross-s
section (12 No. 4 Grade 60
longitudin
nal bars; W3.5 smooth Grad
de 80 wire spirrals
with a 1-1/4
1
in. pitch))

Figure 3.3

((b) specimen

Column reinforc
cement details.

3.3.2.2 Spiral Rein
nforcement

Although
h the 6-ft-diaameter proto
otype column
n was used tto calculate a required voolumetric raatio of
spiral reinforcement equal to 0.54% [Caltran
ns 2004a], sm
mooth wire w
with a diameeter small ennough
y the volumeetric ratio was
w not availlable. A largger diameterr continuouss W3.5 Gradde 80
to satisfy
(ASTM 82) smooth
h wire with dsp= 0.211 in. and Asp = 0.035 inn.2 was usedd, resulting in a
volumetrric ratio of sp
piral reinforccement   s  of 0.61%.
3.3.3 Footing
F
The footting was dessigned to reemain elasticc and as riggid as possibble during thhe tests to aavoid
additionaal deformatio
on caused by
b flexure orr shear loadiing in the syystem. Design forces foor the
footing were
w
evaluatted based on
n a safety facctor of 4, thee plastic mooment capaciity of the coolumn
when thee plastic hin
nge was fully
y developed
d. The Caltraans Bridge D
Design Speccifications (B
BDS)
[Caltranss 2004b] req
quire that th
he footing be capable of developiing the fulll plastic mooment
capacity of the colum
mn. Regulatiions on footiing thicknes s are limitedd to the abiliity to develoop the
mentioneed column capacity.
c
Reiinforcementt ratios for tthe designedd specimen ffooting exceeeded
those req
quired [Caltrrans 2004b] .The footing
g was directlly connectedd to the bottoom of the coolumn
and resteed on top of
o the elastomeric pads that weree centered oon the earthhquake simuulator
platform..
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The
T 4-ft-squaare, 18-in.-th
hick footing was reinforrced longituddinally withh No. 6 defoormed
bars. Traansverse rein
nforcing conssisted of No
o. 3 stirrup tiies. See Figuure 3.4 for foooting detaills. To
widen thee footing fro
om 3Dc squaare to 3Dc x 5D
5 c, 1-1/8-inn.-diameter hhigh-strengthh post-tensiooning
rods werre used to faasten concrette blocks to the existingg footing. Thhe blocks were cast from
m the
same con
ncrete batch and had thee same height as the exxisting footinng, with a pllan depth off 1Dc
such thatt when attacched to both sides would
d create a neew width off 5Dc. To exppand the foooting,
blocks which
w
had th
he same rein
nforcement ratio as thee footing w
were connectted to the sqquare
footing using
u
high-strength grou
ut and post-tensioning rrods. See Fiigure 3.5. T
The weight oof the
footing was
w 3.6 kip for
f the 3Dc x 3Dc config
guration. Exppanding the footing to 33Dc  5Dc crreated
an additio
onal weight of 2.4 kip fo
or a total of 6.0
6 kips.

Figure 3.4

Figure 3.5
5

Foo
oting reinforc
cement details.

Footing configurattion for 3Dc  5 Dc.

3.3.4 Elastomeric
E
c Pad
The elasttomeric pad was chosen
n such that th
he initial stifffness was ssimilar to thaat of a comppetent
dense sandy soil. A thorough reeview of av
vailable mateerial types aand thicknesss found thaat the
operties thatt best matcheed the initiall stiffness off sand soil w
were a 2 in. tthick commeercial
target pro
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Neoprenee Duro 80 that
t
satisfied
d ASTM D-2000 standaards. Single pieces of D
Duro 80 werre not
availablee in the size needed
n
to ex
xtend beyond
d the footingg edges. Insttead, two sepparate piecess (8 ft
 2 ft-6 in.) were ussed to suppo
ort the 3Dc square
s
footiing and the 3Dc x 5Dc footing, andd still
m of 6 in. paad clearance from the foooting on alll sides (Figuure 3.6). Beearing
maintain a minimum
propertiees of the pad
d were determ
mined from uniaxial com
mpression teests of a 12-iin.-square saample
of the sam
me material.. The results are presenteed in Chapteer 4.

Figure 3.6
6

Elasto
omeric pad a nd footing e
edges.

3.3.5 Steel
S
Brack
kets
Four steeel brackets connected to the top of th
he column viia 1-1/8-in. hhigh-strengthh post-tensiooning
rods supp
ported the mass
m
blocks. The steel brackets weree checked uusing an apprropriate facttor of
safety fo
or bending and
a shear du
ue to the su
upported deaad load of tthe weight bblocks. The steel
bracket weight
w
for alll four was 1.84
1
kip. Exccluding the m
mass blockss, the total w
weight of thee steel
brackets,, column, and 3Dc squaree footing waas 7.12 kip.
3.3.6 Mass
M
Block
ks
Three 10
0 ft  10 ft  14 in. con
ncrete blockss were used to representt the weightt and mass oof the
superstru
ucture of thee bridge. Th
he blocks weere post-tenssioned to thhe steel bracckets via 1-11/8-in
high-strength steel rods to ensure they acted
a
as a unit. The weight of each block was
approxim
mately 17.1 kip, resultin
ng in a totaal weight off 54 kip forr the mass blocks and steel
brackets.
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3.4

SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION

To model the simple inverted pendulum, several options were considered. The design was
governed by several factors including cost, ease of construction and use, safety, and method
reusability for future testing of additional single column cantilevers. The design considered
options previously erected for shake table tests (e.g., Hachem et al. [2003]) before deciding on a
system where steel brackets would be post-tensioned to the top of the column thereby creating a
support frame that would support mass blocks to achieve the desired axial stress.
The construction site used an existing level platform but modified it appropriately.
Formwork was erected for the footing as well as the blocks that would be used to widen the
footing during testing (Figure 3.7). During this time, the four longitudinal bars that were to have
strain gauges attached were prepared and instrumented. The bottom layer of steel for the footings
was placed as well as the steel necessary for the widening blocks of the footing.
The column cage was constructed next using twelve No. 4, bars including the four
instrumented bars with strain gauges (two per bar along the bar height for a total of eight
gauges). Next, the cage was spirally reinforced along the column height with W3.5 wire (0.21 in
diameter) at a pitch of 1.25 in. At the top of the column where the post-tensioned steel brackets
were connected, the pitch of spiral reinforcing was reduced to 0.5 in. The column cage was
installed at the center of the footing and tied to the bottom steel layer (Figure 3.8). Next, the top
layer of footing reinforcement and the 2-in.-diameter PVC ducts used for widening the footing
were installed. The PVC pipes extended along the entire length of the footing in each direction to
create a connection for the widened blocks (Figure 3.9). The No 3. hooked bars for transverse
reinforcement were then placed, and the footing and blocks were ready to be cast.
The specified design strength of the footing was larger than the column, requiring that the
footing and blocks to be cast separately (Figure 3.10). Several 6 in. diameter  12-in. long
cylinders were cast for testing the compressive strength of the concrete at 7 and 28 days, and the
testing date as necessary. The slump of concrete, which had been specified as 5 in., was
measured to be 3.5 in. for the footing. After casting, the footing and blocks were covered with
plastic sheathing and allowed to cure. Following the necessary curing time, the joint area at the
column-footing interface was sand blasted and cleaned in preparation for casting the column. A
circular column form was placed that had holes cut in it to allow installation of additional
instrumentation equipment. Threaded 1/2-in.-diameter rods were installed transversely through
the holes in the column to provide a method of measuring curvature distribution along the
column height (Figure 3.11). For monitoring the strain gauge readings, wiring guided along the
longitudinal bars to an exit point at the column mid-height. At the top of the column, formwork
was added to create the block to which the steel brackets would be connected. The PVC ducts
and additional No. 3 transverse reinforcement were added as necessary for the design objective.
The column and top block were then cast and allowed to cure for 28 days before removal of the
formwork (Figure 3.12). Again, several 6 in. x 12 in. concrete cylinders were cast for measuring
the concrete compressive strength at 7 and 28 days, and the shake table test date. The specified
slump for the column was 5 in. and measured as 9.5 in.
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Figure 3.7

Footing forms (rocking
g column at ttop right).

Figure 3.8

Colu
umn cage an
nd footing ste
eel.
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Figure 3.9

Figure 3.10

Casting footing.

Footiing and blocks before co
olumn castin g (rocking column cente
er of specime
ens).
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Figu
ure 3.11

Figurre 3.12

3.5

Threaded
T
rod
ds for measu
uring column
n curvature.

Co
olumn and to
op block (roc
cking specim
men in centerr).

MEASURED
M
D MATERIA
AL PROPE
ERTIES

3.5.1 Steel
S
Reinfo
orcement Properties
P
The colu
umn longitu
udinal steel was specifi
fied as AST
TM A706, G
Grade 60 steel. Mechaanical
propertiees of the rein
nforcing barrs were deteermined usinng tensile teests of sampple steel couupons.
The averrage values for
f three sam
mple coupon
ns for yield strength, ulttimate strenggth, and modulus
of elasticcity of the No.
N 4 bars was
w 69.1 ksii, 90.9 ksi, aand 29,090 ksi, respectiively. See F
Figure
30

3.13. Th
he spiral rein
nforcement was specifiied as ASTM
M 82, Gradde 80. No teensile tests were
performeed due to the absence of
o coupons for
f spiral sam
amples. No ccertified milll test reportt was
availablee for the spiraals.

Figure 3.13

Stress-strain
S
n curve for g
grade 60 AST
TM 706 bars.

3.5.2 Concrete
C
Properties
To represent the actu
ual propertiees of concreete used in m
modern RC bridges, thee concrete foor the
columns was specifieed as normall weight with
h a 28-day sstrength of noo less than 4 ksi and no more
than 5.5 ksi. Mix dessign details are
a presented in Table 33.2. Twenty seven, 6 in. x 12 in. stanndard
cylinderss were prepaared at the casting of the
t column and were used to meassure the conncrete
compresssive strength
h and stresss-strain relaationship. W
When the fo
forms from the footingg and
columns were remo
oved, so weere the casiings of the correspondding cylindeers. Compreessive
strength tests were performed
p
at
a 8 and 29 days after ccasting of thhe footing. C
Column conncrete
compresssive strength
h tests were performed at 7, 14, 211, and 28 daays after thee column caasting
date. Ad
dditional cyliinders of eaach group were
w
tested thhe day folloowing their respective sshake
table testt.
At
A each test date,
d
three cy
ylinders werre tested. Thhe column cooncrete had a 28-day streength
of 3.9 ksi, while the footing conccrete had a strength
s
of 55.25 ksi. Thee average strrength of coolumn
concrete on testing day
d was abou
ut 4.7 ksi. The
T average tangent andd secant moddulus of elassticity
of concreete for the sp
pecimen—deefined by Eq
quation (3.4)) and Equatiion (3.5)—w
were calculatted to
be 2753 ksi and 245
53 ksi, respectively. Vaalues from ttesting of thhe cylinders are presentted in
3 and shown
n plotted in Figure
F
3.14 and
a Figure 3 .15.
Table 3.3

f
Ec  taan  c 50

(3.4)

 c 50
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f
f
Ec  tan  c 50 c  25
 c 50   c  25

Mix Specifications

Table 3.2

(3.5)

Concrete mix design.

Cement

ASTM C-150 TYPE II

Fly ash

ASTM C-618 CLASS F, 15%

Admixture (water reducer)

ASTM C-494 TYPE A

Minimum 28-day strength

3850 psi

Maximum 28-day strength

4350 psi

3

Cementitious sacks/yd

5.60

Maximum size aggregate

3/8 in.

Slump

5 in.

Water/cement ratio

0.603

Specific
gravity

Mix Design and Quantities

Material
3/8in.  #8 gravel
Regular top sand
SR blend sand

SSD weight

2.68

5.98 ft3

1000 lb

2.67

3

1503 lb

3

599 lb

3

447 lb

3

79 lb

3

317 lb

3

26.3 fl oz

2.60

Cement Type II

3.15

Fly ash

0.00

Water

1.00

Water reducer

-----

Total

Table 3.3

Absolute
volume

-----

9.02 ft

3.69 ft
2.27 ft

0.55 ft

5.08 ft

0.41 ft
3

27 ft

3945 lb

Compressive strength of column concrete cylinders.

Day

No. 1 (ksi)

No. 2 (ksi)

No. 3 (ksi)

Average (ksi)

7

2.20

2.52

2.18

2.30

14

2.93

2.88

2.97

2.93

21

3.53

3.60

3.49

3.54

28

3.86

3.88

3.97

3.90
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Figure
e 3.14

Figurre 3.15

Strress-strain cu
urve of conc
crete cylinde
ers at test datte.

Co
olumn concrrete compres
ssive strengtth versus age.

3.5.3 Elastomeric
E
c Pad
The elasttomeric pad
d was tested uniaxially at
a a cyclicallly increasinng amplitudee with only force
compresssion. The lo
oad behavio
or was deterrmined by an initial appplication oof a small fforce,
removal of the load, and then ap
pplication of a larger forcce. This wass repeated unntil the finall load
considereed had reach
hed a strain value that corresponded
c
d to a deflecction equal tto 7% of thee pad
thicknesss. See Figure 3.16. From
m compressiion data, thee modulus oof elasticity E pad durinng the



loading phase
p
was calculated
c
to be approx
ximately 30000 psi   Epad 
[Equation
n (3.6].
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frrom best fitt data

  1
Epad  2
 2  1

Figure
e 3.16

3.6

(3.6)

Stress-strain cu
urve of comp
pression testt of 2 in.-thic
ck elastomerric pad samp
ple.

TEST
T
SET UP
U

A series of shake tab
ble tests wass performed at the Earthhquake Simuulation Labooratory, locatted at
the Richmond Field Station of UC Berkeleey. Three teest group geeometric connfigurations were
selected for testing on the earth
hquake simu
ulator: (1) a footing wiidth of 3Dc  3Dc withh one
o of 3% fc Ag ; (2) a footting width of 3Dc  3Dc with
weight block with a nominal axiial load ratio
w a nomin
nal axial loaad ratio of 100% fc Ag , annd (3) a footting width of 3Dc
three weiight blocks with
 5Dc wiith three weiight blocks with
w a nominal axial loaad ratio of 10% fc Ag . Figure 3.17 sshows
the specimen set up on
o the table for
f the secon
nd test groupp.
To
T simulate a rocking baase at the botttom of the ffooting, twoo 2 in. thick, 8 ft long  2.5 ft
wide elastomeric pads were laid
d down initiially side-byy-side and ccentered on the platform
m. No
t
and thee bottom off the pads. The pads werre not
material was placed between thee top of the table
fastened to the table; instead they
y were kept in place by uutilizing fricction from thhe normal looad of
ght blocks, column, an
nd footing. Away
A
from
m the platforrm, the steeel brackets were
the weig
connected to the speccimen at the top of the column.
c
The brackets weere placed inn pairs alongg each
diagonal direction an
nd fastened to
t each otheer using 1-1/ 8-in.-high-sttrength steell rods that passed
t steel con
nnection platte, the concrrete block at the top of ccolumn, and through thee steel
through the
34

connectio
on plate of the
t parallel bracket.
b
Forr each face, a layer of grrout was pouured betweeen the
steel platte and conccrete block to
t ensure un
niform bearring stress aand prevention of moveement
during teesting. The column
c
and steel brackeets were thenn lifted and placed direcctly on top oof the
pads, and
d centered on
o the table using a 20 kip
k capacityy bridge cranne. Transferr to the tablee was
done careefully to preevent any craacking in thee column. Noo material w
was placed beetween the ttop of
the pad and
a the botto
om of the foo
oting.

Figu
ure 3.17

Group
G
2 spec
cimen set up
p.

The
T mass blo
ocks were theen placed on
n top of the ssteel bracketts and conneected using 11-1/8in.high-strength postt-tensioning rods. Each bracket hadd a duct thatt correspondded with holles in
the weigh
hted blocks that allowed
d a rod to paass completeely through aall of the eleements. A tootal of
four rodss were used to make the weighted block to steeel bracket cconnections.. At the inteerface
between each block, block and steel
s
brackett, and conneection hardw
ware, high-sttrength groutt was
used to ensure a unifform bearing
g stress and no-slip
n
betweeen the elem
ments.
The
T initial teest group used
u
only one weightedd block to validate tesst set up, vverify
instrumen
ntation, and calibrate th
he analytic models
m
used to plan the ssubsequent ttests. The teest set
up for Teest Group 1 is
i shown in Figure
F
3.18. For Test Grroup 2, the ssame proceddure was followed
as for Teest Group 1,, except thatt three weigh
hted blocks were addedd to achieve the desired axial
load ratio. Figure 3..19 shows the
t test speccimen on thhe shake tabble. Upon coompletion oof the
second test
t
group, all instrumeentation was left in pllace with thhe exceptionn of the foooting
instrumen
ntation. Forr safety reaasons, the weighted
w
bllocks were removed bbefore liftingg the
specimen
n. The entiree specimen was
w then liffted up 2 in using hydraaulic jacks aas measured from
the top of
o the pad to
o the bottom
m of the footting, and theen shored inn place for installation oof the
footing widening
w
blo
ocks. Two blocks
b
measuring 1Dc w
wide by 3Dc long and 118 in. thick were
connected to opposin
ng footing faaces using high-strengthh rods and grrout to creatte a wider foooting
size of 3D
Dc x 5Dc. Seee Figure 3.2
20(b). The specimen
s
waas then resett back to the original possition
and the th
hree weight blocks weree reinstalled.
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To prevent collapse of the specimen during testing, two steel chains were connected to
each corner of the steel brackets. The length of each chain was adjusted to accommodate at least
10 in. (10% drift) of lateral column displacement, corresponding to the maximum displacement
experienced in previous tests of fixed-based columns. The safety chains were used to prevent
overturning of the column and mass blocks. To prevent excessive movement by the footing from
“walking” while up uplifting, turnbuckles were used to allow approximately 2 in. of lateral
displacement during each test. The details of footing restraint are shown in Figure 3.20.

(a) specimen for Test Group 1

(b) footing and elastomeric pad

Figure 3.18

Specimen configuration for Test Group 1.
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Figure 3.19

Group 2 specimen.

(a) Group 2 footing 3Dc x 3Dc

Figure 3.20

3.7

(b) Group 3 footing 3Dc x 5Dc

Footing configuration with safety restraints.

INSTRUMENTATION

A vast instrumentation scheme was used to record the global response of the column, footing,
and local deformations and strain at specific locations. A total of up to 118 channels were used in
each of the shake table tests. The channels were recorded by a variety of instruments for
measuring displacements, accelerations, strains, and forces. The 118 channels were distributed as
follows:
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16 channels for monitoring the accelerations and displacements of the shake
table



21 channels for accelerometers at weight blocks and footings



28 channels for linear displacement potentiometers (LPs) monitoring global
displacement



24 channels for direct current displacement transducers (DCDTs) monitoring
local column deformation



8 channels for strain gauges measuring longitudinal reinforcing strain



20 channels
displacement



1 channel for a linear voltage displacement transducer (LVDT) monitoring the
displacement at center-of-gravity during free vibration test



1 channel for load cell monitoring of the pullback force during the pullback
test

for

Novotechniks

(NOVO)

monitoring

footing

uplift

A more detailed overview of the distribution on the three test groups is presented below.
The data was sampled at a rate of 200 Hz (0.005 sec). The sign convention for the global system
is presented in Figure 3.21. The origin of the coordinate system was located in the xy plane at the
center of the column. The origin of the z-axis was assumed at the bottom of the footing.
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(a) Overall Vieew

(b) yz plane of footing

(c) xz plane of footin
ng

(d) table in
n plan view

Figure 3..21

Speciimen global sign conven
ntion.

S
Table Instrum
mentation
3.7.1 Shaking
A total of 16 channels was ussed to captu
ure the moovement of the shake ttable. Horizzontal
accelerattions and diisplacementss were mon
nitored throuugh four acccelerometerrs placed onn the
stiffening
g beams un
nder the tab
ble and fourr displacem
ment transduucers acting along the outer
horizontaal actuators.. Vertical accelerations
a
s and displaacements were monitorred through four
accelerom
meters and four
f
displaceement transd
ducers placedd near the foour corners of the table.. This
instrumen
ntation allow
ws for comp
putation of accelerationn and displaacement com
mponents in all 6
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degrees-o
of-freedom of
o the shakee table motio
on. See Figuure 3.22 for a diagram oof the shake table
instrumen
ntation.

Figure 3.22

Sha
aking table in
nstrumentation.

3.7.2 Accelerome
A
eters
Acceleraations were measured
m
by
y 21 accelerometers mo unted at sevven separatee locations oon the
specimen
n and weightted blocks. Each
E
locatio
on had a clusster of 3 onee-dimensionaal accelerom
meters
that weree oriented in
n the x, y, and
a z orthog
gonal directiions. Three groups werre located oon the
weighted
d blocks at th
he center-off-gravity elev
vation on thee west and ssouth faces aand on top oof the
blocks. The
T remainin
ng four grou
ups were locaated on the w
west and souuth footing faces. See F
Figure
3.24 thro
ough Figure 3.26 for deepiction of th
he accelerom
meter locations of the tthree test grroups.
Each acccelerometer group was positioned
p
to
o coincide w
with a globaal displacem
ment measureement
using an LP.
L
Pote
entiometers
s
3.7.3 Linear
Global displacement
d
ts were directly measurred by LPs installed onn stiff framees located offf the
shaking table
t
at the west
w and sou
uth faces. A total of up to 28 LPs shhown in Figgure 3.24 thrrough
Figure 3..26 were useed for the thrree test grou
ups. Five LP
Ps were usedd for each face of the weeights
blocks: one
o at the ceenter-of grav
vity of the weighted
w
bloock assemblyy, two alongg the top neaar the
corner ed
dges and two
o more along
g the bottom
m near the coorner edges. Rotational movement oof the
weighted
d block assembly was captured
c
by the pairs loccated near tthe edges. T
The movemeent of
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footing, including
i
ro
otation aboutt the verticall axis of the column, waas monitoredd using threee LPs
on each footing
f
face along the top edge: one at the centerr and two at the outer coorners.
Local
L
deform
mation of thee column waas captured bby six LPs oon the West and South ffaces.
Used to measure
m
the shape of the column du
uring testingg, they were located alonng the center line
of each face
f
at heigh
hts of 6 in., 12 in., 18 in., 24 in., 3 8 in., and 444 in. from tthe bottom oof the
column.
3.7.4 Direct
D
Curre
ent Displac
cement Tra
ansducers
s
Twenty-ffour DCDTss were used to measure the relativee vertical dissplacement bbetween diffferent
sections along the height
h
of thee column. Th
he data wass then used to measure the approxiimate
curvaturee over a regiion of heigh
ht h. Figure 3.23 shows an expandeed view of thhe typical D
DCDT
column configuration
c
n. Figure 3.2
24 through Figure
F
3.26 show the loocations of thhe DCDTS aalong
the colum
mn height for each of thee test groupss.
Im
mplementatiion of DCDT
T instrumenttation used tthe 1/2-in.thrreaded rods installed thrrough
the colum
mn during co
onstruction. The rods weere located aat heights of approximateely 1 in., 6 inn., 12
in., 18 in
n., 24 in., and
d 38 in. The DCDTs were connectedd to aluminuum tubing annd fastened tto the
threaded rod such that they weere located approximateely 3-1/2 inn. from the column surrface.
h
distance betw
ween the DC
CDTs and thhe column suurface, and vertical disstance
Actual horizontal
between the rods and
d the surfacee of the footiing or top sl ab were meaasured priorr to each testt. The
readings from the paairs of DCDT
Ts located att the 1 in. annd 6 in. heigghts were useed to estimatte the
amount of
o rebar pullo
out from thee footing.

Figure 3.23

DCDT con
nfiguration a
along column
n height.
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(a) specim
men instrumen
ntation elevatiion details

(b) footting linear pottentiometer lo
ocations

Figure 3.24

Group
G
1 (3Dcx3D
x c footing)) instrumenttation details
s.
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(a) sp
pecimen instru
umentation ele
evation details

(b)) footing linear potentiometter locations

Figure 3.25
5

Group 2 (3Dc3Dc fo
ooting) eleva
ation of instrrumentation details.
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(a) sp
pecimen instru
umentation ele
evation details

(b)) footing linear potentiometter locations

Figure 3.26
6

Group 3 (3Dc5Dc fo
ooting) eleva
ation of instrrumentation details.
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3.7.5 Strain
S
Gaug
ges
A total of
o eight straiin gauges were
w
used to monitor strrain of longiitudinal reinnforcement iin the
specimen
n. Four reinfforcing bars, located at the north, eeast, south, aand west siddes, were gaauged
and proteected with coating
c
mateerials prior to
t constructiion. The gau
auges were ppositioned oon the
outside face
f
of the reebar, located
d slightly abo
ove the top oof the footinng and 16 inn above the ttop of
footing. See Figure 3.27 for thee typical straain gauge loocation. Theese locationss were chossen to
approxim
mate the expeected plasticc hinge lengtth per Priestlley et al. [19996].

Figurre 3.27

Lo
ocations of s
strain gauges
s.

N
iks (NOVOs)
3.7.6 Novotechni
A total of
o 20 NOVO
Os were useed to monito
or uplift dispplacement oof the footinng during testing.
Measurin
ng uplift durring testing was critical to determinning the rockking behavioor of the syystem.
To do th
his, four NO
OVOs weree placed on each face of the footting to meaasure the rellative
displacem
ment betweeen the footin
ng and the pad. In adddition, two ppairs of outrrigger arms were
rigidly attached
a
to the footing
g and used
d to supporrt NOVOs that measuured the rellative
displacem
ment betweeen the tip off the outrigg
ger and rigidd slab of thee simulator. Figure 3.288 and
Figure 3.29
3
show the
t locations of the NOVOs for each test ggroup and cconfigurationn. To
accuratelly capture th
he pad displaacement beffore each tesst, snapshot readings weere taken as each
new load
d was applieed. This info
ormation waas used to ddistinguish w
when the system was siimply
rocking or
o also upliftting from thee pad.
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Figure 3.28

9
Figure 3.29

Novotechnik locations (Test Group
ps 1 and 2).

Novotec
chnik locatio
ons (Test Gro
oup 3).
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3.8

DATA ACQUISITION

During the tests, data was recorded by the shaking table data acquisition software system. Each
instrument of the system was calibrated using distinct cables. Data was recorded at a 200 Hz
interval (0.005 sec) and saved to a text file. Each text file began with a header row. The first
entry was the date and time stamp followed by a unique column entry for each instrument name.
The text file was recorded as a MxN array, where M equaled one (for the header row) plus the
number of time samples and N equaled one (for the time stamp) plus the number of instruments.
Data recording was initiated a few seconds prior to the beginning of each earthquake signal and
continued for several seconds following the end of each record to capture the free-vibration
response.
3.9

TEST SPECIMEN DOCUMENTATION

In addition to the digital data recorded, digital videos were taken during the tests to document
specimen behavior and the progression of localized damage. Five video cameras were used
simultaneously: two focused on the bottom portion of the column—where the plastic hinge was
expected to be developed at the east and north faces and capture uplift—and two cameras were
used to capture the global response of the specimen from the east and north sides. The last
camera was set along the diagonal axis to capture global movements. Digital photographs were
taken prior to and after each test to document localized damage of the column. In the interim
between tests, new concrete cracks that occurred during the tests were traced by hand and color
coded for easy representation.
The specimens were painted white prior to testing, and a grid was drawn in black marker
on the column to sub-divide and readily identify regions. The grid resolution was drawn by subdividing the column into 4-in.-tall segments, approximately 30 wide (~4.2 in). Each footing
face, column face, and weighted block face were marked with a W, S, E, and N, respectively.
3.10

GROUND MOTIONS

As mentioned in Section 1.3, two ground motions were used for testing each of the three group
configurations. Each test group was subjected to one, two, and three directions of excitations of
the two ground motions.
3.10.1 Preprocessing of the Recorded Motions
Processing was done on both of the records to accommodate the displacement, velocity, and
acceleration thresholds that could be delivered by the shake table. The three-dimensional
components of each record were processed in a similar manner. First, the recorded time step was
reduced by the square root of the length-scale factor (See Table 3.1). The magnitude of the
amplitude was left unchanged. Next the ground motion was band-passed filtered to remove
unwanted frequency components. The frequency characteristics of the band-pass filter included
two cut-off points and two corner points. Finally, the amplitude of acceleration was scaled to
meet the desired testing level. The design level was scaled such that the spectral acceleration of
the record matched the target design spectrum at the period of the specimen.
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3.10.2 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake (Loma Prieta Record)
Each of the test groups was subjected to a modified version of the Los Gatos (PEER NGA
Database [2005]) record of the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. The record was representative of a
strong intensity near-fault forward-directivity ground motion. The specific records used were the
two horizontal plus vertical components for the NF03 and NF04 motions of the SAC Steel
project [2006]. The Loma Prieta earthquake had a moment magnitude of Mw=6.9. The Los Gatos
records were recorded at a distance of 2.4 miles from fault rupture and a hypocentral distance of
15.9 miles. The soil conditions were classified as “soft rock,” with a shear wave velocity of
approximately Vs30= 1560 ft/sec. The record peak values were measured as PGA 0.78g, PGV
30.4 in/sec and PGD 16.8 in. Fault-normal and fault=parallel components were defined by NF03
and NF04, respectively. The vertical component was from the record NF03_04v. The ground
motion—chosen because in preliminary analysis it was shown to cause large permanent
displacements—was considered useful in determining the characteristics of systems allowed to
uplift and yield. The records were scaled assuming a length-scale factor of 4.5. Thus, the time
duration was scaled by √4.5 (~2.12). The original records were band pass filtered using cutoff
frequencies of 0.4 Hz and 15 Hz and corner frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 12 Hz.
Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 show the horizontal and vertical components before and after
band pass filtering. Each figure includes a plot of the (a) Fourier Spectrum, (b) acceleration time
history, (c) velocity time history, and (d) displacement time history. For test groups 1 and 2 the
fault normal (stronger direction) and fault parallel (weaker direction) components were oriented
along +x-axis (north-south) and +y-axis (east-west) directions, respectively. For Test Group 3,
the orientation of components was rotated 90 to place the strongest ground motion component
in line with the wider footing dimension. The peak ground acceleration, velocity, and
displacement of the filtered records were 0.74g, 29.1 in./sec and 4.8 in., respectively.
3.10.3 1978 Tabas, Iran, Earthquake
Test Groups 1 and 2 were subjected to a modified version of the 1978 Tabas, Iran, earthquake.
The site was located 1.25 miles from the epicenter and had a moment magnitude of Mw=7.4.
The ground motions used were from the SAC-Steel Project records NF01, NF02, and NF01_02v,
which were the fault-normal, fault-parallel, and vertical components, respectively. These records
were representative of a strong intensity near-fault forward-directivity ground motion. The soil
was described as “rock” and had a shear wave velocity of approximately Vs=2520 ft/sec. The
records were scaled assuming a length-scale factor of 4.5, thus the time duration was scaled by
√4.5 (~2.12). The original records were band-pass filtered using cutoff frequencies of 0.1 Hz and
15 Hz and corner frequencies of 0.2 Hz and 14 Hz. The record peak values were measured as
PGA 0.84g, PGV 42.5 in/sec and PGD 26.8 in.
Figure 3.30 through Figure 3.32 show the horizontal and vertical components before and
after band-pass filtering. Each figure includes a plot of the (a) Fourier Spectrum, (b) acceleration
time history, (c) velocity time history, and (d) displacement time history. For Test Groups 1 and
2, the fault-normal (stronger direction) and fault-parallel (weaker direction) components were
oriented along +x-axis (north-south) and +y-axis (east-west) directions, respectively. The peak
ground acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the filtered records were 0.84g, 18.6 in./sec,
and 4.8 in., respectively.
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(a) Fourie
er spectra

(b) acceleratio
on time historry

(c) velocity time history

(d)
( displaceme
ent time histo ry
fault-normal componentt

Figu
ure 3.30

fault-parallel component

NF01
N
and NF0
02 horizonta
al filtered gro
ound motion.
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(a) Fourie
er spectra

(b) acceleratio
on time historry

(c) velocity time history

(d)
( displaceme
ent time histo ry
fault-parallell component

fault-norma
al componentt

Figu
ure 3.31

NF03
N
and NF0
04 horizonta
al filtered gro
ound motion.
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(a) Fourie
er spectra

(b) acceleratio
on time historry

(c) velocity time history

(d)
( displaceme
ent time histo ry
NF03/NF0
04 vertical

NF01/NF
F02 vertical

Figure 3.32

Verttical filtered g
ground motiion.
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3.11

TEST SEQUENCE

3.11.1 Pullback (Free Vibration) Test
Prior to the shake table tests, each specimen was subjected to pullback tests to investigate
dynamic properties of the specimen in the x- and y-directions. A cable was attached on both ends
at an anchor on the laboratory floor and the center-of-mass of the weighted blocks. The cable
assembly included a come-along winch for pulling back the specimen, a load cell to measure the
corresponding force at the anchor end, and a small diameter machine bolt at the other end to be
cut. An LP was placed at the center-of-mass on the opposing face (connected to the
instrumentation frame) to measure displacement. A 1.0 kip force was applied to the mass blocks
using the come-along winch, and the bolt was then cut to initiate free vibration motion. To
prevent the table from moving, wood blocks were placed in the gap between the simulator
platform and outer edges. Displacement and accelerations were recorded to determine the natural
period and damping ratios of the systems.
3.11.2 Shake Table Test
Following the free vibration test, a series of shake table tests were conducted. There were three
selected test groups that varied the footing size, axial load, and earthquake intensity Presented
previously and shown again in Table 3.4, each test group varied the input excitation for the onedimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional components of motion. Test Groups 1 and
2 were expected to remain elastic during all testing levels. Because Test Group 1 was an
evaluation of the rocking set up and instrumentation, the axial load was one-third the designed
for load to avoid damaging the column. The footing dimension was 48 in.  48 in. (3Dc x 3Dc).
For the two ground motions, five earthquake directional combinations were conducted at
different earthquake intensity amplitudes: 1D-X, 1D-Y, 2D-X+Y, 2D-X+Z, and 3D-X+Y+Z. In
total, approximately thirty runs were done for Test Group 1. A complete list of dynamic test runs
can be found in Appendix A.
Test Group 2, for which the footing size remained three times the column diameter (3Dc)
square, the axial load was increased to 5.7% fc Ag , and the column was tested within the elastic
range. Similarly to the first group, approximately 5 types of earthquakes were run for five
different input excitations. A total of approximately 30 runs were conducted (see Appendix A).
Test Group 3 was designed to initiate inelastic behavior and rocking/uplifting of the system. The
footing was widened to five times the column diameter (5Dc) in the strong component loading
direction and left at three times the column diameter (3Dc) in the opposite direction. The
interaction of fixed-base behavior in one direction with rocking-uplift behavior was of particular
interest. Each of the earthquake runs was a three-dimensional excitation. First the specimen
loading was done at an elastic level. Next, the loading was increased to the yield and then design
and maximum credible earthquake (MCE) loading levels. At the conclusion of testing, the
damaged accrued by the column prevented any further testing. A total of four runs were
conducted for Test Group 3 (see Appendix A). Table 3.5 lists the type of earthquakes run for
each test group and some of their input characteristics.
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Table 3.4
Test Group

Nominal
3%f’cAg

1

2
Square
Footing (S)

3
Rectangular
Footing (R)
1
2

Axial
Load

Nominal
10%f’cAg

Nominal
10%f’cAg

Testing schedule of rocking column.

Footing Size1

Earthquake
Loading

3Dc x 3Dc

Los Gatos
(1989 Loma Prieta)
Tabas, Iran (1977)

3Dc x 3Dc

Los Gatos
(1989 Loma Prieta)
Tabas, Iran (1977)

5Dc x 3Dc

Los Gatos
(1989 Loma Prieta)

Testing
Levels2

Input
Motions

Elastic 90%
Yield

1D - X
1D - Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z

Elastic
90% Yield

1D - X
1D - Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z

Elastic
Yield
Design
MCE

1D - X
1D - Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z

multiple of column diameter (Dc)
loading level defined by flexural ductility demands

3

Group

Test

Test Group 2

Test Group 1

Table 3.5

Summary of peak ground motion values for all test groups.

Run

Record

Level

PGA (g)

PGV (in./sec)

PGD (in.)

A

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.08

2.4

0.4

B

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.25

8.5

1.3

C

Tabas

Elastic

0.08

7.0

0.3

D

Tabas

Elastic

0.22

10.3

1.3

E

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.15

7.4

1.4

F

Tabas

Elastic

0.30

10.4

1.9

AS

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.11

4.0

0.6

BS

Tabas

Elastic

0.20

3.6

0.6

CS

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.20

5.6

0.7

DS

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.30

10.2

1.1

ES

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.28

8.2

1.1

FS

Tabas

Elastic

0.25

6.8

0.8

GS

Tabas

Elastic

0.14

0.14

6.1

HS

Los Gatos

Elastic

0.30

9.1

1.1

AR

Los Gatos

Elastic, Yield,
Design, MCE

1.1

16.8

4.6
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4

Experimental Results

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Sample results from the test program described in Chapter 3 are presented here to illustrate the
performance of bridge piers that are supported by rectangular spread footings, and which uplift
during strong ground shaking. The results are categorized by global and local response measures.
The results of the shaking table specimens are very useful because they provide an indication of
the magnitude of response of an uplifting bridge pier and column, which can be compared to
previous tests of fixed-base bridge piers. The results presented show the response of the test
specimen using metrics similar to those used in previous tests [Sakai and Mahin 2006] and those
specified in the SDC for designing bridge piers [Caltrans 2004a]. Rocking and uplift of the test
specimen footing and center mass displacement and rotation was investigated in depth, which is
described in the following sections.
Several calculations are necessary to efficiently analyze the recorded data. These include
the amount of rotation of the footing, translation of the top of the column due to footing uplift,
the column base moment, average curvature at various regions along the column, and the column
shear. These response quantities then are used to develop an index that assesses the likelihood of
foundation rocking. The index is described as the ratio of applied moment to restoring moment.
The shake table test program conducted nearly 70 tests on the single column specimen
with variable loads and footing dimensions. Except for the final two test runs—which were
anticipated to undergo inelastic deformations—virtually no damage occurred. Hence, there was
negligible change in structural periods or damping during most of the tests. As mentioned
previously, each test group was subjected to modified versions of the Los Gatos (1989 Loma
Prieta) and Tabas (1977 Iran) ground motions. Test Groups 1 and 2 were conducted in the elastic
range and had a maximum demand equal to incipient yielding of the column. Test Group 3 was
designed to test into the inelastic demand range. A total of four runs were conducted for the last
group, of which the final two runs damaged the column.
Because of the lack of horizontal restraint, using a rectangular footing created interaction
between the principal directions and caused rotation of the footing about the vertical axis.
Included are plots that show the amount of rotation compared to the overall displacements.
See Appendix A for a complete list of test runs, along with specimen configuration, run
identification number, ground motion records and scaling used.. A more complete series of plots
showing time histories of specimen lateral and uplift displacements, and computed column
moment-average curvature relations are available in Appendix B.
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4.2

ROCKING SYSTEM RESPONSE QUANTITIES

All three of the test groups had similar instrumentation configurations, thus determining the
response for all test groups was similar. For each test group minor changes were made to
instrumentation position, but the process was not radically altered. For all test runs, displacement
and force time histories were calculated as well as force-deformation relationships. Global
displacement, local displacement, and acceleration recordings were used to calculate the
response. The next two sections describe the process for calculating the rocking system response
quantities.
4.2.1 Displacements
4.2.1.1 External Displacements

Using the instrumentation described in Chapter 3, the displacement response quantities of
interest were calculated. The total relative lateral translation  urel  in each direction (east-west
and north-south) was computed as the difference between the lateral displacement at the center
of mass and at the base of the footing in that direction [Equation (4.1)].
urel  utotal  ufooting

(4.1)

The uplift of the footing from the elastomeric pad was measured at four locations offset
from the edge of the footing, as shown in Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29. The average vertical
displacements from the two vertical displacement transducers on the east side of the footing were
subtracted from corresponding value for the transducers on the west side of the footing. Dividing
the resultant by the east-west horizontal distance between the pairs of transducers, the base
rotation  ftg of the footing is estimated [Equation (4.3)]. The lateral displacement r of the
center of the top mass associated with rigid body rotation of the footing is then estimated as the
base rotation of the footing times the height of the center mass measured from the center of mass
to the bottom of the footing [Equation (4.4)]. Figure 4.1 depicts the displacements of interest of
the rocking system. The total relative lateral translation  urel  is also noted as T for
convenience in reporting the results. The total displacement is a combination of the lateral rigid
body translation (r) due to uplift of the footing and the flexural displacement (f) of the column
due to input excitation.

T  urel
 ftg 

(4.2)

ZL  ZR
2B

(4.3)

r  H sin  H

(4.4)

The contribution of flexural displacement (f) is assumed to include the contribution of flexure,
bar pullout, shear, and similar internal deformations in the column. At the center of mass, the
contribution due to flexural displacement is estimated by Equation (4.5) as the total relative
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displacem
ment minus the
t rigid bod
dy translatio
on. For Test Group 3, whhere the footting was widdened
to 3Dc  5Dc, the ou
utriggers wiith vertical displacemen
d
nt transducerrs were shiffted to the nnorthsouth facces and a sim
milar processs was used fo
or the calculaations.

f  T  r

(4.5)

Figure 4.1

Displa
acement resp
ponse quanttities.

4.2.1.2 Footing Ve
ertical Upliftt

The estim
mated footin
ng rotation was
w used to
o calculate thhe vertical uuplift at anyy point alonng the
footing. The shear and
a flexure deformation
ns of the foooting were assumed to be negligibble in
ooting uplift.. Hence the footing wass assumed too behave as a rigid blockk. By
comparisson to the fo
assuming
g rigid motio
on of the foo
oting, the verrtical uplift aat any point could be esttimated usinng the
footing rotation alo
ong both principle dirrections (  fftg  NS and  ftg  EW ) and the iinitial
displacem
ment  zo  du
ue to gravity load [Equattion (4.6)].



 



z xy   ftg  NS x   ftg  EW
W y  zo

(4.6)

4.2.1.3 Column Cu
urvatures

The DCD
DT instrumeentation alon
ng the colum
mn height (ssee Chapter 3) was used to estimatte the
average curvature
c
alo
ong the colu
umn. The DC
CDTs were llocated on thhe north, souuth, east andd west
column faces
f
and connected to rods
r
running
g through thee column aloong the north-south and eastwest direections. Each
h instrumentt was located
d a small hoorizontal disstance away from the coolumn
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face. At each elevation (hi), the horizontal distance, SN-S, was recorded as the distance between
the DCDT instruments on opposing faces. The rotation (i) of each region at each elevation (hi)
was determined by dividing the extension (i) of the DCDT on each face by the horizontal
distance between them [Equation (4.7)]. The average curvature i  of each region was then
estimated by dividing the rotation by the region height measured as the vertical distance between
the adjacent set of rods at elevation hi-1 [Equation (4.8)].

i 
i 

S   N
SN S

(4.7)

i

(4.8)

hi  hi 1

4.2.2 Forces and Moments
The shear and moment along the column were estimated using the recorded accelerations and
center-of-mass relative displacements. The shear force was approximated as the total
acceleration of the mass block times the mass (m) of the block, excluding the contribution from
damping. The rotational force was estimated by multiplying the rotational acceleration by the
rotational mass (mR) moment of inertia of the mass block. At the base of the column, moments
were determined using equilibrium and neglecting damping forces again. The base column
moment is a product of the lateral acceleration, rotational acceleration, and the lateral
displacement. Equations (4.9) and (4.10) illustrate the equation of motion for the x-direction. The
process was similar for the y-direction.
mux  Fdx  Fsx   mugx

(4.9)

mR y  M d  M s  0

(4.10)

The quantities of interest are:
m

= mass of weight block

mR

= rotational mass moment of inertia

u

= total relative acceleration of the center of mass

ugx

= table acceleration

y

= rotational acceleration of mass block about y-axis

Fdx

= damping force

Fsx

= hysteretic force

Md = damping moment about y-axis
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Ms

= hystteretic momeent about y-aaxis

The totaal displacem
ment and accceleration can
c be writtten as ut  urel  u g annd ut  urel  ug ,
respectiv
vely, where ug is the grround acceleeration. The forces in thhe system caan be determ
mined
by rewritting the abov
ve equationss to solve forr the hystereetic force  Fssx  in the x--direction annd the
hystereticc moment  M s  about the y-axis.

Fsx   mux  mugx  Fdx   mut  Fdx   mut

((4.11)

M s   mR y  M d   mR y

((4.12)

Figure 4.2 deepicts the qu
uantities desccribed and ccalculation oof base shearr and momeent. If
we negleect the conttribution of damping, th
hen Fs annd Ms cann be calculaated as show
wn in
Equation
ns (4.11) and
d (4.12). With the shearr and momennt at the cennter of mass now determ
mined
and using
g equilibrium
m, the mom
ment at each point along the columnn can be calcculated. Equuation
(4.13) sh
hows the calculation for moment at the base of the column. When the damping forrce is
small, thee approximaation providees a reasonab
ble approxim
mation of thee system forcces.
M b   mut  Fdx  H c  M d  M s  Purrel  Fsx * H c  M s  Puurel

Figure
F
4.2

((4.13)

Free body
y diagram.

The
T footing free
f body diaagram (Figure 4.3) illusttrates the forrce transfer at the base oof the
footing. Instrumentat
I
tion to clariffy the magniitude of com
mpression forrce developeed in the padd was
not used.. The shear and
a vertical reaction of the pad can be approxim
mated using the relationnships
for the base
b
shear an
nd moment already developed. Usinng equilibriuum, the sheaar across thee pad
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was apprroximated as
a the base shear plus the total accceleration of the footiing. The veertical
reaction Rpad and its eccentricity
y from the column
c
centter can be ddetermined uusing equilibbrium
and the column
c
axiall force, shearr and momen
nt at the basee.

Figurre 4.3

4.3

Fo
ooting free b
body diagram
m.

OBSERVED
O
D COLUMN
N RESPONS
SE

The resp
ponse of the specimen, with
w varying
g footing wiidths and axxial load, to several typpes of
excitation
n is next. Prrior to the sttart of each test group, a pullback aand a free-viibration test were
conducteed to determ
mine the stiffn
fness, naturall period, andd damping oof the system
m. Except foor the
final two
o runs of Teest Group 3 all dynamicc runs were conducted at a nominaal elastic dem
mand
level of the column.. The final two
t
runs weere conducteed at the noominal desiggn and maxiimum
n.
levels forr the column
Test
T Groups 1 and 2 weree designed to
o remain elaastic so that a large numbber of tests ccould
be condu
ucted to deteermine the response
r
of the
t system tto varying ffooting sizess and axial lloads.
Test Gro
oup 3 was deesigned to su
ustain damag
ge by increaasing the am
mplification oof excitationn such
that the column reaached design
n and maxiimum loadinng levels. IIn general, Groups 1 aand 2
followed
d a similar teesting protoccol. Typicallly, for each ground mottion, amplifiication scalee, and
time step
p combinatiion, five ru
uns with vaaried input excitation were conduucted. The input
excitation
n sequence was usually two one--directional excitations (X, Y), twoo two-directtional
excitation
ns (X+Y, X+
+Z) and 1 th
hree-directio
onal excitati on (X+Y+Z)). For exampple, Appenddix A
lists the five runs forr the Los Gatos input siignal scaledd to 25% of the original amplitude aand a
modified
d time step off 0.094 sec for
f Test Grou
up 2 Sequennce DS.
The
T principall objective of these rockiing tests wass to assess thhe behavior oof a system w
when
allowed to simultan
neously rock
k, uplift, and
d deform uunder typical earthquakee loading leevels.
These loading levelss were deterrmined by correspondin
c
ng systems w
with the sam
me configuraation,
or a fixed-baase assumptio
on that preveents uplift o f the footingg. Typical peerformance llevels
except fo
MCE
for fixed
d-base bridg
ge systems were
w
design
n (displacem
ment ductilityy equal to 44) and the M
(displaceement ductility equal to
o 6–8). Asseessing the bbehavior of uuplifting syystems allow
ws for
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drawing a correlation between columns of identical design and axial load, and the effect of
footing restraint on column performance for seismic loading.
The response of Test Group 1, for low axial load was used for the preliminary analysis of
the more relevant system with the design axial load. Prior to dynamic testing, the stiffness,
natural frequency, and damping of the system were determined using pullback and free vibration
tests. Following this, a total of 30 runs were conducted to assess the dynamic response. As
shown in Figure 4.4, no physical damage or cracking of the specimen occurred although the
specimen was observed to twist about a vertical axis and translate. Table 4.1 summarizes some
of the response values for Test Group 1. The low axial load is not typical of bridge design, so its
usefulness here is only for characterizing the behavior of rocking systems and modeling of the
elastomeric pad for subsequent dynamic analysis.
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(a) global view

(b) rotation about vertical axis indicated by distance from tape attached to elastomeric pad

Figure 4.4

Test Group 1 with footing 3Dc  3Dc and low axial load following final run.
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Performance
Level

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Run

A1

A3

A5

B1

B3

B5

C1

C3

C5

D1

D3

D5

E1

E3

E5

F1

F3

F5
2.01

2.02

1.95

1.46

1.46

1.45

1.38

1.36

1.36

0.37

0.36

0.37

1.46

1.43

1.42

0.34

0.33

1.45

1.42

0.06

0.94

0.96

0.07

0.97

0.94

0.03

0.22

0.22

0.00

0.97

0.92

0.06

0.16

0.16

0.00

(in.)

(in.)
0.33

ugy

ugx

0.25

0.27

0.28

0.18

0.18

0.17

0.23

0.25

0.23

0.07

0.06

0.08

0.24

0.23

0.23

0.07

0.08

0.08

(g)

ügx
(g)

ügy

0.13

0.15

0.05

0.10

0.10

0.05

0.09

0.09

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.20

0.21

0.04

0.03

0.04

0.01

And Displacement

0.73

0.70

0.74

0.71

0.68

0.66

0.42

0.42

0.49

0.09

0.10

0.09

1.39

1.11

0.52

0.12

0.11

0.16

x (in.)

0.52

0.52

0.47

0.67

0.63

0.44

0.36

0.35

0.28

0.07

0.07

0.05

1.13

1.14

0.32

0.14

0.13

0.08

y (in.)

Peak Lateral

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.19

0.19

0.18

0.10

0.10

0.12

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.54

0.42

0.15

0.02

0.02

1.01

0.97

0.81

1.12

1.08

0.58

0.60

0.60

0.53

0.07

0.06

0.04

2.41

2.37

0.56

0.20

0.20

0.11

3.9

4.0

4.2

4.4

4.4

4.5

3.9

3.8

3.7

1.3

1.5

1.2

4.9

4.6

4.4

2.2

2.3

2.4

3.4

3.4

2.9

3.8

3.8

3.1

2.7

2.8

2.1

0.9

0.9

0.6

4.1

4.0

2.6

1.5

1.4

1.0

Vbx kip Vby kip

y (%) x (%)
0.04

Shear
Mbx
kip-in.
84
111
121
206
317
321
48
73
74
171
230
221
245
304
305
236
272
275

Mby
kip-in.
194
186
177
359
365
389
99
120
109
300
310
312
364
356
357
338
320
318

Moment

Base Shear and Moment

Peak Uplift

Relative Displacement

Observations

Significant amount of
uplift.

Significant amount of
uplift.

No observed damage.

Little to no uplift.

Large amount of uplift and
rocking.

Stiffness, Free Vibration
test Performed prior to
dynamic runs.

Summary of Test Group 1 response footing size 3Dc  3Dc with low axial load.

Table Acceleration

Table 4.1

The total number of dynamic tests for Group 2 was 34. Section 4.5 discusses some of the
important response parameters for the system. During testing, rocking easily occurred for the
square footing 3Dc  3Dc in size. No yielding or damage was noted during the test. Some
cracking was observed; however, the cracks closed completely by the conclusion of the testing
and could not be located. Table 4.2 lists some of the response values for Test Group 2. During
testing, some rotation of the footing around the vertical axis was observed. Figure 4.5 shows the
condition of the specimen following dynamic test D5S. During testing a significant amount of
rocking was observed. For the testing of group DS, the amount of lateral translation due to rigid
body rotation was up to one-half of the total displacement. At the conclusion of Test Group 2,
the column had no observable damage and some minor period lengthening from softening of the
system after repeated test deformation cycles. Following Test Group 2, the footing of the
specimen was widened in the y-direction for a new size of 3Dc  5Dc. In addition, the ground
motion was rotated 90 to align the strongest component with the wider footing dimension.
The four tests conducted for Group 3 (Table 4.3) used all three components of excitation.
The yield level test (A2R) was conducted at the same amplitude as test D5S and resulted in less
uplift and total displacement than the smaller footing dimension. The footing dimensions clearly
have an impact on the total uplift of the system. The design and maximum level tests were scaled
to cause inelastic behavior in both directions. The observed response showed there was less
relative uplift to total displacement in both directions than the smaller footing size. The column
was damaged on the north-west face where spalling occurred during the design and maximum
level tests. A plastic hinge formed over approximately the bottom 16 in. of the column height.
Also the large deformations of the center of mass induced a permanent displacement in both
directions of the column, about 1 in. for the design level and 9 in. and 13 in. for the x- and ydirection after the maximum level test. At the conclusion of the maximum level tests, testing was
terminated because the column was deemed to be badly damaged and unsafe for any subsequent
runs. Figure 4.6 shows photos of the damaged column condition following the design level test
A3R. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the damaged condition of the column following the
maximum level test.
Test Group 3 revealed that vertical restraint of the footing was unnecessary to develop the
plastic hinge moment of the column, and that the desired design goal could be achieved without
the restraint. It should be stressed that it is important to detail columns to be ductile—even if
they are expected to rock—due to effects of bi-directional bending on the footing and column,
and in the event of accidental restraint being placed on the footing such as by overburden
pressures.
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0.68
0.68
0.70
1.16
1.15
1.14
0.80
0.79
0.80
0.79
0.80
0.80

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

Elastic

C3S

C5S

D1S

D3S

D5S

E1S

E3S

E5S

F1S

F3S

F5S

0.56

Elastic

B3S

C1S

0.56

Elastic

B1S
0.56

0.68

Elastic

A5S

Elastic

0.33

Elastic

A3S

B5S

0.33

(in.)

ugx

Elastic

Level

Performance

A1S

Run

0.77

0.75

0.01

0.76

0.77

0.02

0.67

0.67

0.07

0.38

0.39

0.03

0.57

0.56

0.02

0.35

0.16

0.00

(in.)

ugy

0.12

0.14

0.14

0.21

0.18

0.22

0.27

0.24

0.23

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.17

0.16

0.17

0.09

0.08

0.08

(g)

ügx

0.21

0.18

0.02

0.20

0.19

0.03

0.18

0.15

0.07

0.12

0.12

0.03

0.17

0.18

0.03

0.09

0.04

0.01

(g)

ügy

0.41

0.40

0.53

0.91

0.91

0.97

2.21

2.19

2.15

1.24

1.24

1.17

0.64

0.65

0.65

1.10

0.11

0.16

x (in.)

0.59

0.59

0.22

0.68

0.67

0.63

1.87

1.62

0.74

0.77

0.77

0.51

0.67

0.70

0.46

0.60

0.13

0.08

y (in.)

Peak Lateral

0.05

0.05

0.04

0.20

0.19

0.14

0.98

1.06

0.98

0.40

0.40

0.30

0.12

0.12

0.08

0.34

0.02

0.04

0.09

0.09

0.03

0.17

0.16

0.09

0.72

0.57

0.28

0.30

0.30

0.16

0.17

0.18

0.07

0.25

0.20

0.11

y (%) x (%)

Peak Uplift

Relative Displacement

3.5

3.8

4.4

6.7

6.6

6.9

9.8

9.9

9.7

7.0

7.2

7.2

4.9

5.4

5.2

7.2

2.3

2.4

3.7

4.0

1.6

5.3

4.9

3.9

8.9

8.3

4.1

4.2

3.9

3.4

4.7

5.0

3.5

3.7

1.4

1.0

Vbx kip Vby kip

Shear

388
391
428
802
858
411
411
409
146
379
370

834
1078
1047
1042
727
624
631
414
298
305

450

557

820

353

559

356

380

775

847

111

186

444

84

194

543

Mbx
kip-in.

Mby
kip-in.

Moment

Base Shear and Moment

Summary of Test Group 2 response footing size 3Dc  3Dc

Table Acceleration and
Displacement

Table 4.2

Frequency content altered
small amount of uplift.

Frequency content altered
small amount of uplift.

Test reached nominal
yield level. Some minor
cracks that closed at end
of test.

More observable uplift in
footing. Footing rotation
about vertical axis.

Negligible amount of
uplift.

Stiffness and free
vibration test performed
prior to dynamic runs.

Observations

(a) global view

(b) column base

Figure 4.5

Specimen damage condition with 3Dc  3Dc footing after run D5S.
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Yield

Design

Maximum

A3R

A4R

Elastic

A1R

A2R

Performance
Level

Run
(g)

(in.) (in.)

(g) x (in.) y (in.)

(%)

y

0.10

0.16

0.27

0.33 0.62 0.13 0.16 0.61 1.28 0.13

1.74 3.16 0.42 0.71 4.31 5.78 0.50

2.51 4.54 0.55 1.03 9.86 14.17 0.61

0.04

x (%)

ügy Peak Lateral Peak Uplift

0.18 0.34 0.10 0.13 0.33 0.70 0.03

ügx

ugy

ugx

Relative Displacement

12.2

10.5

4.9

3.3

Vbx kip

Moment

18.8

14.6

8.2

4.7

1623

1236

495

287

Cracking at column base
in plastic hinge zone.
Some spalling on NW
column face. Residual
drift of ~1% in both
directions.

Cracking observed in
column. Small uplift
recorded.

Small amount of uplift.
No cracking in column.

Observations

Significant spalling on
NW face at plastic hinge
1133 zone. Large cracks on SE
face. Residual drift of 8%
and 12% in x-y-directions

1194

810

467

Mby
Mbx
Vby
kip kip-in. kip-in.

Shear

Base Shear and Moment

Summary of test Group 3 response footing size 3Dc  5Dc.

Table Acceleration and
Displacement

Table 4.3

(a) global view

(b) slight residual drift observed

Figure 4.6

(c) local spalling of concrete cover and cracking at NW
face

Damage condition of specimen with 3Dc5Dc footing following run A3R.
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(a) global view north direction

(b) global view north east direction

Figure 4.7

Damage condition of specimen with 3Dc  5Dc footing following Run A4R (safety
chains tightened subsequent to testing).
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(a) plastic hinge formation on west side

(b) plastic hinge formation on north-east side

(c) plastic hinge formation on north side (after removal of instrumentation)

Figure 4.8

Damage condition of specimen with 3Dc  5Dc footing following Run A4R.
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4.4

RECORDED RESULTS

Response histories are presented in Sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. The specimen variables of
interest are presented for all tests of Group 3, and selected results of the elastic runs of Test
Group 2. These include comparisons among one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and threedimensional components of excitation. See Appendix B for a more comprehensive review of all
the tests conducted.
The response quantities described in Section 4.2 and some simple calculations are
presented next. Each test run includes a description of the following response quantities: (a)
relative lateral displacement of center mass and resulting contribution from rocking translation
and flexure; (b) amount of footing uplift, which includes peak contours and envelopes of
displacement; (c) base moment histories; and (d) the hysteretic plots for column base moment
versus curvature of the column and rotation of the footing. Additionally, the (e) displacement
interaction and the (f) footing rotation about a vertical axis are shown when relevant.
4.5

TEST SPECIMEN WITH DESIGN AXIAL LOAD AND 3DC X 3DC FOOTING

For the footing configuration 3Dc x 3Dc, rocking easily occurred during low levels of seismic
excitation. No yielding or damage was noted during any of the tests. Cracks may have opened
during testing; however, they had closed completely by the end of the test and their location
could not be identified. See Appendix A for a complete list of the test runs for Test Group 2. The
two ground motions were scaled to meet target objectives for the desired rocking amplitude and
the displacement demand of the column. Interaction between the orthogonal directions was
detected even when only one direction of excitation was implemented. During testing it was
noted that the specimen would tend to twist about a vertical axis. There was no restraint against
horizontal movement of the footing between the specimen and elastomeric pad other than
friction.
For these tests the results showed a linear relationship between the lateral force hysteresis
and displacement. However, some inelastic behavior was observed for the moment about the
column base and the rotation of the footing due to uplift. The inelastic behavior observed likely
produced significant damping for the system.
4.5.1 Global Displacement
Some of the key descriptors of global displacement are shown in Figure 4.9, including the
response quantities described in Section 4.2. The total displacement at which rocking will occur
is shown, as well as the displacement at which the footing will uplift from the elastomeric pad.
4.5.1.1 Column Response

The test set AS was subjected to a low-level seismic excitation intended to be at the onset of
uplifting behavior. Analysis determined that this was also the amplitude that would cause
incipient yielding in a similar column and axial load when restrained against uplift. Designed
with a 3Dc x 3Dc footing plan dimension, the specimen was subjected to a single component of
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the Los Gatos
G
record
d, amplitude scaled to 15
5% of its inittial intensityy, and time sscaled by a ffactor
of 1 4.5 .

Figure 4.9

Illustration of terminology used tto describe ttotal displace
ements.

Selected resu
ults for one horizontal
h
co
omponent off excitation fo
for test runs A
A1S and A22S are
n Figure 4.10
0. Also show
wn is the resp
ponse of thee specimen too two horizoontal compoonents
shown in
of excitaation, A3S, and three components
c
of excitatioon A5S. It can be seeen from the time
histories of lateral displacement
d
t at the centter of mass of the top mass blockss that rigid body
rotations due to ro
ocking contrributed to the responsse, but not significanttly. The roccking
contributtions appearred to lag behind the overall respoonse. This m
may be influuenced by hhigher
mode ressponse of thee specimen.
Itt is clear th
hat in spite of one direection of onnly one com
mponent of excitation bbeing
imposed,, the specimen had signiificant respo
onse in the oorthogonal diirection. Thiis is likely ddue to
two facto
ors: (1) the difficulty
d
off aligning thee specimen pperfectly wiith the axis oof excitationn, and
(2) smalll movementts of the tab
ble in the direction
d
perrpendicular tto the direcction of speccified
excitation
n.
Figure 4.11sh
hows some selected
s
resu
ults from testting set DS, which was for the samee Los
ound motion
n scaled to 25% of the orriginal ampl itude. This ttest sequencee was intendded to
Gatos gro
induce ab
bout two-thiirds of the yield displaceement of thee column unnder unidirecctional excitaation.
The DS test group included fivee different combinations
c
s of excitatiion. Figure 44.11 presentts the
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lateral displacement at the center of mass of the top mass block for runs D1S, D3S, and D5S,
which have X, X+Y, and X+Y+Z excitation components. As noted before, there is significant
movement in the Y-direction during the test, even if excitation was imposed only in the Xdirection. The basic character of the response in the X-direction did not change when the Y or
Y+Z components were added. However, the response for the Y-direction increased significantly
when the Y-direction excitation was added.
Results similar to the Los Gatos records are shown in Figure 4.12 for the Tabas record.
These records are for test set FS scaled to 25% of the original amplitude and time scaled by a
factor of 1/√4.5. These results indicate that the response is less severe for this test specimen than
for the Los Gatos record test set DS, which is associated with the different spectral
characteristics of the ground motion. Interaction between the orthogonal directions occurred even
when only one horizontal component of excitation was applied. When only the X-direction was
excited (F1S), the Y-direction responded with significant motion, including up to 15% of which
is due to rocking. See Appendix B for additional test results.
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(a) ortthogonal displlacement resp
ponse for 1D-X
X input excitattion. (Test A1S
S)

(b) ortthogonal displacement resp
ponse for 1D-Y
Y input excitattion. (Test A2S
S)

(c) orthogonal displa
acement respo
onse for 2D-X+
+Y input excittation. (Test A
A3S)

(d) ortho
ogonal cisplac
cement respon
nse for 3D-X+Y
Y+Z input excitation. (Test A
A5S)

Fig
gure 4.10

Displacement response: 1, 2, 3 comp
ponents of e
excitation (Te
est Set AS).
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(a) ortthogonal displlacement resp
ponse for 1D-X
X input excitattion. (Test D1S
S)

(b) orthogonal displa
acement respo
onse for 2D-X+
+Y input excittation. (Test D3S)

cement respon
nse for 3D-X+Y
Y+Z input excitation. (Test D
D5S)
(c) orthogonal displac

Fig
gure 4.11

Displacement response: 1, 2, 3 comp
ponents of e
excitation (Te
est Set DS).
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(a) ortthogonal displacement resp
ponse for 1D-X
X input excitattion. (Test F1S
S)

(b) ortthogonal displacement resp
ponse for 1D-Y
Y input excitation. (Test F2S
S)

(c) orth
hogonal displa
acement respo
onse for 2D-X+
+Y input excittation. (Test F3
3S)

(d) ortho
ogonal displac
cement respon
nse for 3D-X+Y
Y+Z input exc
citation. (Test F5S)

Fig
gure 4.12

Displacement response: 1, 2, 3 com ponents of e
excitation (Te
est Set FS).
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The amount of rocking that comprises the total displacement indicates how susceptible
the specimen is to uplift. Inspection of the displacement time histories showed that consistently
the peak lateral displacement due to rigid body translation from uplift occurred during the peak
total displacement of the system or a fraction of second afterwards (as noted previously by the
lag of the overall rocking response). Essentially, the peak rocking displacement occurs at the
same moment as the peak total displacement.
The comparison of peak total displacement and the contribution of rocking displacement
to the total are shown in Figure 4.13 for test sets AS, DS, and FS. These are the amplitude and
time scaled records for Los Gatos and Tabas, as described previously. The bar on the left is the
maximum lateral displacement of the center of mass, and the bar on the right is the contribution
of rocking to the maximum displacement. The system had a significant contribution from
rocking to the total displacement for test sets AS and DS. For these tests the peak displacements
from the rocking contribution were upwards of one-half of the total displacement. Test set FS
was more resistant to uplift, owing likely to the spectral characteristics of the input excitation.
The ratio of rocking (R) and flexural displacement (F) to the total displacement was
calculated by dividing the individual contributions by the total displacement. Assuming that the
peaks for rocking and total displacement occur almost simultaneously, the ratios can be
described by Rti Tti and Fti Tti , where ti is time of maximum total displacement. Figure
4.14 shows the described ratios for test sets AS, DS, and FS. The first two sets show that rocking
displacement comprises up to one-half of the total displacement. For test set FS rocking
displacement is no more than one-fifth of the total displacement.
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(a)) test set AS

(b)) test set DS

(c)) test set FS

Figure 4.13

Test Group 2: roc
cking contrib
bution to max
ximum cente
er mass laterral displacem
ment.
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(a)) test set AS

(b)) test set DS

(c)) test set FS

Figurre 4.14

Te
est Group 2: rocking and flexure conttribution to peak lateral displacemen
nt.
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4.5.1.2 Footing Up
plift

The uplift of the footing was determined
d
as
a follows. The initial vertical dispplacement oof the
footing was
w recorded
d due to axial load, and
d then the dyynamic vertiical uplift off the footingg was
determin
ned using thee four NOVO
OS to record
d the dynam
mic footing vvertical displacement rellative
to the rig
gid table surfface. The fo
ooting verticaal displacem
ment was callculated for tthe entire foooting
by assum
ming a rigid body,
b
a reaso
onable appro
oach. The veertical displaacement of thhe footing can be
described
d as uplift when
w
the footing physiccally separaates from thee elastomeriic pad. It caan be
described
d as rocking
g when the footing
f
remains in conttact with thee pad, but rotates due tto the
flexibility
y of the pad.. Figure 4.15
5 illustrates the
t terminoloogy for footting vertical displacemennt.

Figure 4.1
15

Illustra
ation of term
minology for ffooting vertical displacement.

The
T
recorded
d vertical displacement
d
ts were useed to calcuulate the rotation abouut the
centerline in the X-direction  NS
and
the
Y-direction
were then ussed to
 EW  . Thee rotations w
N 
calculate the edge vertical
v
displlacements along the cennterlines in the X-direcction at the north
edge  Z N  and sou
uth edge  Z S  as for the
t Y-directiion for the eaast   Z E  aand west  ZW 
edges. A rigid body assumption allowed for calculating vertical dispplacements oof all locatioons in
the horizzontal plane of the footin
ng. The entiire footing uuplift profilee was then uused to assesss the
envelopee of displacements alon
ng the X- and
a Y-directiions and thhe peak conntours of veertical
displacem
ment for the entire footin
ng.
The
T measured
d static displlacement duee to weight oof the top m
mass, columnn, and footingg was
approxim
mately zo  0.03 in. The edge displaacements forr test set AS
S are shownn in Figure 4.16.
The amo
ount of uplift
ft of this leveel of excitattion was quiite small, onn the order oof 0.08 in., w
which
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was similar to the amount of indentation on the compression side. This is consistent with the
intent of this test.
Selected uplift vertical displacements for tests D1S, D3S, and D5S are shown in Figure
4.17, Figure 4.18, and Figure 4.19. At this level of excitation the amount of uplift is small about
0.4 in., but not insignificant. This is consistent with the intent of this test, which was to cause
uplift and rocking of the specimen. The envelopes of displacement are presented. Interestingly
the peak uplift values take a linear shape and the peak indentation values take a nonlinear shape
indicating nonlinear displacement response of the elastomeric pad when compressed. The
contours for peak uplift and indentation are also shown for the entire footing. As the column
response results illustrate, the addition of the Y-component of excitation significantly contributed
to the uplift in that direction. The additional component increased the peak displacement by
approximately 50%.
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(a) test
t
Run A1S

(b) test run A3S

(c) test run A5S

Figure 4.16

AS centerrline edge fo
ooting uplift response
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(a) test run D1S

(b) test run D3S

(c) test run D5S

Figure 4.17

DS centerrline edge foo
oting uplift response.
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(a) test run D1S

(b) test run D3S

(c) test run D5S

Fig
gure 4.18

DS centerlin
ne envelope f ooting uplifft response.
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(a) test run D1S

(b) test run D3S

(c) test run D5S

Figure 4.1
19

DS contour footing
g uplift response.
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4.5.1.3 Rotations about Vertical Axis

During testing the unrestrained footing was observed to rotate about a vertical axis especially
during strong bi-directional response. An explanation for why twisting occurred is readily
available, considering a situation where the footing was lifting due to excitation in the Xdirection, and then was subjected to an inertial force in the Y-direction. Here there was a
tendency to rock in the Y-direction, and an eccentricity between the center of mass and the center
of lateral resistance between the footing and the soil occurred. This eccentricity will tend to twist
the specimen and tends to pivot around the corner of the footing still in contact with the
elastomeric pad.
As a result of repeated occurrences of this phenomenon, the test results show a permanent
lateral movement in the X- and Y-directions and rotation about the vertical axis. Figure 4.20
shows the results for test sets DS and FS. The cumulative displacement at the conclusion of the
test set was 0.5 in. and 0.0 in., respectively. As noted, the amount of uplift for FS was very small,
so it would be expected that a negligible amount of rotation would occur because of the
phenomenon of rotation, which is the case for this test set. In an actual footing, passive pressure
of the soil against the sides of the footing and the attachment of the top of the column to the
bridge deck would tend to minimize this motion. Because of the higher weight of the test
specimen relative to the capacity of the laboratory crane, no attempt was made to align the
specimen with the principle axes of the table following each test run.
The calculation of rotation about the vertical axis was done using recorded displacement
on the corners of one footing face and dividing by the horizontal distance between the locations.
Test sets DS and FS had a maximum rotation of approximately 0.012 rads and 0.0015 rads,
which for the 48 in. square footing is approximately 0.27 in. and 0.03 in. of twists of the corner
edges.
4.5.2 Local Response
Measuring curvatures and strains in critical locations provided insight to global response
measures and observed damage of the systems. Curvature distributions within the column plastic
hinge length were of particular interest, as were the strains of reinforcing within this region.
Reinforcing slip complicates the analysis of the system, and so an attempt was made to quantify
the amount of slip in the system. This section describes the average column curvature over
several regions of column height, the amount slip or bar pull-out measured at the base of the
column, and the reinforcing strains in rebar within the plastic hinge zone.
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(a)) test set DS

(b)) test set FS

Fig
gure 4.20

Test Set DS and FS twis ting about v
vertical axis.

4.5.2.1 Column Cu
urvature Dis
stribution

Average curvatures were
w
estimatted over reg
gions of the column exteending betw
ween the locaations
T instrumentts attached to
t the face of
o column. S
Section 4.2.1.3 illustratees the methood of
of DCDT
column curvature calculation and
a
Figure 3.24 highligghts the loccations of tthe DCDTs. The
3S and F3S are
a shown inn Figure 4.211. The resultts show that there
curvaturee recordings for tests D3
was less curvature demand
d
for the FS gro
oup, which is consistennt with globbal displacem
ments
F
4.11 and
a Figure 4.12.
measuress shown in Figure
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(a) D3S column
c
curva
ature

(b) F3S column
c
curvatture

Figurre 4.21

Re
ecorded colu
umn curvatu
ures along co
olumn heightt.

Region
R
1 and
d 2 were ussed to determ
mine bar puullout measuuring elongaation at the same
column height
h
to disttinct location
ns at or abov
ve the footinng. Pullout oof the longituudinal reinfoorcing
from thee footing waas measured
d using a sim
milar methood to the cuurvature calcculations. A
At the
region ad
djacent to th
he footing (ffor each facee), a pair off DCDTs waas connectedd 6 in. abovve the
footing. One of the pair measurred elongatio
on between the connecttion and the footing, annd the
other measured
m
elo
ongation beetween the connection and a rood attached to the coolumn
approxim
mately 1/2 in
n. above the footing. Thee difference between thee two readinngs is an estiimate
of the pu
ullout the barr for that face. Using thee same proceess for the oppposing facee, the slip rottation
could be calculated and the disp
placement off the center of mass due to anchoraage slip couuld be
ned. For Testt Group 2 th
he amount off slip measuured was on average bettween 20–300% of
determin
the total flexural disp
placement off the column
n.
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4.5.2.2 Strains

Strain gaauges were mounted
m
on four of the twelve longgitudinal reinnforcing barrs. The measured
strains prrovided insig
ght into the behavior
b
to the
t bars duriing loading, particularlyy when the sttrains
in the reiinforcement reach the in
nelastic dem
mand level. T
The four locaations of strrain measureement
were the bars that co
oincided with
h the north, south, east aand west collumn faces. The gauges were
mounted on the ou
uter face off the reinforrcement andd located aat two elevaation pointss that
nded to the top and botttom of the plastic hingge zone. Altthough inforrmation from
m the
correspon
gauges iss very usefu
ul in determ
mining when
n yielding beegins, beyonnd that the informationn they
provide can
c be unrelliable becau
use the gaug
ges often faill when straiins reach exxcessive dem
mands
(such as those
t
from large deform
mations and rotations
r
of tthe column)..
Figure 4.22 shows
s
the strrains on the south-mostt reinforcingg bar for testt D5S, whichh is a
mensional in
nput excitatiion. The peeak value off tensile strrain was 1200 S, whiich is
three-dim
approxim
mately 60% of the yield strain. Cleaarly, the straains did not reach an ineelastic level. The
two locaations of reccording weree at the basee (0 in. heigght) and thee top of the expected pplastic
hinge zon
ne (16 in. heeight) above the base. Th
he cumulativve time histoory for test seet DS is show
wn in
Figure 4..23 for the so
outh and easst reinforcing
g steel; the sstrain gauge was locatedd at the bottoom of
the colum
mn.

Figure 4.22

Reinforcing
R
stteel strain fo
or south reba
ar (Test D5S)).
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(a)) south bar strrain gauge @ 0 in. height

(b
b) east bar stra
ain gauge @ 0 in. height

Figure 4.23

Cumulattive strain tim
me history te
est D5S.

4.5.3 Force-Displ
F
lacement Hysteresis
H
Curves
The forcee-displacement relationsships of the specimen hiighlight the behavior duuring shakingg and
provide particular
p
insight into ho
ow the speciimen behavees when alloowed to upliift. When a wellconfined RC column
n is restraineed from upliift at the basse, the mom
ment-curvatuure relationshhip at
the base of the colum
mn is essenttially linear until the po int where innelastic dem
mands are reaached
and exceeeded. Significant energ
gy dissipation occurs duue to nonlineear behaviorr associatedd with
yielding of the reinfforcement an
nd concrete crushing. T
The inclusioon of an upllifting founddation
xible supportting medium
m adds consid
derable hystteretic energgy dissipationn from uplifft and
with flex
interactio
on of the soiil. The additiion of this energy dissippation mode may draw aaway some oof the
energy diissipated by the deformaation along th
he column hheight.
The
T force-dissplacement relationships
r
s of particullar interest ffor upliftingg footings arre the
base mo
oment-colum
mn curvaturee and the base
b
momennt versus foooting rotatiion. This seection
illustrates the magnittude of respo
onse for botth of these reelationships.. Calculationns of the mooment
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time histtories were done by th
he methods described inn Section 4.2.2. Figuree 4.24 show
ws the
calculated base mom
ment time hisstories for teest D1S, D3S
S, and D5S. The results between thee two
and threee componentts of excitation are similaar but not exxact owing too the inclusiion of the veertical
componeent of excitattion. As the number of input
i
excitattions increassed, the respponse at the 8 sec
mark beccame out of phase,
p
more so for each component of excitationn. Although this could be due
to a leng
gthening of the
t natural period
p
due to
o softening dduring testinng, more likeely it was caaused
by the in
nteraction beetween ortho
ogonal direcctions whenn consideringg additional excitations. The
moment time history
y of test F1S, F3S, and
d F5S are coompared in Figure 4.255, which hadd less
demand at the colum
mn base thaan the DS teest set. Althhough test F
F1S appears out of phasse, in
hifted to startt earlier.
reality it was time sh
The
T peak mom
ment for testts DS was caalculated as 1078 kip-in., 1047 kip-iin., and 10411 kipin. for th
he DS tests shown.
s
The approximatee ratio betweeen peak mooments was approximateely 1.
For tests FS, the peaak moments are 726 kip
p-in., 624 kipp-in., and 6331 kip-in., reespectively. Note
mponent of excitation, w
which is apprroximately 1115% greateer.
the largerr demand for the one com

Figure 4.24
4

DS colu
umn base mo
oment time h
history.

Figure 4.25
5

FS colu
umn base mo
oment time h
history.
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The lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteresis of the column base shear and
center of mass of the top block is shown in Figure 4.26 for tests AS, DS, and FS, whose
displacements are shown in Figure 4.10 through Figure 4.12. No significant nonlinear behavior
was observed, which was consistent with the testing objective. High-frequency response was
observed in the shears. Hachem et al. [2003] discussed this phenomenon, and found that it was
related to high mode vibrations of the specimen involving rotation of the center of mass about
the local horizontal axes.
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(a) AS – 1D-X
X, 2D-X+Y, 3D
D-X+Y+Z

(b) DS – 1D-X
X, 2D-X+Y, 3D
D-X+Y+Z

(c) FS – 1D-X
X, 2D-X+Y, 3D
D-X+Y+Z

Figure 4.2
26

Lateral force versu
us lateral dis placement (T
Tests AS, DS
S, FS).
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4.5.3.1 Moment-Curvature Column Response

Average column curvatures at the base are plotted in Figure 4.21 against the calculated column
base moment. A highly linear relationship exists between the moment and curvature, indicating
that the specimens behaved as desired. Figure 4.27 shows the average curvature versus column
moment for tests AS, DS, and FS. In Figure 4.27(b) note that the observed that the stiffness of
the system as described by the slope of the curvature-moment plot seems to be more gradual than
the other plots. This may be an anomaly due to loading or recording instruments, because plots
from the subsequent test FS matched well with the others.
4.5.3.2 Moment-Rotation Footing Response

The column moment-footing rotation relationship indicates the relationship of rocking and uplift
on energy dissipation via hysteresis. Figure 4.28 illustrates some of the important characteristics
of a rocking and/or uplifting footing. For low levels of excitation it is likely that the relationship
would be essentially linear while rocking and that as uplift occurs, the behavior would become
nonlinear. At the value of moment the footing loses contact with the pad and the response
softens, indicating an essentially linear response while rocking and a nonlinear elastic response
while rocking and uplifting. The literature review (see Chapter 2) indicated that there is likely a
value of overturning moment, at which point the footing response to applied moment softens and
essentially behaves as a bilinear curve with smaller overturning post-yield stiffness.
The footing uplift described in Section 4.5.1.2 was used to calculate rotation along the
centerline for both the north-south axis and the east-west axis. Rotations were calculated by
subtracting the relative uplift between opposing footing edges and dividing by the footing width
[Equation (4.4)]. Figure 4.29 shows an example of the calculated rotation for the test D3S for
each direction. Figure 4.30 shows the footing rotation versus column moment for tests AS, DS,
and FS. The values for moment at which uplift from the footing and rotation about the outer edge
would occur were the same for each direction and were measured to be approximately
MupNS=MupEW = 600 kip-in. and MrotNS=MrotEW=1100 kip-in., respectively.
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(a) AS – 1D-X, 2D
D-X+Y, 3D-X+Y
Y+Z

D-X+Y, 3D-X+Y
Y+Z
(b) DS – 1D-X, 2D

D-X+Y, 3D-X+Y
Y+Z
(c) FS – 1D-X, 2D

Figure 4.27

Column ba
ase moment curvature re
esponse (Tes
sts AS, DS, F
FS).
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Figure 4.28

Moment--footing rota
ation charactteristics.

Figure 4.29

D3S footing
g rotation.
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(a) AS – 1D-X, 2D
D-X+Y, 3D-X+Y
Y+Z

D-X+Y, 3D-X+Y
Y+Z
(b) DS – 1D-X, 2D

D-X+Y, 3D-X+Y
Y+Z
(c) FS – 1D-X, 2D

Figure 4.30

Column ba
ase moment footing rota
ation respons
se (Tests AS
S, DS, FS).
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4.6

TEST SPECIMEN WITH DESIGN AXIAL LOAD AND 5DC X 3DC FOOTING

The final test group widened the footing in one direction to 5Dc  3Dc, and the intensity of the
motions were increased to the point where the column would be loaded into the inelastic range.
For this test series, all three components of excitation were used for all runs. The test set AR
includes all four tests conducted for Test Group 3. Only the Los Gatos record was used for
testing. In the smaller footing dimension direction, the rocking response was preferred over
yielding in all cases. Section 4.7 will compare the applied versus restoring moment to correlate
the observations of increased inelastic demand and reduced uplift for the test set.
Time histories for global displacement, local response, and force-displacement response
are included below. The instrumentation protocol described in Chapter 3 was again used to
measure the global and local response. Positioning of the instruments was unchanged with the
exception of using the NOVOS to record footing uplift. The devices had to be repositioned to
accommodate the wider footing direction; however, the calculation of response was done in a
similar manner.
The amplitude scale of ground motions was set at a level that would cause an elastic,
yield, design, and maximum displacement ductility response for the rocking system as
determined by the column. The magnitude of scaling was 10%, 25%, 90%, and 120% of the
original scale. A direct correlation on the effect of footing width on total response can be made
between test A2R and D5S, both of which had a three-dimensional input excitation at 25%
amplitude scale.
Only the first test run A1R was conducted in the elastic range of the column. All
subsequent tests illustrated a nonlinear relationship of the lateral force-displacement response.
Additionally permanent displacements occurred in the column due to the damage of nonlinear
loading. This test group clearly shows that vertical restraint of the footing was unnecessary to
develop the plastic hinge moment of the column and achieved the desired design goal as
determined by the Caltrans SDC, which is to confine damage in a bridge system to the plastic
hinge region of the column. It also shows that it is prudent to detail columns to be ductile—even
if they are expected to rock—due to the effects of bi-directional bending on the footing and
column.
The results for Test Group 3 are presented in a similar fashion as those of Test Group 2
(Section 4.5).
4.6.1 Global Displacement
The global displacements of the system are described in this section. Three types of displacement
were calculated to describe the response: (1) The total center of mass displacement is a
combination of the rocking from rigid body translation due to footing uplift and the flexural
displacement of the column due to inertial loading; (2) the uplift of the footing due to inertial
loading; and (3) the rotation of the footing about a vertical axis due to uplift and simultaneous
lateral loading.
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4.6.1.1 Column Response

The set AR includes all four tests conducted for Test Group 3. Time histories of lateral
displacement of the center of mass are presented in Figure 4.31 to Figure 4.34. The results for the
wider footing suggest less rocking behavior in the orthogonal directions than for the smaller
footing size of Test Group 2, and less total displacement for the elastic and yield level tests than
the similar amplitude-scaled ground motions of Group 2.
Test A2R and D5S both had three-dimensional input excitations scaled to 25% of the Los
Gatos record. Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.11(c) show the response for each and suggest that the
overall lateral displacement of the center of top mass is considerably smaller for the 3Dc  5Dc
footing than for the 3Dc  3Dc footing in either direction. Little rocking was measured for the
3Dc  5Dc case, but rocking and uplift contributed to about one-half of the lateral displacement
response for the 3Dc  3Dc case. The response of the 3Dc  5Dc footing was similar to that of the
3Dc  3Dc if the rocking and uplift displacements are deducted. A comparison of Figure 4.32 and
Figure 4.11(c) suggests that limiting rocking in one direction (by increasing the footing width to
5Dc) can reduce its effect in the other direction.
During testing, inelastic behavior occurred following test runs A3R and A4R (see Figure
4.33 and Figure 4.34), as evidenced by the permanent lateral(?) displacement,. Following the
A3R run there was approximately 1 in. of permanent displacement for the X- and Y-direction,
respectively, which was approximately a 1% permanent drift. The incremental permanent
displacement for run A4R in the X- and Y-directions are about 9 and 13 in., respectively; giving a
cumulative residual displacement in the X- and Y-directions of 10 in. and 15 in., respectively.
Thus, even though the base was not restrained against rocking in either direction, and rocking
would be expected on the basis of a simple one-dimensional analysis in the 3Dc direction, ductile
yielding of the column dominated the response of the column with the 3Dc  5Dc footing.
A comparison of peak total displacement and the contribution of rocking displacement to
the total is shown in Figure 4.35(a) for tests A1R, A2R, A3R, and A4R. The bar on the left is the
maximum lateral displacement of the center of mass, and the bar on the right is the contribution
of rocking to the maximum displacement. As shown in Figure 4.35(b), the ratio of rocking and
flexural displacement to the total displacement was calculated by dividing the individual
contribution to the total displacement. The assumption for these calculations is described in
Section 4.5.1.1. The yield level test experienced the most amount of uplift and rocking, with
approximately 25% and 10% for the short- and wide-footing directions, respectively. The design
and elastic level tests each had no more than a peak of 10% uplift and rocking in either direction.
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Fig
gure 4.31

Fiigure 4.32

Elastic level Test A1R d
displacementt response.

Yield level Test A2R dis
splacement response.
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Fig
gure 4.33

Figu
ure 4.34

Design leve
el Test A3R d
displacementt response.

Maximum
M
lev
vel Test A4R displacement response..
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(a) ma
aximum total versus
v
rocking
g displacemen
nt

(b) ratio
o of rocking and flexural dis
splacement to
o maximum to
otal displacement

Figu
ure 4.35

AR
A test set ra
atio of rockin
ng to total diisplacement..

4.6.1.2 Footing Up
plift

Footing uplift was determined by the pro
ocedures deescribed in Section 4.22.1.2. The uuplift
response for Test Group 2 is desscribed in Seection 4.5.1.22, and somee of the pertiinent terminoology
for upliftt is describeed in Figure 4.15. As deescribed forr the footingg uplift of T
Test Group 22, the
vertical displacemen
d
nt was calcu
ulated for th
he entire foooting by asssuming as a rigid body.. The
vertical displacemen
d
t of the footting can be described
d
ass uplift whenn the footingg physically loses
contact with
w the elasttomeric pad. Rocking is defined as w
when the foooting remainns in contactt with
the pad but
b is rotating
g due to flex
xibility of thee pad.
The
T
results of center of
o top mass lateral diisplacement demonstratted that roccking
contributted less than
n 25% of th
he total disp
placement fo
for all four tests. In thee X-(north-ssouth)
direction
n, the shorterr footing dim
mension expeerienced moore uplift as w
would be exxpected. How
wever
for even the larger tests of 90%
% and 120% of the origiinal amplitudde, the amoount of maxiimum
proximately 0.2
0 in., whicch is one-hallf of the meaasured 0.4 inn. for the DS
S test.
uplift waas small, app
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It is assumed that this is due to the bi-directional aspect of the response under tri-directional
excitation, leading to a larger effective footing width than assumed in a simple uni-directional
analysis.
For the 3Dc  3Dc footing with the Los Gatos record scaled to 25%, the peak amount of
uplift was measured to be approximately 0.4 in. For Run A2R, the uplift was reduced to about
0.03 in. [Figure 4.36(a)] for the wider 5Dc direction and only 0.02 in. for the narrow 3Dc
direction for this level of excitation. Note that for Test A3R, the amount of peak indentation into
the elastomeric pad was greater than the amount of uplift. When the amplitude was increased, the
amount of uplift increased moderately (to about 0.2 in.). As shown in Figure 4.36(c) for the last
run A4R, the specimen retained a considerable permanent lateral displacement due to column
yielding, which resulted in permanent rotation and uplift of the footing in the at-rest state due to
the P- moments created by the permanent lateral displacements. Figure 4.37 illustrates the
enveloped uplift displacements of the footing along the main axes of the footing.
The contour plots of peak uplift and indentation in Figure 4.38 are useful in
demonstrating the directional response of the footing while rocking and uplifting. Each
individual test had different magnitudes of response, but a dominant direction is apparent along
the diagonal from lower right to upper left (north-west footing corner to south-east corner).
Figure 4.38(c) supports this suggestion because it appears the dominant direction of uplift occurs
along the diagonal axis.
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(a) A2R
A
yield levell

(b) A3
3R design leve
el

(c) A4R
R maximum lev
vel

Figure 4.36

AR test set - foo
oting uplift re
esponse (cen
nterline edge
es).
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(a) A2R
A
yield levell

(b) A3
3R design leve
el

(c) A4R
R maximum lev
vel

Figure 4.37

AR te
est set – envelope of pea
ak footing up
plift (centerlin
nes).
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(a) A2R
A
yield levell

(b) A3
3R design leve
el

(c) A4R
R maximum lev
vel

Figu
ure 4.38

AR
A test set – contours off max/min fo
ooting uplift.
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4.6.1.3 Rotations about
a
Vertic
cal Axis

Section 4.5.1.3
4
discu
ussed the pro
opensity of th
he specimenn to rotate abbout a verticaal axis becauuse of
the lack of
o restraint. When the fo
ooting upliftts in one direection and exxperiences aan inertial looad in
the oppo
osite directio
on, it will want
w
to rotatte about thee corner of ffooting still in contact. Less
rocking and
a uplift occurred
o
for Test Group
p 3 compareed to Test G
Group 2, heence less rottation
would be expected. Figure 4.3
39 verifies that
t
the rottation aboutt the verticaal axis occuurred,
especially
y for tests A3R
A and A4R
R. The cumu
ulative perm
manent displacement waas estimated to be
approxim
mately 0.5 in. at the corneers.

Figure 4.39

Test set AR twisting about vertic
cal axis.

4.6.2 Local
L
Response
Test Gro
oup 3 experienced large inelastic dissplacementss as well as significant ppermanent laateral
displacem
ments (see Section
S
4.6.1.1). The caause of perm
manent displlacement waas mostly ddue to
damage in
i the plasticc hinge regio
on at the basse of the collumn. The cuurvature dem
mands and sttrains
highlightt the responsse of the speccimen in thiss region.
4.6.2.1 Curvature Distribution
D
n

Section 4.5.2.1
4
desccribed how the
t average curvature aand their chharacteristicss were calcuulated
including
g bar pullou
ut for all tessts performeed. The curvvature recorrdings and pprincipal coolumn
direction
ns for tests A3R
A and A4R
R are shown in Figure 4.440 Column curvatures (Tests A3R
R and
A4R). Fo
ollowing tesst A3R somee permanentt rotation waas observatiion over reggions 1, 2, aand 3,
which co
omprise the plastic hing
ge zone. Att the concluusion of testt A4R (the 120% maxiimum
level), th
here was perrmanent curv
vature distriibution alongg the colum
mn height thaat was not ssolely
restricted
d to the plasstic hinge reegion. Much
h of this perrmanent rotaation above the plastic hhinge
region was
w due to P-
P effects of the lateral displaceement and nnot associateed with ineelastic
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response above the expected
e
plaastic hinge reegion. The ppeak curvatuure demand for test A4R
R was
in the y-d
direction and
d was approx
ximately EW
Wmax=0.012 ((1/in.).
4.6.2.2 Strains

The straiin gauges deescribed in Section
S
4.5.2
2.2 were use d for all of Test Group 3. The reliaability
and accu
uracy of gau
uges is reducced when su
ubjected to strains beyoond the yielld point. Forr this
reason th
hey are used
d only to dettermine wheen yielding iin the bar annd column hhas occurredd and
any resullts beyond th
his level are discounted.

Figure 4.40

Column curvatures
c
(T
Tests A3R an
nd A4R).

4.6.3 Force-Displ
F
lacement Hysteresis
H
Curves
The forcce-displacem
ment relation
nship calculaation methood was desccribed in Seection 4.5.3. Test
Group 3 was desig
gned such that inelastic behaviorr would occcur while the footing was
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simultaneously rocking and/or uplifting. The combination of the two was expected to produce an
alternative method of energy dissipation to a column solely fixed at the base. The behavior of the
column while uplifting had several points of transition during the response, which affected the
observed behavior. For the moment demand at the column base, this included the several points
related to the footing displacement: the moment at which rocking will occur (Mrock), first uplift of
the footing (Mup), and total uplift of the footing so it is rotating about an edge point (Medge). For
column displacement, the moment values of interest are the curvatures at which yielding of the
column occur (My) and the nominal strength level will be reached (Mn).
The lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteresis of the column base shear and
center of mass of the top block is shown in Figure 4.41 for tests A2R, A3R, and A4R whose
displacements are shown in Figure 4.32 through Figure 4.34. The plots for test levels A3R and
A4R are very noisy however, they do illustrate the presence of nonlinear inelastic demands as
well a significant amount of higher mode response as described by the noise in the plot.
4.6.3.1 Moment-Curvature Column Response

The nonlinearity of the column response and system can be best observed by studying Figure
4.42. For Run A2R (25% of original amplitude), the column base moment-average curvature
relation was nearly elastic, especially for the direction associated with the 3Dc footing width.
Significant hysteresis was noted for the column base for Run A3R (90% of original amplitude),
especially for the direction parallel with the 5Dc footing dimension. For Run A4R (120% of
original amplitude), the hysteresis for both directions is pronounced, especially for the 5Dc
footing direction. For the east-west (5Dc) direction, considerable P- effects resulted in a
negative post-yield stiffness in the moment-average curvature relations for runs A3R and A4R.
During testing it was observed that at the yield displacement the moment demand was
My= 1050 kip-in. The nominal strength at which the column response plateaued was
approximately Mu= 1200 kip-in.
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(a) Test A2R (yield lev
vel)

A
(design le
evel)
(b) Test A3R

(c) Test A4
4R (maximum level)

Figure 4.41

Lateral force
f
versus
s lateral displlacement (Te
est A2R, A3R
R, A4R).
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(a) Test A2R (yield lev
vel)

A
(design le
evel)
(b) Test A3R

(c) Test A4
4R (maximum level)

Figure 4.42

Column base momen
nt-curvature response (T
Test A2R, A3R, A4R).
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4.6.3.2 Moment-Rotation Footing Response

Figure 4.43 plots the moment-rotation response of the footing. In spite of previous comments
regarding the lower level of rocking and uplift for this column, it is clear from the plots of the
base moment-footing rotation that there was considerable energy dissipation at the footing
elastomeric pad interface. Considerable moment-footing rotation nonlinearity was noted in the
north-south (3Dc) direction, while there was little nonlinearity associated with uplift in the
orthogonal direction. It is clear from Figure 4.42(b) and (c) that the forces developed in the base
of the column in the north-south (3Dc) direction due to rocking were sufficient to initiate
yielding in the column. In the east-west (5Dc) direction, the column yielded before significant
uplift could occur.
As shown in Figure 4.43(b), for Run A2R, the footing started to uplift (resulting in
nonlinearity of the moment rotation relationship) prior to yielding of the column in the Y= (3Dc)
direction. The wider (5Dc) footing produced a greater restoring force in this direction, but it was
still not sufficient to yield the column. However, for Run A3R [Figure 4.43 (c)], the strength of
the column increased to the point where the column could yield slightly (under the effects of bidirectional excitation where in the case of a uni-directional excitation, the yield capacity would
be sufficient to prevent column yielding in this direction). For the other direction (5Dc), the
column reached its yield point before much rocking could occur. As expected, the effects of bidirectional excitation, stiffness deterioration, and P- effects further weakened the column such
that rocking/uplift was largely avoided in this direction. The moment at footing uplift was
measured MupNS= 350 kip-in. and MupEW = 575 kip-in. The footing did not uplift enough to rotate
about the outer edge.
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(a) Test A2R (yield lev
vel)

A
(design le
evel)
(b) Test A3R

(c) Test A4
4R (maximum level)

Figure 4.4
43

Column base mom
ment-footing rrotation (Tes
st A2R, A3R, A4R).
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4.7

APPLIED MOMENT VERSUS RESTORING MOMENT

A key parameter for assessing the likelihood of foundation rocking and uplift would be the ratio
of applied moment to restoring moment due to gravity load. When the ratio of applied to
restoring moment is greater than or equal to unity, the footing of the column would be expected
to uplift. Transition points in the moment-deformation relationship of the column and footing
were described in Section 4.5.3. Key values of transition for the footing include when the
moment at which rocking, uplift, and uplift about the corner point occurs. For the column
relationship, key values of response were described in Section 4.6.3 and include the yield
moment, nominal strength, and ultimate moment. The moment values determined experimentally
for the column and footing quantities are as follows:

Table 4.4

Column and footing moment characteristic values.

Column:
My =

950 kip-in.

Mn =

1050 kip-in.

Mu =

1200 kip-in.

3Dc  3Dc

Footing

3Dc  5 Dc

X (N-S)

Y (E-W)

X (N-S)

Y (E-W)

Mup

600 kip-in.

600 kip in.

350 kip-in.

575 kip-in.

Mupu

1100 kip-in.

1100 kip-in.

n/a

n/a

In Chapter 2 the lateral shear at incipient uplift of a cantilever column was described by
Yim and Chopra [1984] for a two-spring model and a continuous Winkler foundation with
uniform spring stiffness and spacing. The lateral shear applied to the top of a cantilever column
at initiation of uplift was given for a two-spring model by Equation (4.14) as:
Vc = (m+mo)gb/h

(4.14)

For a continuous Winkler foundation, the load at incipient uplift changes to:
Vi= (m+ mo)gb/(3h)

(4.15)

Parameter  can be described as an indication of the tendency of the foundation to uplift due to
the applied lateral shear Vcol. Inserting a value for general footing stiffness K obtains:

 = Vcol/ Vc

(4.16)
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where Mcol is the measured experimental column moment, and hcol is column base to top mass
center of mass height:
Vcol = Mcol/hcol

(4.17)

The columns considered here in had footing widths of 3Dc and 5Dc. The nominal column
axial loads were 10% fc Ag for Test Groups 2 and 3 and 3% fc Ag for Test Group 1. Using the
measured concrete strengths, the calculated weights of Test Groups 1, 2, and 3 specimens were
0.027, 0.055, and 0.060 times fc Ag , respectively.
It is desirable to represent the likelihood of foundation uplift parameter  [Equation
(4.16)]] to applied moment Mcol in terms derived from the physical dimensions of the column
2

and footing system. The gross area of the column Ag equals  Dc 4 , and the axial load
 m  mo  g equals  fc Ag . The ratio of footing width to column width is   2b Dc . Inserting
these values into the equations for Vc obtains:

Vc   fc A Dc 2hcol   Dc3 fc 8hcol

(4.18)

Vi   Dc3 fc 24hcol

(4.19)

or Vi

Thus the parameter c becomes:

 c  8M col hcol

 Dc3 fc hcol   8M col  Dc3 fc 

(4.20)

and i is:

 i  24 M col hcol

 Dc3 fc hcol   24M col  Dc3 fc 

(4.21)





where Mcol represents the moment induced by a particular earthquake M eqk , or the yield

 M y  , nominal  M n  , or factored nominal  M u  of the column.

Computed ratios for various tests are shown in Table 4.5, based on i for the column
moment demand for each run (for the maximum component), and for the computed values of
yield and nominal moment capacities of the column. If any of the values of  are greater than
unity, the footing would be expected to uplift when Mcol developed during the earthquake. If the
value of  eqk is greater than  y , the column would be expected to uplift before yielding could
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occur. If uplift occurs, the moment demand on the column will increase such that  increases
up to c (the condition for which the footing is rotating about a corner point only). If n is less
than c , the column might be expected to yield while uplifting. Note that some yielding during
uplift may occur temporarily under bi-directional excitation since the effective width of the
footing increases.
Ratio of applied to restoring moment ( uplift likelihood).

Table 4.5

4.8

Test
Group





Record

Amplitude
Scale

Time
Scale

 eqk

y

n

1

3

0.027

Los Gatos

0.08

2.12

0.56

3.90

4.56

1

3

0.027

Los Gatos

0.32

2.12

1.72

3.90

4.56

1

3

0.027

Los Gatos

0.32

1.50

0.56

3.90

4.56

1

3

0.027

Tabas

0.08

2.12

1.41

3.90

4.56

1

3

0.027

Tabas

0.32

2.12

1.32

3.90

4.56

1

3

0.027

Tabas

0.42

2.12

1.50

3.90

4.56

2

3

0.055

Los Gatos

0.15

1.50

1.44

1.98

2.30

2

3

0.055

Los Gatos

0.15

2.12

1.05

1.98

2.30

2

3

0.055

Los Gatos

0.25

2.12

1.54

1.98

2.30

2

3

0.055

Tabas

0.15

2.12

1.91

1.98

2.30

2

3

0.055

Tabas

0.25

2.12

1.96

1.98

2.30

2

3

0.055

Tabas

0.25

1.50

1.35

1.98

2.30

3

3
5

0.060

Los Gatos

0.10

2.12

0.49
0.54

1.82
1.09

2.11
1.26

3

3
5

0.060

Los Gatos

0.25

2.12

0.84
0.95

1.82
1.09

2.11
1.26

3

3
5

0.060

Los Gatos

0.90

2.12

1.54
1.40

1.82
1.09

2.11
1.26

3

3
5

0.060

Los Gatos

1.20

2.12

1.52
1.32

1.82
1.09

2.11
1.26

INTERACTION OF PRINCIPAL DISPLACEMENTS

The use of a square or rectangular footing raised the question of whether there would be
interaction between the principal axis directions, especially for lateral displacement of the top in
the Y-direction when the input excitation is restricted to one dimension in the X-direction (see
Section 4.5.1). See Figure 4.13 for a plot of peak rocking displacement versus total displacement.
The results may be slightly influenced by rotation of the footing because of the lack of horizontal
restraint. Investigation of the footing rotation during testing (Section 4.5.1.3 and 4.6.1.3) showed
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that there was a neg
gligible amo
ount compaared to the ooverall dispplacements. However, itt was
difficult to
t perfectly align the speecimen with the direction of excitatiion due to thhis rotation.
Figure 4.44 shows the peak
p
displaccement for the five dirrectional loaad cases of each
earthquak
ke run for Test
T Group 1 and 2 (3D
Dc  3Dc). T
These resultss are normallized to the peak
displacem
ment of the three-dimen
nsional (X+Y
Y+Z) loadingg case. If innteraction w
were not an iissue,
there wo
ould no resp
ponse in thee opposing direction foor the 1D-X
X, 1D-Y, annd 2D-X+Z input
excitation
ns. The figu
ure clearly sh
hows that th
here was a siignificant am
mount of dissplacement iin the
direction
n not being lo
oaded.

(a) Test
T
Group 1

(b) Test
T
Group 2

Figu
ure 4.44

Normalized
N
in
nteraction dis
splacements
s for Test Grroups 1 and 2 (3Dc  3Dc)).
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4.9

NATURAL PERIOD AND DAMPING

Prior to each test group the shake table was blocked to prevent movement, and a series of
pullback tests were performed to estimate the free vibration characteristics of the specimen. The
response to the free vibration was used to estimate the period of vibration and viscous damping
properties at low amplitude motion. Pullback tests were not performed between runs due to time
and practical constraints. Instead the free-vibration characteristics for each run were determined
during free vibration of the specimen (after earthquake excitation had ended). Both the natural
period and damping were determined.
Table 4.6 shows the natural period and damping for the specimen at the listed phase. As
expected, at the conclusion of the elastic level tests the period changed very little from beginning
to the end. Test Group 2 had approximately the same initial characteristics in each direction
because of the equal footing dimensions. For the X- and Y-directions the fundamental period was
approximately 0.9 sec in each direction. Test Group 3 had a shorter period in the direction with
the wider footing because it was more resistant to displacement. At the start of the test, the
natural period in the X- and Y-directions was approximately 0.8 and 0.7 sec, respectively. After
incurring damage during Test Group 3, the natural period was lengthened to approximately 1.2
and 1.1 sec in the X- and Y-direction, respectively.
The inclusion of a nonlinear elastic neoprene pad to represent the soil created nonlinear
damping behavior in the system. Essentially there were two values of damping: that associated
with significant footing rotation (composed of elastomeric damping plus column damping) and
that associated with column damping only (when the footing rotation was very small). The
elastomeric pad damping of footing motion was predominant and only disappeared at the very
end of the motions when the displacement amplitude was very small. At this point, the motion
was eliminated by the column damping qualities. For the test set up, the damping value was
approximately 8.0% and 2.5% for significant footing rotation and column damping only,
respectively.
Table 4.6

4.10

Natural period and damping of test specimens.
Tnx (sec)

Tny (sec)

nx (%)

ny (%)

Test Group 2 – Free Vibration

0.85

0.95

7.6

7.4

Test Group 2 – Conclusion

0.95

0.95

8.2

7.8

Test Group 3 – Free Vibration

0.9

0.75

8.1

7.8

Test A1R free vibration

0.82

0.76

7.6

7.9

Test A2R free vibration

0.82

0.70

7.9

8.1

Test A3R free vibration

1.16

1.06

8.2

7.6

Test A4R free vibration

1.12

1.08

8.1

7.9

CONCLUSIONS

Test Groups 1 and 2 were expected to remain elastic during all testing levels. Test Group 1 was
designed to evaluate of the test set up and instrumentation; therefore, the axial load was designed
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to be only one-third to avoid damaging the column. Five earthquake directional combinations
were conducted at different earthquake intensity amplitudes: 1D-X, 1D-Y, 2D-X+Y, 2D-X+Z, and
3D-X+Y+Z. In total, approximately thirty runs were done for Test Group 1.
For Test Group 2, the footing size remained the same at three times the column diameter
(3Dc) square. The axial load was increased to 0.057 fc Ag , and the column was tested within the
elastic range. Similar to the first test group, approximately five types of earthquakes were run for
five different input excitations. Again, a total of approximately 30 runs were conducted.
Test Group 3 was designed to have a wider footing in one direction and was tested under
simultaneous rocking and yielding. The interaction of fixed-base behavior in one direction with
rocking/uplifting behavior in the other direction was of interest. The footing was widened to 5Dc
in one direction, and the more intense component of shaking was oriented in that direction. The
first earthquake run was a three-dimensional input at the elastic level. Next, the loading was
increased to the yield level, and then design and maximum earthquake loading levels. At the
conclusion of test, the column was significantly damaged and no further tests were feasible.
The measured base moment versus footing rotation behavior for the footings generally
followed the behavior expected based on simple analyses of Winkler foundation models of
spread-footing supported bridge piers. For sufficiently narrow footings, uplift occurred,
exhibiting a nonlinear elastic type hysteresis with some energy dissipation. In this case, the
restoring capacity of the footing was less than the moment capacity of the column, and the
column responded elastically with no damage. The damage performance of the square footing
with a width of 3Dc illustrated that flexural displacement demands may be reduced in
comparison to a fixed-based column design, with inelastic behavior confined to the footing soil
interface.
It was observed that rocking foundations lengthened the fundamental period of a system,
thereby reducing expected acceleration demands. However, this can lead to larger total
displacement demands for the system. Two and three components of excitation introduced more
complex behavior where based on analyses of uni-directional excitations the footing may not
rock as much as expected. For the boundary conditions considered in these tests, the footing may
twist about its vertical axis and translate from its initial position.
In Test Group 3, wider foundations and larger excitations were imposed such that
yielding of the column would be expected slightly before uplift of the foundation in the direction
of the 5Dc footing width. It was noted that bi-directional moments in the column reduced the
effective moment capacity of the column in the narrow footing direction during the design and
maximum level tests; therefore, column yielding occurred in this direction though it would not
be expected on the basis of loading only in the narrow footing direction. Similarly, multidirectional response appeared to increase the effective width of the footing (due to skew); as
such, rocking and uplift may not occur as much as expected. One important beneficial
observation noted from Test Group 3 was the lack of need to tie-down the foundation in the
following cases: (1) where competent soils are available; (2) the column has standard Caltrans
axial loads applied; and the footing width is on the order of 3Dc or above, avoiding the need to
enlarge footings or install a pile foundation. The final test run of a MCE illustrated that the
column was able to develop a full plastic hinge, dissipate earthquake energy, and remain stable
and undergo small uplift without the need for vertical restraint. These limited test runs show the
design performance may be met without the added cost of piles or alternative methods.
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However, it should be pointed out that these shake table tests used an elastomeric pad
beneath the footing instead of soil. Consequently, the test results will be used subsequently to
validate a numerical model for spread footings under multiple components of excitation, and
these will be used in parametric studies to assess the behavior of bridge piers supported on
footings resting on competent soil.
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5

Validated Analysis of Experimental Results

5.1

INTRODUCTION

One of the primary objectives of this report is to develop analytical models that can predict with
reliable accuracy the seismic performance of RC bridge piers allowed to uplift. In turn, these
analytical models can be used to develop design guidelines for bridge piers allowed to uplift can
be created by considering the wide range of values for these parameters that are most relevant to
bridge design. Robust guidelines depend on the accuracy of the analytic tools and modeling
capabilities. Some of the results described in the previous results sections are compared with
analysis results obtained using several analysis methods and modeling approaches. Previous
work in modeling guidelines for RC bridge columns [Berry and Eberhard 2006] were used as an
initial reference. Comparisons of the results in this chapter were done by using these initial
recommendations and including a foundation Winkler-spring model approach for the elastomeric
pad and footing, and by calibrating the response to the observed experimental data.
The analysis package Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees),
was used to create analytic models and perform linear and nonlinear dynamic analyses.
OpenSees, an object-oriented framework, is open-source software used for structural and
geotechnical earthquake analysis of structures. The analysis platform was developed by
researchers at the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) center and collaborated on
by many affiliated researchers. The open-source concept allows for easy additions and
modifications to improve and enhancement material and element modeling analysis of structures.
To develop the analytic model requires addressing two phenomena observed during
testing: (1) the significant residual displacement from column damage to accurately describe the
simultaneously uplifting and yielding system; and (2) the nonlinearity of the elastomeric pad and
how it affected the energy dissipation qualities of the system.
First considered are material modeling assumptions described in Section 5.2, including
the reinforcing steel, concrete, and elastomeric pad. The analytic model creation including
column, footing, and soil model assumptions are described in Section 5.3. The results of the
linear and nonlinear dynamic analysis performed using the soil, footing, and column
specifications are compared to the experimental results and presented in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
Global response parameters including peak lateral displacement, residual displacements, footing
rotation, peak lateral shear, and overturning and restoring moments are presented herein. The
effect of varying the model for damping, soil, and column properties are also discussed. These
effects include the damping value associated with elastomeric pad plus column viscous damping,
soil spring rotational, and vertical stiffness values, and values for the column concrete and
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reinforcing steel materials. A summary and conclusions of the modeling and results is presented
in Section 5.7. This includes best practices for the soil structure interaction (SSI) with the footing
and column for the elastomeric pad. With the experimentally validated models, a more broad
range of bridge piers and underlying soil can be considered. Chapter 6 presents a parametric
investigation using the validated models presented in this chapter. Varying the footing, column,
and soil properties in addition to the ground motion excitation will lead to better understanding
of bridge piers allowed to simultaneously uplift and yield. This more complete understanding of
uplifting behavior will in turn lead to the development of guidelines for when uplifting of bridge
piers is practical and beneficial in the overall structural design philosophy.
5.2

MATERIAL MODELING

Accurate modeling of material stress-strain behavior is essential to predicting the observed
member response. Hysteretic response—including under seismic loading—requires careful
examination and replication of the unloading and reloading response of the materials in question.
A brief discussion on the material models used in this study is presented here and then compared
to the observed physical response of sample specimens. Materials used and modeled in this test
program include concrete, steel, and neoprene.
5.2.1

Reinforcing Steel

Modeling of the mild longitudinal reinforcing steel was done using two different steel models:
(1) The Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto [Taucer et al. 1991] constitutive model; and (2) the model
developed by Chang and Mander [1994].
Steel02
The material model Steel02—based on principles developed by Giuffre-MenegottoPinto—is a bilinear curve that transitions at the yield stress and strain but does not include the
post-yield plateau typically observed in the stress-strain relationship of mild steel. The model
includes the Bauschinger effect, which is the contribution to the gradual stiffness degradation of
RC members under cyclic response. Figure 5.1(a) shows the coupon test data and the steel
material model calibrated to the test data.
ReinforcingSteel
The ReinforcingSteel model uses a shifted nonlinear backbone curve to account for
isotropic hardening, as described by Chang and Mander (1994). Although several buckling
options are available for modeling the material, , they were excluded because no buckling of the
rebar was observed during testing. The complexity of the material model requires several inputs:
yield stress, ultimate stress, initial elastic tangent, tangent at initial strain-hardening, and strain at
peak stress. Figure 5.1(a) shows the response of the material calibrated to the observed coupon
test, showing. a very good correlation between observed and predicted response.
5.2.2 Concrete
For this test program, two types of concrete behavior were modeled as uni-axial materials. They
were confined concrete (core concrete) and unconfined concrete (cover concrete). The
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Concrete02 model implemented by OpenSees uses the Kent-Park model to represent the
concrete compressive stress-strain curve and linear behavior for the tension zone. Unloading in
the compressive region is based on Karsa and Jirsa [1969]. The material models were able to
control the descending slope as well as the residual strength. Figure 5.1(b) shows the
compressive strength of the cylinder tests compared to the material model for unconfined
concrete, showing reasonably good correlation between the material model and the cylinder tests.
The compressive behavior of the confined concrete was not directly measured. Instead, the
Mander equations for confined concrete were used as inputs to calibrate the confined concrete
model. The ultimate stress and strain equations from Mander are shown in Equations (5.1) and
(5.2). The stress-strain response of the material model for unconfined versus confined concrete is
shown in Figure 5.1(c). Note that the confined concrete offers much more strength in
compression.
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5.2.3 Elastomeric
Modeling
g of the elaastomeric paad was a ch
hallenge duee to the lackk of any maaterials expllicitly
developeed in OpenSeees for neop
prene or rubb
ber. The obsserved uniaxxial test respponse of a saample
2 in. thicck  1 ft sq
quare piece of material showed an initial gap strain of 0..008 in. perr inch
followed
d by a linear elastic loadiing moduluss of elasticityy equal to 2.8 ksi. The m
material followed
a nonlineear-elastic cu
urve back to its origin an
nd in the pro cess dissipatted some energy.
Capturing
C
thee nonlinear elastic
e
behav
vior proved tto be a difficcult task. To initially caliibrate
the modeel to the obsserved structture responsse, the analyysis omitted the dampingg qualities oof the
neoprenee. The back
kbone curve was modelled using a bilinear ellastic curve that loadedd and
unloaded
d along the same path. To do thiss a new maaterial was ccreated in O
OpenSees, w
which
combined
d an Elasticc-No-Tension (ENT) maaterial with aan initial gaap strain. Figgure 5.1(d) sshows
the recorrded pad resp
ponse compaared to the OpenSees
O
maaterial backbbone curve w
with no hysteeretic
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To better model the hysteretic energy dissipation of the neoprene using OpenSees, a new
material model, Neoprene, was developed. The material is Elastic-No-Tension and loads along
the same backbone curve as the ENT material with a gap strain. During unloading the material
follows a nonlinear elastic curve that closely follows the measured unloading path before
returning to the origin in an undamaged state.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the Neoprene material model response compared to the measured
compressive behavior. When a compressive strain cycle was applied, the Neoprene material
closely followed the same loading path. During unloading, the nonlinear curve was similar;
however, the material slightly under predicted the hysteretic energy dissipation of the neoprene
pad. Equally important is the material response when the material cycled through compressive
and tensile loads. Figure 5.2(b) shows the response of the material under this condition. Clearly,
the Neoprene material is compression only. Figure 5.2(c). shows the material behavior for
Neoprene when it is loaded, partially unloaded, and then reloaded several times before the load
is completely removed. In this case, the reloading path is the initial stiffness. When the load is
completely removed, the material returns to its original undamaged stress-strain state.
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5.3

MODELING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE PIER

Predicting the observed behavior of RC bridges allowed to uplift is essential to furthering the
understanding of uplifting bridge piers in general. The experimental results reported in Chapters
3 and 4 described the response of a single column with two footing sizes and varying multidirectional excitations. Historically, the type of analysis done to predict the demand response of
uplifting bridge piers used linear response spectrums and employed equivalent systems using
static procedures, using the physical footing and column dimensions but typically do not
incorporate the soil characteristics or the potential inertial effects and yielding of the columns.
To more accurately capture the behavior of uplifting bridge piers, it is recommended that
dynamic time-history analysis be conducted. Although much dynamic time-history analysis has
been done to determine the response of uplifting systems [Kawashima et al. 2007], few research
investigations have experimental data as a justification for the models. The analysis included
herein attempts to fill the gap between the dynamic analysis research performed to date but
which lacks the experimental data as verification of the behavior of uplifting systems.
Selecting the appropriate modeling technique involves several considerations. Care
should be given to the complexity, reliability, and accessibility of the analysis model. A priority
in developing analytic models is to simplify where possible to make the model less complex and
more obvious without sacrificing accuracy of the desired response quantities. Ideally, a simple
model that captured all of the relevant behavior modes of the system would be optimum.
Equivalent static methods do not accomplish this. This research program selected OpenSees as
the analysis platform to conduct dynamic time-history analyses. It is an open source model that
allows many users to contribute various materials and elements. For this reason it is well suited
to model uplifting bridge piers.
When necessary the column, footing, and elastomeric pad can be represented using
previously defined elements or user-specified elements. The modes of response critical for the
modeling of the uplifting bridge piers include elastic pad response, footing uplift, elastic footing
response, and both elastic and inelastic behavior of the column. The elastic column response
levels can be utilized to determine the effect that uplift has on the system response without the
complexity of simultaneous yielding of the column. The absence of yielding at these levels
allows for calibrating the footing response. With this understanding of uplifting behavior,
attention can then be turned to the system response when the column is yielding concurrently
with footing uplift.
The footing and pad response was modeled using Beam-on-Nonlinear Winkler
Foundation (BNWF) method, which assumed that the response was nonlinear elastic for the pad
and linear elastic for the footing. The pad is discretized into small rectangular sections whose
vertical and rotational stiffness is simulated using a vertical spring at each sub-section. The
footing behavior was assumed to be rigid elastic because of the very small footing flexural and
shear deformations.
Fiber element modeling of RC bridge column can be divided into two categories: elastic
columns and inelastic columns. Both of these methods used the BNWF method previously
described. Elastic column models utilized the concept of effective sectional stiffness. The effect
of cracking was estimated using the typical element formulation with an equivalent cracked
stiffness under the axial load along the entire length of the column. Often the cracked stiffness of
a section was estimated as one half of the gross section properties. In this case, it was EIeff =
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EIgross/2. While useful for low-level excitation with no yielding, this method did not capture the
inelastic action of the column.
Inelastic action in the reinforced column can be modeled several ways. The choice here
was to use fiber sections at discrete points along the column to represent the inelastic yielding
behavior. Two fiber section approaches used here to model the columns were flexibility based
beam-column elements:


Distributed Plasticity Element – yielding may propagate along the column
length. Each integration point is assigned a fiber section. Location of the
integration points is important in modeling all of the observed inelastic
behavior.



Concentrated Plasticity Element – a region of finite length at each end of the
element is assumed to contain all of the inelastic action. This region is known
as the plastic hinge length. Each plastic hinge has two integration points at the
ends with a fiber section model assigned. The rest of the element is assumed
to be elastic with effective sectional properties.

Damping of the system will be carefully considered also. Systems allowed to uplift
typically have more observed damping due to energy dissipation within the supporting soil
during rocking and uplift. Standard RC columns use a mass and stiffness dependent Rayleigh
approach to calculate damping. The damping of the column will be modeled this way. The effect
of a Rayleigh damping assumption for the footing and elastomeric pad was investigated to see if
this was appropriate or if there was a more suitable alternative.
In summary, a series of analyses were done to determine the ability of three types of
analytic models to predict observed response. Each of the models used the BNWF method to
model the footing and elastomeric pad. The models used were as follows:
1. Elastic Column that predicted system response for varying multi-directional
excitations when no yielding occurs in the column.
2. Distributed Plasticity Column that allowed for a progression of inelastic behavior
along the column length with no restrictions.
3. Concentrated Plasticity Column that assumed inelastic behavior is restricted to the
plastic hinge region at the ends of the column.
A comprehensive diagram of the analysis model showing the column and footing options
is shown in Figure 5.12.
5.3.1 Fiber Element Modeling
Fiber section models were used for sectional moment-curvature analysis and section assignment
at integration points of flexibility based elements. Fiber models were used to predict the moment
curvature relationship at the integration points over member lengths. The ability of fiber models
to predict elastic or inelastic behavior allows for using one element to model members; for
example, in the case where they are yielding at the ends but behaving elastically in the center
region.
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A fiber mod
del is built by dividing
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5.3.1.1 Moment-Cu
urvature

It is posssible to perfo
orm sectionaal analysis on
o the fiber ssection alonee without haaving to builld the
entire mo
odel by usin
ng OpenSeess. This proved useful inn calibrating the analysiss to the obseerved
moment--curvature reesponse durring the tessting. To peerform a m
moment-curvaature analyssis, a
moment was calculatted based on
n an imposed
d curvature aand axial loaad. This was accomplisheed by
iterating on the neuttral axis dep
pth until axiaal load equillibrium wass satisfied. P
Per the Bernoullions were assumed to reemain plane during defoormation. Foor RC
Navier beam theory, plane sectio
structures, the confin
ned concretee within the core was m
modeled usinng the enhannced propertiies as
described
d in Section
n 5.2.2. The moment-currvature relattionship used for these tests is show
wn in
Figure 5.5. The anallysis used th
he concrete properties
p
ddescribed in Section 5.2.2 and varieed the
steel mod
dels as eitherr the bilinearr model Steeel02 or the R
ReinforcingS
Steel model (Section 5.22.1).
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5.3.2 Column
As described previou
usly, three op
ptions were used to moddel the RC ccolumn: as elastic, distribbuted
y, or concenttrated plasticity elementt. The elastiic column m
model shouldd only be ussed to
plasticity
predict th
he observed results wheen no yieldin
ng occurred. It utilizes eeffective secttion propertiies to
predict observed resp
ponse. The other
o
two opttions are forrce-based beam column eelements thaat can
be used to
t model elastic or inelasstic behaviorr. The distribbuted plasticcity model hhas no restricctions
on the sp
pread of ineelastic behav
vior over thee member leength. By ccomparison, the concenttrated
plasticity
y model limiits inelastic behavior
b
to the ends of the column over a user specified leength.
This leng
gth is comm
monly known
n as the plastic hinge leength. This section brieefly describees the
implemen
ntation of th
he column model
m
assump
ption and thee associated theory for each column type.
For each of the
t column models, thee weight bloock assemblyy was modeeled as a lum
mped
mass witth rotational mass momeent of inertia specified at the centerr of gravity of the blockks. A
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rigid offsset was used
d from the to
op of the collumn to the ccenter of graavity of the blocks and aat the
base from
m the bottom
m of the footting to the bo
ottom of thee column. Thhe lengths off the offsets were
56 in. an
nd 18 in., reespectively, for
f the top and
a bottom.. The P- efffects associiated with laateral
displacem
ments dues to
t gravity lo
oads were also
a
includedd for the sysstem, becauuse measuredd P-
ratios weere greater th
han 0.20Mu as
a specified by
b the Caltraans SDC.
In
n summary, one colum
mn element with
w
lumpedd mass and rotational m
mass momeent of
inertia att the center of gravity with
w rigid end offsets aat both endss was used tto model the RC
column for
f any of three
t
column
n model asssumptions. T
The idealizeed three-dim
mensional coolumn
model is shown in Fiigure 5.6.

Fig
gure 5.6
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5.3.2.1 Elastic

Typically
y, the elasticc column element is the simplest
s
to iimplement inn any type oof analysis. Inn this
case, it was
w a three--dimensionaal line elemeent with uniiform cross--section propperties alonng the
length. The
T mechaniical (E, G) and
a physicall properties (L, A, Iy, Iz) were the sppecified from
m the
outset, with
w
both en
nds having rigid
r
end offfsets. Figurre 5.7 show
ws a depictioon of the eelastic
column element. Th
he accuracy of linear elements
e
ressponse depeends on the specified iinitial
stiffness. Usually, thee effective in
nitial stiffness is assumeed to be EIefff = 0.5EIg. Frrom the obseerved
ve stiffness ratio
r
is closeer to 0.2–0.3 EIg.
test resullts, it appearss the effectiv
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Fig
gure 5.7

Elastic colu
umn model.

5.3.2.2 Distributed
d Plasticity (NonlinearB
(
BeamColum
mn)

A distrib
buted plasticiity beam-column elemen
nt is one off the two forrce-based fleexibility elem
ments
used to model colu
umn responsse. Implemeented via O
OpenSees ass a nonlineearBeamCollumn
element, the line element momeent-curvaturee and axial lload-deform
mation responnse is determ
mined
by the fib
ber sections assigned to each integraation point. T
To predict thhe observed ccolumn respponse,
five integ
gration pointts were used
d. Figure 5.8
8(a) shows thhe nonlinearrBeamColumn elementt used
in the anaalysis.
The
T flexibilitty based form
mulation esttimates the innelastic behhavior along the length oof the
member using integrration points. A momentt and axial foorce distribuution, which is in equilibbrium
with the forces at thee end of thee member, iss assumed allong the meember lengthh. Curvatures and
axial defformations are
a then estim
mated via iteration giveen the momeent and axiaal load. Weigghted
integratio
on of the secction deform
mations at eaach integratiion point aloong the lenggth [Taucer et al.
1991] is used to deteermine the co
olumn respo
onse. Becausse most of thhe inelastic aaction is exppected
mber ends, itt is critical to
t have integgration poinnts there. Thhe Gauss-Loobatto
to occur at the mem
integratio
on scheme places
p
weigh
hted integraation points at the endss of the elem
ments as weell as
along thee column len
ngth when more
m
than tw
wo integratioon points arre used. For this schemee, the
weights and location
n of the inteegration poiints are preddetermined. The user sppecifies only the
o integration
n points.
number of
5.3.2.3 Concentratted Plasticitty (BeamWiithHinges)

The otheer force based flexibility element usees a concenttrated plasticcity beam-coolumn elemeent to
model co
olumn respo
onse. It is im
mplemented in OpenSeees as beamW
WithHinges. The fiber bbased
element has
h nonlineaar constitutiv
ve behavior limited to uuser specifieed lengths att the ends knnown
as plasticc hinge leng
gths. Fiber seections are assigned
a
to tthe integratiion points att the end off each
plastic hiinge. There are several methods
m
avaailable to esttimate the pplastic hinge length. Equuation
(5.3) shows the meth
hod by Priesttly et al. [199
96] to determ
mine the plastic hinge leength of a cirrcular
column. Away from
m the plasticc hinge zon
nes the elem
ment behavees linearly eelastic with user
specified
d effective stiffness prop
perties EIeff. Figure 5.88(b) shows tthe column modeled using a
beamWitthHinges ap
pproach. Thee cantilever column
c
testeed only had iinelastic action at the baase of
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the colum
mn; thereforee a plastic hiinge was speecified only there. The eestimated plaastic hinge leength
was 13.0 in.

l p  0.08 L  0.15
5 f y db

(5.3)

The
T concentrrated plasticiity element restricts thee integrationn points to thhe hinge reggions.
By comp
parison, the distributed plasticity
p
eleement distriibutes integrration pointss along the eentire
member length. Two
o integration
n points per hinge are uused to moddel the curvaature distribuution.
The form
mulation of the
t flexibilitty based eleement uses a modified G
Gauss-Radauu quadraturee rule
for integ
grating elem
ment stiffnesss to elimin
nate objectivvity in the nonlinear reegion whilee still
maintaining the exaact responsee under lineear conditioons. A full descriptionn of the eleement
formulatiion can be found
f
in Sco
ott and Fenvees [2006]. T
The primary inputs for thhe column m
model
are fiberr sections, plastic
p
hingee lengths, and effectivee stiffness oof the elastiic portion oof the
column.
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Figure 5.8
8

(b) Bea
amWithHinges
s

Force--based beam
m column mo
odels.

F
- So
oil Structu
ure Interacttion
5.3.3 Footing
Work by
y Harden et al.
a [2005] illlustrates thatt Winkler sppring foundaations may bbe able to proovide
results with
w a sufficieent degree of accuracy. Because
B
of tthe two- andd three- dimeensional charracter
of excitaations consid
dered for th
he experimen
ntal testing program (C
Chapter 3 annd 4), it waas not
viewed as
a suitable to use more simplified two-spring m
models or ssimplified m
methods baseed on
rocking response
r
of rigid blockss, i.e., those adapted from
m the proceedures develooped by Houusner
[1963]. The
T model originally developed by
b Harden et al. [20005] was callibrated for two-
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dimensional analysis. This model was extended to consider three-dimensional response based on
calibration to the experimental results.
The Winkler foundation model has several key parameters that affect the global response
of the system. These include modeling of the rotation and vertical stiffness of the foundation.
The rotational stiffness was calibrated by varying the stiffness of the end-region springs and the
length of the end region (Figure 5.9). The material used to represent elastic soil response for the
specimens on the shake table was an elastomeric pad (see Section 5.2.3). The vertical stiffness
characteristics of the pad were explicitly measured.
From the outset a few simplifying assumptions were made for the purposes of analysis. It
was assumed that the footing was rigid, and that its horizontal translational movement on the pad
was negligible. Some horizontal movement was detected; however, it was very small in
comparison to the overall lateral displacements of the specimen. Material damping of the
elastomeric pads was also considered negligible, so the vertical dashpots were not included in the
Winkler foundation model.
The BNWF method was chosen to model the shallow spread footing response.
Analytically, it was simple to implement via OpenSees. The base of the column connected to the
BNWF footing beam elements. The BNWF model linked the footing and underlying soil
response at each discretization point. Everywhere the footing is discretized, the soil below is also
discretized in the same size and shape. For the testing program the elastomeric pad beneath the
sub-section was modeled using a vertical stiffness spring and a dashpot. The footing was
modeled using rigid line elements. Figure 5.9 shows a two-dimensional cross section through the
BNWF footing model. The footing elements were considered to be rigid-elastic. The springs and
dashpots were modeled as a combination of linear and nonlinear elastic elements (Section 5.2.3).
A plan view of the discretization scheme is shown in Figure 5.10. The spacing and number and
nodes can be varied in each direction, which proved useful in calibrating the footing and pad
response to observed results. Figure 5.11 shows the three-dimensional BNWF model used to
predict the observed test results.
The physical properties needed to model the soil include ultimate bearing capacity (qult),
soil type, vertical stiffness (Kz), rotational stiffness (K), damping, etc. Modeling assumptions
include the ratio-of-end length (Lend) to total length (L), the spacing of the springs for each
region, and the spring stiffness in the middle and end regions. Also, the type of uniaxial material
hysteresis model used for the individual soil springs needs to be determined.
For the purposes of this research, the distribution of pressure for each spring across the
foundation was assumed to be uniform. Appendix C contains the Tcl script for implementation
of a shallow foundation allowed to uplift in the analysis framework OpenSees. The coding is
such that for systems with more than one footing, the command can be looped and called as
many times as necessary. The resulting foundation model connects to the specified node of the
superstructure and does not need spring or other coordinates to be implemented. For the analyses
of the shake table tests, the soil springs were assumed to be linear elastic and unable to resist
tension.
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Fig
gure 5.9

Beam on No
onlinear Win kler Foundattion model.

Figure 5.10

Discre
etization of 3
3D footing m
model.
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Figure 5.11

Beam-On-Nonlinear-W
Winkler-Foun
ndation three
e-dimensiona
al model.

Fig
gure 5.12

Analytic mo
odel of upliftiing bridge pier system.
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5.3.4 Damping
Damping modes not associated with hysteretic energy dissipation are usually combined together
and idealized as pure viscous damping. This may include SSI, friction, material damping, and
non-structural components. Rayleigh damping is often used for multi-degree-of-freedom
structures because damping at two natural frequencies i and j may be specified. Damping is
most conveniently expressed in terms of the ratio , defined as the damping coefficient c relative
to the critical damping coefficient ccr. Equation (5.4) shows the relationship for a single-degreeof-freedom structure.



c
c

c cr 2m

(5.4)

For a multi-degree-of-freedom structure the damping matrix is computed as a linear
combination of the mass and stiffness matrices [Equation (5.5)]. The coefficients  and  are
determined by solving the system of equations [Equation (5.6)]. The estimation of damping can
be mass proportional only, stiffness proportional only, or a combination of mass and stiffness
damping.

c    m    kt

(5.5)

1 1 i i   i 

    
2 1  j  j    j 

(5.6)

Damping ratios for RC structures typically range from 37%. In designing structures, 5%
is common. However, this is for fixed-base systems that do not include SSI. The presence of soil
deformation and yielding tends to increase the amount of damping in the system. The viscous
damping associated with SSI is a complex phenomenon that goes beyond the focus of this
research work. A study by Housner [1963] determined the equivalent viscous damping of rigid
blocks allowed to rock. Work by Chopra and Goel [1999] also may be useful in determining the
equivalent viscous damping of an uplifting system.
For the purposes of this investigation, only the effects of mass, stiffness and massstiffness proportional damping were investigated. The analysis done also shows the effect that
varying the damping ratio has on the damping force within the system. Based on the observed
results (Chapter 4) of the shake table tests, the initial Rayleigh damping parameters  and  were
selected based on a damping ratio of 7.8%. The damping matrix was formed at each analysis step
using the current tangent stiffness matrix.
5.4

ELASTIC FOOTING ANALYSIS

Each of the analytic model options for the column was paired with an elastic footing model
whose formulation is described in this section. Both footing sizes used in the test configurations
are described here analytically. Best modeling values for the global vertical stiffness of the
elastomeric pad and spring spacing were developed to most accurately capture the observed
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footing rotational
r
stiiffness and uplift. The footing anaalytic modell is an approoximation oof the
footing. Although more
m
accuraccy may be possible
p
withh smaller diiscretization segments oof the
footing, this comes at the expeense of moree nodes andd longer anaalysis run tiimes. In genneral,
decreasin
ng the node spacing
s
by a half (for ex
xample) incrreases the nuumber of noddes by a pow
wer of
two. Dam
mping of thee elastomericc pad may be
b an additioonal source oof uncertaintty. The effeccts of
the type of damping
g assumptio
ons on footiing responsee are descriibed in the column anaalysis
(Section 5.3.4).
The
T footing analysis
a
is accomplished
a
d by calibraating the anaalytic modell to the obseerved
moment--rotation rellationship. The BNWF
F approachh described in Sectionn 5.3.3 reqquires
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and end-region globaal stiffness Kze. Addition
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Figurre 5.13
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ooting force deformation
n relationship
p formulation
n.

The
T force defformation rellationship caan be formedd by assuminng a rigid foooting assum
mption
supported
d on verticaal springs. This
T
is the method
m
usedd by the BN
NWF footingg mesh geneerator
described
d in Section 5.3.3. Altho
ough the forrmulation m
method descrribed here is based on a twodimensio
onal plane, th
he three-dim
mensional fo
ormulation iss very similar. For all aanalysis casees the
footing iss restrained from translaating laterally
y in the x- o r y-axis direection. The ffooting is allowed
to uplift in the z-axiss direction and rotate ab
bout all threee axes. Usingg a rigid foooting assumpption,
the entire footing up
plift along the
t length can
c be descrribed by tw
wo degrees-oof-freedom aat the
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ooting; the vertical
v
displacement, annd the rotatioon about thee centerline oof the
center no
footing. Figure 5.13
3 depicts th
he footing, displacemennt degrees-oof-freedom, and generaalized
fness and lo
ocations. Th
he force de formation rrelationship is describeed by
vertical spring stiffn
Equation
n (5.8) expressed in term
ms of verticall footing forcce and overtturning mom
ment as a funnction
of footin
ng displacem
ment degrees of freedom. The uplift at a given sspring locatiion is determ
mined
by Equattion (5.9).
Footing Forcee Deformatio
on Relationsship [Equatioon (5.7)].

F  K ftg  u



(5.7)
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Expressed in matrix form as individual forces and displacements:

 Fz  kz
  
M y  kz

k z  uz 
  
k  u y 

(5.8)

Individual spring uplift displacement:

zi  zo  xi  

(5.9)

The general footing stiffness matrix is given in Equation (5.10).

kz
k ftg  
kz

kz 

k 

(5.10)

The individual components of the footing stiffness matrix as a function of the vertical spring
stiffness and relative spring locations are given by Equations (5.11) through (5.13). The
formulations as shown are for when no uplift of the footing at the springs has occurred.
n

kz   kzi

(5.11)

i1
n

kz   kzi  x i

(5.12)

i1
n

k   kzi  x i

2

(5.13)

i1

The individual spring stiffness kzi at each location xi along the footing length L is the sum
of the individual springs distributed along the width B of the footing at the xi coordinate. In
general the individual spring stiffness kzi at xi is the sum of each spring kzij for j=1:m, Where m =
number of nodes in the y-direction. The footing length segment is expressed as fLx [Equation
(5.14)].The stiffness kzi in the x-direction can be expressed as Equation (5.15) for the middle
region of the footing and Equation (5.16) for the end region of the footing. The procedure is the
same for the y-direction but substituting the width terms B, Bep, and fLy for length terms L, Lep,
and fLx.
fLx = length of foot segment

(5.14)

The spring stiffness at middle footing region:
fL 1 2B 
fL B 
x
ep
 K zm   x ep  K ze
kzi  
L
 L 
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(5.15)

The spring stiffness at end footing region:

fL 
kzi   x  Kze
 L 

(5.16)

Under a static vertical load with zero rotation the footing stiffness matrix is uncoupled owing to
the symmetry of the springs locations and stiffness values. The force-deformation relationship
simplifies to Equation (5.17):

 Fz  kz
  
M y  0

0  uz 
  
k  u y 

(5.17)

The initial static displacement [Equation (5.18)] of all the springs under a vertical load with no
rotation is:

uz  zo 

Fz
F
 n z
kz
 kzi

(5.18)

i1

The rotation of the footing and the corresponding moment when the first spring loses contact
with the footing are given by Equation (5.19) and Equation (5.20):

up1 

uz zo

x1 x1

(5.19)

n
 z
2
Mup1  k  up1  kzi  xi  o
i1
 x1

(5.20)

The footing stiffness while rocking, when no uplift occurs along the footing length at the
springs, is described by Equation (5.17). As the footing uplifts with increasing rotation, the
footing stiffness matrix is redefined as subsequent springs lose contact with the footing. The
moment-rotational stiffness relationship becomes a multi-linear curve with transition points
defined by the uplift of individual springs. In reality, as the footing continues to uplift, there is a
continuous decrease in the length of footing resisting the uplift, and, therefore, a continuous
change in the vertical and rotational stiffness, whether it be small or large magnitude, resulting in
a smooth moment-rotation relationship.
The individual components of the footing stiffness matrix Kftg as footing uplift occurs can
be described by modifying Equations (5.11) through (5.13). When uplift occurs at the first spring
i=1, the force is eliminated, and the individual spring stiffness kz1 is removed from the
determination of kz, kz and k. As the footing loses contact with the spring at location xi, the
footing stiffness components are a function of the spring stiffnesses from kzi for i= i+1:n
[Equations (5.21) to (5.23)]. This is the case until the next spring uplifts, when the footing
stiffness matrix is recalculated for contributing springs kzi for i= i+2:n.
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The
T individu
ual footing stiffness
s
Kfttg componennts when upplift has occcurred at sspring
location xi are:

kz 

n

k z 
k 

k

i i 1
n

k

i i 1

zi

 xi

((5.22)

zi

 xi 2

((5.23)

n

k

i  i 1

((5.21)

zi

The
T representtative momeent rotation relationship
r
ffor a footingg with dimennsions L longg and
B wide are
a shown in Figure 5.14
4. The applieed rotation  is one full ccycle from zzero to +maxx to –
max and back to zeroo. The M- relationship
r
for the two vvertical sprinng analysis ooptions—ElasticNo-Tension (ENT) and
a neoprenee—is shown
n in Figure 55.14a and Figgure 5.14b, rrespectivelyy. The
end lengtth ratios Lep and Bep and
d global verttical stiffnesss Kzm and Kze are speciffied and the node
spacing is
i set so theere are 6 nod
des in each direction (ssymmetric abbout the cennterlines). B
Before
first upliift the footing rotationaal stiffness K may be calculated using Equaation (5.17).. The
correspon
nding momeent at first up
plift is Mup1, as given byy Equation (55.20). As thee footing rottation
increasess, the footing
g loses contaact with the vertical
v
sprinngs and the rrotational stiiffness decreeases.
The plotts show the transitions in rotational stiffness aas each subssequent verttical spring loses
contact with
w the foo
oting. During
g unloading
g, the ENT springs folloow the sam
me path whille the
neoprenee springs disssipate some energy (see Section 5.2..3).

(a) Elastic
c-No-Tension springs
s

Fig
gure 5.14

(b) neo
oprene springs
s

Analytic mo
odel momentt rotation rellationship off footing (ENT springs).

The
T methods described above
a
can be
b used to ccalibrate the footing stifffness and sspring
spacing to
t best matcch the observed respon
nse. The com
mparison off results foccused on thee two
footing configuration
c
ns when the column had
d a nominal design axiaal load applied. The lesss than
design ax
xial load exp
perimental teest was used
d to assess thhe viability oof rocking syystems and iis not
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investigated further. The first test group was the 3Dc  3Dc square footing configuration, which
had only elastic response of the column. The second test group was the 5Dc  3Dc rectangular
footing configuration that had elastic and inelastic response of the column.
5.4.1 3Dc x 3Dc Square Footing Configuration
The best values of global vertical stiffness for the square configuration footing were in the range
of Kzm = 600800 kip/in. for the middle region and Kze = 2000–2200 kip/in. for the end region.
The stiffness of the neoprene vertical spring material needed to be slightly higher than the ENT
material due to the gap strain creating more deflection with less force on the footing springs. The
range of end-length ratio for the 3Dc square footing configuration was approximately Lep, Bep =
0.20–0.30. Figure 5.15 shows the moment-rotation envelope from an applied cyclic rotation
using ENT springs for the 3Dc square footing compared to the recorded DS test group data (3D
X+Y+Z input), which had the most significant uplift. Dynamic effects were not included in this
envelope analysis. The recorded FS test group data (3D X+Y+Z input) is shown Figure 5.16 for
the ENT springs. The response using neoprene springs and an applied cyclic rotation was very
similar to that shown for the ENT springs with the addition of energy dissipation during
unloading, as shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 for the 3D-X+Y+Z input of the DS and FS
experimental tests.
The ranges of Kzm and Kze best match the recorded vertical displacement z=zo under
static load, the initial rotational stiffness K, the moment at first uplift Mup1, and an
approximation of the softening of the footing rotational stiffness as the footing uplifts with
increasing rotation. The values of global vertical stiffness and end-length ratio, which best
approximated the vertical and rotational stiffness of the 3Dc  3Dc footing for all experimental
tests of the square footing, are given in Table 5.1. The square configuration did not exhibit
identical rotational stiffness and first uplift moment about the X and Y axes because of the
variable spring spacing in each direction.
Table 5.1

Footing vertical stiffness values.
3Dc x 3Dc

3Dc x 5Dc

ENT Spring

Neoprene Spring

ENT Spring

Neoprene Spring

Kzm (kip/in.)

600

600

600

600

Kze (kip/in.)

2200

2200

2200

2200

Lep

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

Bep

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.26

zo (in.)

0.033

0.041

0.033

0.04

KY (kip-in.)

427,750

427,750

312,680

427,745

KX (kip-in.)

438,900

438,900

890,430

1,219,170

Mup1Y (kip-in.)

580.0

720.0

594.0

730

Mup1X (kip-in.)

595.0

740.0

1095.0

1260
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Figure
F
5.15

M- analyttic envelope of 3Dc squa
are footing (te
est D5S ENT
T springs).

Figure
F
5.16

M- analyttic envelope of 3Dc squa
are footing (te
est F5S ENT
T springs).
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Fig
gure 5.17

Figu
ure 5.18

M- analytic
c envelope 3Dc
3
square fo
ooting (test D
D5S neopren
ne springs).

MM  analytic envelope of 3Dc square footing (testt F5S neopre
ene springs).

5.4.2 5Dc x 3Dc Square
S
Foo
oting Conffiguration
The best values of global
g
verticaal stiffness for
f the rectaangular confi
figuration foooting were iin the
–800 kip/in. for the mid
ddle region aand Kze = 20000–2200 kiip/in. for thee end
range of Kzm = 600–
T range of
o end-length
h ratio for the 3Dc (X)) direction aand the 5Dc (Y) directiion is
region. The
approxim
mately Lep, Bep = 0.20–0.30, respectiv
vely. Figure 5.19 and Fiigure 5.20 shhow the mom
mentrotation envelope
e
fro
om an applieed cyclic rottation usingg ENT springgs and neopprene springss for
the 3Dc  5Dc rectan
ngular footin
ng compared to the reccorded A2R test group data (3D X+
X+Y+Z
input). Some uplift occurred
o
and
d was not in
nfluenced byy residual dissplacementss, which cauused a
shifted moment-rotat
m
tion origin due
d to permaanent overturrning momennt. Dynamicc effects werre not
included in this enveelope analyssis. The footting values oof Kzm and Kze that best match the iinitial
displacem
ment zo, rotaational stiffn
ness K, the moment
m
at ffirst uplift Mup1, and an aapproximation of
the soften
ning of the footing
f
rotattional stiffneess as the foooting upliftss with increaasing rotatioon are
given in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.19

Fig
gure 5.20

5.5

M- ana
alytic envelop
pe 3Dc  5Dc footing (testt A2R ENT springs).

M- analytic
c envelope of
o 3Dc  5Dc fo
ooting (test A
A2R neopren
ne springs).

COMPARIS
C
SON OF LIN
NEAR ANA
ALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL R
RESULTS

Several analytical
a
models
m
weree evaluated for their abbility to preedict the obbserved speccimen
response. The analyssis models co
onsidered haad elastic foooting responnse and coluumn responsee that
is linear or nonlineaar. The tests performed were monitoored for dissplacement, accelerationn, and
strains, which
w
weree used to validate
v
the analysis m
models. The recorded nnatural modees of
vibration
n, damping values
v
of th
he system, and
a materiaal properties were used to calibratee and
conduct the analysiss (see Chaptter 4 for a summary
s
off the experim
mental resullts). The maaterial
g assumption
ns for concrrete, steel, and
a neopren e are descriibed in Secttion 5.2. Eleement
modeling
modeling
g options an
nd assumptions for the neoprene ppad, footing, column annd superstruucture
weight bllocks are described in Seection 5.3.
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The quantities of interest that were compared comprised key response parameters of an
uplifting bridge system. The displacement quantities of interest include the footing uplift (or
footing rotation) and the column center of mass displacement. The acceleration response of the
center of mass was compared. Force quantities included the lateral force at center of mass,
moment-curvature response at the column base, and the moment-footing rotation response.
The two ground motions used in the testing program varied combinations of the
amplitude, time scale, and input directions; footing widths were also varied. A comprehensive
list of all the test runs can be found in Appendix A. Because the volume of test results is too vast
to present here, only the most relevant test runs and analytic comparisons are discussed. For all
analyses the input accelerations used were those recorded by the shake table instrumentation and
directly felt by the uplifting bridge pier system.
First, the simplest possible model was considered, which is the linear column coupled
with the elastic footing model. After comparison and calibration of the footing and column for
linear response, the model was enhanced to include nonlinear column response. The footing
response was modeled as elastic for all column model assumptions (see Section 5.4). Linear
column analysis for the two-column footing width test groups (3Dc  3Dc and 5Dc  3Dc) is
described in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.3. Nonlinear column analysis is described in Section 5.6 for
the 5Dc  3Dc footing width test group. Summaries and conclusions on the various column and
footing analysis models are described in Section 5.7.
5.5.1 Design Axial Load and 3Dc  3Dc Footing
The linear column response analysis compared analytic model predictions to experimental tests
when the column behaved linearly. This includes all of the tests using a square footing
configuration. Subsequently, the best model properties that captured displacements, forces, and
accelerations were determined. The modeling options included the column type, which may be
elastic, concentrated plasticity, or distributed plasticity models and either an ENT or neoprene
vertical spring model for the footings. To calibrate the models to the observed response, the
effective column stiffness, damping ratios, and spring spacing were adjusted.
Next, the analytic results were compared to the experimental results for the DS and FS
test groups. The two groups exhibited the largest magnitudes of elastic column response for the
Los Gatos and Tabas input earthquake excitations, respectively. Three types of input acceleration
were compared: 1D-X, 2D-X+Y, and 3D-X+Y+Z. The center of mass and footing displacements
are compared in Section 5.5.1.1. A comparison of the center of mass acceleration is presented in
Section 5.5.1.2. The comparison of the column moment-curvature response and footing moment
rotations is described Section 5.7. The initial model used had an elastic column assumption, with
ENT vertical springs for the footing. Table 5.2 summarizes the combinations of models used for
the uplifting system when in the elastic range.
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Table 5.2
Column

Linear analysis modeling options.
Footing Vertical Springs

Materials

Elastic

Elastic-No-Tension (ENT)
Neoprene (NEO)

-

Distributed
Plasticity
(DIST)

Elastic-No-Tension (ENT)
Neoprene (NEO)

Concrete02
Steel02
Reinforcing Steel

Concentrated
Plasticity
(BWH)

Elastic-No-Tension (ENT)
Neoprene (NEO)

Concrete02
Steel02
Reinforcing Steel

5.5.1.1 Displacements

The linear analysis displacement histories were compared to measured displacement for the
square configuration footing subjected to the one-dimensional input excitation for the Los Gatos
(D1S) and Tabas (F1S) test runs. Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 show the center-of-mass
displacement response for an elastic column model with ENT or neoprene vertical springs
subjected to D1S. The center-of-mass displacement response for an elastic column model with
ENT or neoprene vertical springs are presented in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 for F1S.
The analysis was repeated using the alternate distributed plasticity or lumped plasticity
column model assumptions. Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26 show the center-of-mass displacement
of test D1S using a distributed plasticity column model with either vertical spring material. This
analysis was repeated using the lumped plasticity column model. Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28
show the corresponding center-of-mass displacement for test D1S. Because of space limitations,
the test F1S results that varied the column models are not shown.. The response in general was
very similar to that shown for D1S.
Inspection of the one-dimensional input excitation results shows the elastic column
model approximated very well the observed center-of-mass displacement response as did the
lumped plasticity column model, which was expected since the behavior of the column was
elastic. The distributed plasticity model did not predict the observed response as well due to
difficulty in matching the initial stiffness of the column. To simplify the presentation, the
contribution of column total displacement due to flexural and rocking was not shown in the
column modeling and vertical spring material comparisons. In general, the accuracy of the
various column models and vertical spring materials on flexure and rocking column
displacement was in agreement with the observed center-of-mass displacement response. The
ability to predict the flexural and rocking column displacement was investigated thoroughly for
all combinations of column and vertical spring options presented herein and used as an evaluator.
Review of the relevant response quantities found that the best model available in
determining for the elastic response of the test system for a one-dimensional input excitation is
an elastic column model assumption with a neoprene vertical spring material. The elastic column
model and lumped plasticity column model yielded similar results, but the elastic option is
preferred because of its analytic simplicity. The hysteretic damping qualities of the neoprene
vertical spring made it the preferred option because of its ability to capture observed damping of
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the neoprene pad. The analytic damping options that best predicted the column and footing
response was Rayleigh mass proportional only with 5–6% damping ratio.
The relevant displacement results for the one-dimensional input excitation D1S using the
most appropriate model available are presented in Figure 5.29. The total center-of-mass
displacement is shown in Figure 5.29(a). The contribution of column flexural displacement is
shown in Figure 5.29(b). The lateral displacement of the center of mass due to rocking was
represented by the footing rotation since they are analogous [see Section 4.2 and Equation (4.3)].
For test D1S, the comparison is shown in Figure 5.29(c). Figure 5.29 shows the initial stiffness
and free vibration phase at the end of the signal tracking reasonably well, as does the damping,
which is indicated by the signal attenuating after the forced vibration phase ends. The peak
column displacements seemed to track reasonably well given the complexity of the uplifting and
deforming column system. The peak total displacement, flexural displacement, and rocking
displacement all occurred at the peaks as those recorded. Their magnitude was within 15%, 27%,
and 26%, respectively, of the recorded results. The acceleration and moment-deformation results
are discussed in Sections 5.5.1.2 and 5.5.2.3, demonstrating that they also approximated with
acceptable accuracy the observed response.
Using the most appropriate model developed for the one-dimensional input analytic
comparisons the column model was investigated for two-dimensional and three-dimensional
input excitation. The center-of-mass displacement results for the Los Gatos tests are shown in
Figure 5.30(a)-(c) for the two-dimensional input excitation test D3S and Figure 5.31(a)-(c) for
the three-dimensional input excitation test D5S. Inspection of the results shows that test D3S
approximated the results reasonably well. The peaks occurred at the same time and were within
22%, 20%, and 20% for the peak column total, flexural, and rocking displacement, respectively.
The forced vibration phase tracked very well, deviating during the free vibration phase
(approximately 15 sec and beyond). Although the system appears to be slightly over damped for
the two-dimensional input excitation,, attempts to reduce the damping and lengthen the period in
the free vibration phase negatively affected the peak displacements. The test results indicate that
the two-directional input excitation affects the natural period of the system along the diagonal.
Inspection of the results for test D5S show the analysis predicted the peak displacements
reasonably well, within 15%, 9%, and 11% for the peak column total displacement, flexural
displacement, and rocking displacement, respectively. Although the stiffness of the system
during the forced vibration phase of the signal also tracked reasonably well, the analytic model
is over damped during the free vibration phase. Again, attempting to reduce the damping
overestimated the peak displacements significantly for the three-dimensional input excitation.
Comparison of the analytic versus experimental displacement results are given in Figure
5.36 using the most appropriate column model. The peak column displacements were within
17%, 5%, and 11% of the observed column total, flexural, and rocking values, respectively. Note
that in the Y-direction the analytic prediction deviated from the observed response, which is due
mostly to filtering of the recorded input signal for high-frequency content; when the original
signal was used the analysis tracked well. The noise generated in the analytic prediction,
however, was significant and affected the ability to evaluate the model. Therefore, the results
using the filtered signal are presented, because the overall clarity outweighs the distorted signal
at this time step.
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Figure 5.21

Fiigure 5.22

Figure 5.23
3

Center mass
m
displac
cement – ela
astic column ENT springs
s (D1S).

Center mas
ss displacem
ment – elastic
c column ne
eoprene sprin
ngs (D1S).

Center mass
m
displac
cement – ela
astic column ENT springs
s (F1S).
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Figure 5.24

e 5.25
Figure

Figure 5..26

Center mass displacem
ment – elasti c column ne
eoprene sprin
ngs (F1S).

Center mass diisplacement – distributed
d plasticity c
column ENT springs (D1S
S).

Cente
er mass displacement – distributed
d
p
plasticity colu
umn neopren
ne springs (D
D1S).
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Figu
ure 5.27

Figure 5.28

Center
C
mass displacemen
nt – lumped p
plasticity co
olumn ENT sp
prings (D1S)).

Cen
nter mass dis
splacement – lumped pla
asticity colum
mn neoprene
e springs (D1
1S).
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(a) co
olumn rotal ce
enter of mass d
displacementts

(b) column fllexural displac
cements

(c) fo
ooting rotation
n

Figure 5.29

Elastic colu
umn neopren
ne springs – displaceme
ents comparison (D1S).
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(a) co
olumn total center of mass d
displacements

(b) column fllexural displac
cements

(c) fo
ooting rotation
n

Figure 5.30

Elastic colu
umn neopren
ne springs – displaceme
ents comparison (D3S).
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(a) co
olumn rotal ce
enter of mass d
displacementts

(b) column fllexural displac
cements

(c) fo
ooting rotation
n

Figure 5.31

Elastic colu
umn neopren
ne springs – displaceme
ents comparison (D5S).
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(a) co
olumn total center of mass d
displacements

(b) column fllexural displac
cements

(c) fo
ooting rotation
n

Figure 5.32

Elastic colu
umn neopren
ne springs – displaceme
ents comparison (F5S).
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5.5.2

Acceleratio
A
ons

The acceeleration tim
me histories for
f tests D1S
S, D3S, D5S
S, and F5S ddescribed in the displaceement
evaluatio
ons (Section
n 5.5.1.1) arre shown in
n Figure 5.333 through F
Figure 5.36, In generall, the
accuracy
y of the analy
ytic predictions tracked very well. T
The peak values appeareed to occur aat the
same cyccle and werre within 25
5% of the recorded
r
vallues. For teest D3S andd D5S the ssignal
deviated during the free vibratio
on phase, ass discussed iin the displaacement com
mparison secction.
Test F5S
S tracked reeasonably well
w and agaain deviatedd from the oobserved ressponse in thhe Ydirection
n around the 9 sec mark.

Figure
F
5.33

Center ma
ass accelerattion – elastic
c column neo
oprene sprin
ngs (D1S).

Figure
F
5.34

Center ma
ass accelerattion – elastic
c column neo
oprene sprin
ngs (D3S).
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Figure
F
5.35

Center ma
ass accelerattion – elastic
c column neo
oprene sprin
ngs (D5S).

Figure
F
5.36

Center ma
ass accelerattion – elastic
c column neo
oprene sprin
ngs (F5S).

5.5.2.1 Forces and
d Moments

Column base momen
nt versus cu
urvature (M-) and colum
mn base mooment versuss footing rottation
(M-) co
omparisons are presenteed below fo
or the relevaant tests deescribed in tthe displaceement
analysis (Section
(
5.5.1.1). The baase shear verrsus center oof mass displacement is not shown hhere.
Column
C
Mom
ment-Curvature: Figuree 5.37 throuugh Figure 55.40 comparred the results of
analyticaal models of the column base momen
nt curvature test results for D1S, D33S, D5S, andd F5S
he with the
t observed
d response. In
I general, the
t predictioon was reasoonably good; the peak vvalues
of momeent and curvaature appear to match.
Column
C
Mom
ment- Footin
ng Rotation: The colum
mn base mom
ment footingg rotation anaalytic
prediction was comp
pared to the experimenta
e
al results andd is shown inn Figure 5.441 through F
Figure
5.44 for the tests D1
1S, D3S, D5
5S, and F5S
S. In generaal, the predicction agreedd reasonablyy well
with what was obseerved in thee displacem
ment comparrison; the ppeak values of momentt and
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curvaturee appeared to
t match. No
ote that the observed rootational stifffness of thee footing forr F5S
was high
her than that predicted by
y the model.. It is uncleaar if this is ann aberrationn in the calcuulated
results orr a discrepan
ncy in the mo
odel.

Figure 5.3
37

Colum
mn base M- – elastic col umn neopre
ene springs (D1S).

Figure 5.3
38

Colum
mn base M- – elastic col umn neopre
ene springs (D3S).
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Figure 5.3
39

Colum
mn base M- – elastic col umn neopre
ene springs (D5S).

Figure 5.40

Colum
mn base M- – elastic collumn neopre
ene springs ((F5S).

Fig
gure 5.41

Footing mom
ment rotation M- – elasttic column n
neoprene sprrings (D1S).
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Fig
gure 5.42

Footing mom
ment rotation M- – elasttic column n
neoprene sprrings (D3S).

Fig
gure 5.43

Footing mom
ment rotation M- – elasttic column n
neoprene sprrings (D5S).

Fig
gure 5.44

Footing moment rotation M- – elasttic column n
neoprene sprrings (F5S).
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5.5.3 Design
D
Axia
al Load and 5Dc x 3D
Dc Footing
g
The test group AR has
h the wideened footing
g (see Sectioon 5.4.2). Thhis test grouup had a widdened
footing in the Y-direection (5Dc width)
w
whilee the X-direcction remainned the same (3Dc widthh). A
discussio
on of the results for dissplacement, accelerationn, and mom
ment-deformaation responnse is
presented
d below. Of the two elastic
e
tests done for tthis footing only configuration A22R is
presented
d since it con
ntained moree significantt column andd footing response.
5.5.4 Displaceme
D
ents
Test A2R
R tested the column to incipient
i
yieelding. In geeneral, the aanalytic moddels predicteed the
experimeental results very well. The colum
mn total dispplacements, flexural dissplacements, and
footing rotation
r
are shown in Fiigure 5.45, Figure
F
5.46, and Figure 5.47. The ppeak values were
within 5%,
5
5%, an
nd 27% off the obserrved peak total, flexuural and rootational coolumn
displacem
ments, respeectively. Thee stiffness and
a dampingg matched thhe observedd response dduring
the forced and free vibration phaase of the bridge pier system.
5.5.5 Acceleratio
A
ons
Figure 5.48 comparees the acceleerations predicted by thhe analyticall model verrsus the obseerved
response In general, the peaks and naturaal periods m
matched very
ry well. Thee analytic m
model
n 20% of thee observed peak
p
values.
prediction was within

Figu
ure 5.45

Center
C
mass total displac
cement – elas
stic column neoprene sp
prings (A2R).
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Figure
e 5.46

Ce
enter mass flexural displa
acement – ellastic column
n neoprene s
springs (A2R
R).

Figure 5.47

Figure 5.48
8

Footing rotation – elastic colu
umn neopren
ne springs (A
A2R).

Center mass accele
eration – elas
stic column E
ENT springs
s (A2R).
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5.5.5.1 Forces and
d Moments

Comparison of the co
olumn base moment
m
verssus curvaturre (M-) andd column basse moment vversus
otation (M-) are presen
nted below.
footing ro
Column
C
Mom
ment-Curvatture: Figure 5.49 compaares the analyytical modell versus obseerved
response for test A2
2R in. In geeneral, the prediction
p
w
was reasonabbly good; the peak valuues of
moment and curvaturre matched. As expected
d, the elasticc column didd not capturee the cycle w
where
a small amount
a
of ineelastic action
n occurred in
n the east-w est directionn.
Column
C
Mom
ment- Footiing Rotation
n: Figure 5..50 comparees the colum
mn base mooment
footing rotation
r
pred
dicted by thee analytical model comppared to the experimenttal results foor test
A2R. In
n the north--south narro
ow footing direction ((3Dc), the experimentaal response was
rotationaally stiffer th
han the analy
ytic predictiion. In the w
wider footingg direction tthe observedd and
analytic models
m
agreed reasonablly well.

Figure
e 5.49

Collumn base MM  – elastic c
column ENT springs (A2R).
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Figure 5.50

5.6

Footing moment
m
rotattion M- – el astic column
n ENT spring
gs (A2R).

COMPARIS
C
SON OF NO
ONLINEAR ANALYSIS
S AND EXP
PERIMENT
TAL RESUL
LTS

5.6.1 Design
D
Axia
al Load and 5Dx x 3D
Dc Footing
g
Several analytical models
m
weree evaluated for their abbility to preedict the innelastic speccimen
response. The analyssis models considered
c
here
h
have thee ability to rrespond inellastically wiith an
ooting and supporting
s
so
oil. The goaal here was to model a column foooting system
m with
elastic fo
simultaneeous footing
g uplift and column yiellding. The innelastic yiellding of the column inccludes
crushing of the core and cover co
oncrete and//or yielding aand fracturee of the steel reinforcing bars.
These co
ombinations often lead to permaneent drifts orr residual ddisplacementts of the coolumn
center off mass. As noted
n
previo
ously, inelasstic column response waas observedd during testt runs
A3R and
d A4R. The column mod
del options for
f inelastic response arre described in Section 55.3.2.
In the exp
perimental program
p
the footing uplifted but rem
mained elasticc (see Sectioon 5.4).
In
nitial effortss to model column yieelding havee focused onn using fibber sections with
distributeed plasticity column elements (see Berry
B
and E
Eberhard [2006] and Jeong et al. [20008)].
Results have show
wn there is a limited ability to accurately predict peak and ressidual
displacem
ments unlesss the initial stiffness acccurately mattches the obbserved initiaal stiffness. Even
under theese condition
ns, the magn
nitude of resiidual displaccement is diffficult to maatch. Recent work
by Jeong
g et al. [200
08] has show
wn improved
d predictionn capabilitiess when usinng a concenttrated
plasticity
y column mo
odel that hass fiber sections over a ffinite plasticc hinge lenggth at the coolumn
ends and
d elastic collumn respon
nse in betweeen; this collumn modell had been calibrated to the
observed
d initial stiffn
ness with a bilinear
b
steell model or noonlinear bacckbone curvee.
Properties
P
off Nonlinear Column Models:
M
All oof the nonlinnear models described hherein
use an ellastic footing
g and soil model
m
with a column moddel that usess fiber sectioons. The uplifting
footing and
a column model
m
with modeling
m
op
ptions is show
wn in Figuree 5.12.
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1. Footing and soil uses a BNWF model.
2. Concrete using Kent-Park model with tension.
3. Steel modeled using bilinear or nonlinear backbone curve.
4. Fiber element model with distributed plasticity column model and five integration
points along the column length.
5. Fiber element model with concentrated plasticity column model. One finite length
plastic hinge at column base with two integration points. Remainder of column is
elastic with effective column properties EIeff.
Each of the models described above was used to predict the response of the specimen. The
recorded three-dimensional (X+Y+Z) shake table accelerations were used as input ground
motions. During the discussion of results the peak and residual displacements reported refer to
the incremental change measured from the start of the given test run.
5.6.1.1 Displacements

Figure 5.51 to Figure 5.59 compare the analytical displacement time histories to experimental
results for the multi-direction input accelerations of the center of mass and footing uplift, which
is described herein via the footing rotation. The accuracy of the different models in predicting the
column response and the footing uplift response is evaluated.
The base model used was the distributed plasticity column model (Nonlinear Beam
Column) with a bilinear steel model option (Steel02) concrete modeled using Concrete02 and
neoprene springs. Using the measured material properties, Figure 5.51 shows the center-of-mass
displacements for this model. The analysis of the design level earthquake (A3R) was repeated
three times while varying either the column plasticity or steel model assumption. Results are
shown in Figure 5.52 through Figure 5.54. Each model was reviewed and investigated to achieve
best agreement possible between analysis and observed results. Evaluation was based on the
initial stiffness, total displacement, column flexural, and rocking displacements at center of mass,
footing uplift, and corresponding force deformation relationships.
Ultimately, the lumped plasticity column model with reinforcing steel provided the best
approximation of the observed results. Figure 5.55 shows column flexural displacements for the
design-level earthquake (A3R) and Figure 5.56 shows footing rotation displacements. Center-ofmass displacements for the maximum level earthquake (A4R) are presented in Figure 5.57. The
column flexural displacements are presented in Figure 5.58. The corresponding footing rotation
displacements are shown in Figure 5.59. Damping was observed to be low for this system
(approximately 3.0%).
The residual displacements for the design-level earthquake (A3R) were approximately
1/2 in. and 1 in. in the X- and Y-directions, respectively, with a flexural ductility of
approximately 6 (=uflex/uyield). The analytic model predicted 1/4 in. and 1/2 in., respectively in
the X- and Y-directions. Considering the complexity of rocking system and large displacements,
this seemed to be a reasonable approximation of the observed behavior. The maximum-level
earthquake (A4R) with a residual displacement of 9 in. and 12 in. was more difficult to model.
The most appropriate model predicted approximately 4 in. and 6 in. Several options were
investigated to better capture the residual displacements, including modifying the concrete
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descendin
ng region, steel
s
hardeniing ratio, an
nd the dampping ratio. A
At this time no modificaations
appropriaately capturred the resiidual displaacements w
while maintaaining the oobserved cuurrent
stiffness and damping qualities. Further
F
work
k is warranteed.

Figure 5.5
51

Design .level earth
hquake – dis
stributed plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s CG
acements, billinear steel (A3R).
displa

Figure 5.5
52

Design-level earth
hquake - distributed plastticity column
n with neoprrene springs CG
acements, reinforcing ste
eel (A3R).
displa
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Figure 5.5
53

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s CG
acements, billinear steel (A3R).
displa

Figure 5.5
54

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s CG
acements, reinforcing ste
eel (A3R).
displa
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Figure 5.5
55

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s
mn flexural displacements
s (A3R).
colum

Figure 5.5
56

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s
A3R).
footing rotation (A
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Figure 5.5
57

Maxim
mum-level ea
arthquake concentrated p
plasticity collumn with ne
eoprene springs
CG dis
splacements
s (A4R).

Figure 5.5
58

Maxim
mum-level ea
arthquake concentrated p
plasticity collumn with ne
eoprene springs
colum
mn flexural displacements
s (A4R).
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Figure 5.5
59

Maxim
mum-level ea
arthquake concentrated p
plasticity collumn with ne
eoprene springs
footing rotation (A
A4R).

5.6.1.2 Acceleratio
ons

The com
mparison of displacemeent responsee for the exxperiment aand analysiss shows thaat the
Concentrrated Plasticiity column model
m
with Reinforcing
R
Steel providded the best approximatiion of
the obserrved respon
nse. This besst approxim
mation is lim
mited to the column andd footing m
models
discussed
d herein. In the interestt of limited space, onlyy the accelerrations respoonses are shhown.
Figure 5.60 shows th
he acceleratiion time-hisstory comparrison for thee design-levvel test A3R
R. The
peak valu
ue magnitud
des were app
proximately the same. F
Figure 5.61 shows the aaccelerationn time
history fo
or the maxim
mum level teest A4R. Thee magnitudes of acceleraations did noot track well once
the colum
mn experien
nced significcant inelastiic action. (S
See Section 5.6.1.1 for a discussioon on
modeling
g the inelasstic response.) The ressidual acceleeration of tthe experim
ment was noot an
observed
d behavior bu
ut rather a by
y-product off the acceleroometer recorrding methodd.
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Figure 5.6
60

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s CG
erations (A3R
R).
accele

Figure 5.6
61

Maxim
mum-level ea
arthquake concentrated p
plasticity collumn with ne
eoprene springs
CG ac
ccelerations (A4R).
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5.6.1.3 Forces and Moments

The inelastic response relationship of the column base moment to column base curvature and the
footing rotation are shown in Figure 5.62 through Figure 5.65. Test A3R was set to the designlevel acceleration and test A4R was set to the maximum-level acceleration. A comparison of
displacement response for the experimental versus analytical response shows that the
Concentrated Plasticity column model with Reinforcing Steel provided the best approximation of
the observed response. Modeling of the inelastic response is especially complex when
considering uplifting of the footing, requiring capturing accurately the stress-strain relationships
that cause concrete crushing, reinforcement yielding, strain hardening, and buckling. Secondary
P- effects are significant here due to the large displacements of the center of mass.
The lumped plasticity column model with ReinforcingSteel material is the best option
for modeling the column behavior because it allows for calibrating the column stiffness to the
observed stiffness using effective properties. The distributed plasticity model does not allow for
an adjustment of the observed effective column properties caused by cracks as a result of, among
other things, small level earthquakes experienced by the system. The ReinforcingSteel option
better captures the nonlinear behavior of yielding steel than the bilinear Steel02 uniaxial
material.
Column Moment-Curvature: The column base moment versus curvature response for the
design-level test (A3R) is presented in Figure 5.62. The east-west axis experienced more
significant inelastic response during testing, which was captured relatively well by the lumped
plasticity column model with the reinforcing steel assumption; also predicted relationship well
were the peak moment and peak curvature values. The moment at the column base due to
residual displacement of the center of mass was not captured well by the analytic model, with the
experimental results and analytic results being centered on differing values of M- at the end of
the test. Although the north-south axis tracked relatively well, there was evidence of inelastic
response in the analytic model that was not observed in the experimental test. The maximumlevel test (A4R) moment curvature response is presented in Figure 5.63. The analytical versus
experimental responses diverged due to the significant residual displacement not captured by the
analytic model.
Footing Moment-Rotation: A comparison of column base moment to footing rotation is
presented in Figure 5.64 for the design-level test (A3R) and Figure 5.65 for the maximum-level
test (A4R). Although the responses tracked reasonably well, they were affected by the inability
of the analytic model to capture the residual displacement. The residual displacement affected
the column base moment calculation, which fundamentally altered the moment-footing rotation
relationship.
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Figure 5.6
62

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s
colum
mn base M- (A3R).
(

Figure 5.6
63

Maxim
mum-level ea
arthquake concentrated p
plasticity collumn with ne
eoprene springs
colum
mn base M- (A4R).
(
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Figure 5.6
64

Design-level earth
hquake conce
entrated plas
sticity colum
mn with neop
prene springs
s
footing moment ro
otation M- (A
A3R).

Figure 5.6
65

Maxim
mum-level ea
arthquake concentrated p
plasticity collumn with ne
eoprene springs
footing moment ro
otation M- (A
A4R).
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5.7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of analytic models versus the observed experimental response was performed to
reliably predict the seismic performance of RC bridge piers allowed to uplift. Global and local
response parameters were compared to the observed displacements, accelerations, and force
deformation relationships of the uplifting system. The open-source structural analysis platform
OpenSees was used to conduct both linear and nonlinear analysis. A summary of the analysis
performed is given in Section 5.7.1. Conclusions about the analytic models are presented in
Section 5.7.2.
5.7.1 Summary
Several analytic models were developed and calibrated to the observed specimen characteristics.
These models varied the column type, soil spring type, soil spring spacing, and column
reinforcement type to match the column initial stiffness, footing rotational stiffness, footing
vertical stiffness, footing uplift relationship, etc. Only experimental test runs with significant
displacement and/or uplift response were presented in this chapter. Response parameters
compared include column total displacement and the contribution of flexural column
displacement and lateral translation due to footing rocking to the total displacement, as well as
column accelerations, column moment curvature and footing moment rotation relationships.
Column


The distributed plasticity option did not model system response well because
of the inability to model effective section properties of concrete columns. The
elastic and lumped plasticity options both were adequate for modeling the
elastic response of the system. The lumped plasticity model is a valid option
for modeling the inelastic response of the system.



A plastic hinge length calculated using the Priestley method for estimating the
plastic hinge length, provided reasonable results on the yielding of the
column.



Elastic-No-Tension and neoprene soil springs modelled with an acceptable
degree of accuracy the observed rotational and vertical stiffness of the footing.



The number of springs used for the best model comparison was a 6 x 6 grid
(36 total). More refined grids were unwarranted, because they provided a
small improvement in accuracy at a significant increase in computational
expense.



Column Steel Reinforcement  The ReinforcingSteel model proved to be the
most appropriate choice for modeling the inelastic response of the column in
part because it better captured the post-yield behavior of the reinforcement.



Soil Springs: Both the ENT and neoprene material modelled with a degree of
accuracy the vertical and rotational stiffness of the footing. The neoprene

Footing

Materials
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material was deemed the better option because of the hysteretic damping
properties that were similar to the observed elastomeric pad response.
Damping


Rayleigh damping applied to the entire system was used for the analytic
modeling. At significant levels of uplift the analytic damping level was 5–6%.
When there was less uplift, lower values of damping, approximately 3%, were
warranted.

5.7.2 Conclusions
Through use of OpenSees, analytical models predicted with a reasonable degree of accuracy the
seismic response of uplifting bridge pier systems.. The analytic models were idealizations of the
superstructure mass, column, footing, and elastomeric pad the footing rested upon. The
evaluation criteria were based on observed results of natural properties and dynamic response to
multi-directional input earthquake accelerations. Linear and nonlinear models were used based
on the observed system response.
The linear models used were able to predict the peak displacements to within 20–25% for
the square configuration footing (3Dc x 3Dc) tests with nominal design axial load (10%f’cAg) and
the rectangular footing (3Dc x 5Dc) tests with the equal design axial load. In general, the linear
models used were able to predict the observed response with a high degree of confidence.
The nonlinear models used were able to predict the design-level (flexural ductility =6)
test peak displacements to within 20% of the observed values. The residual displacements were
under predicted by approximately 100%. However, given the small value of residual
displacements (less than 1 in.), the most appropriate model predicted the amount of rocking and
uplifting, column flexural displacements, and column total displacements very well for the
design-level earthquake. For the maximum-level earthquake (=8), the analytic model predicted
the initial cycles of displacement well but deviated once the column experienced significant
residual displacements. When discounting the effect residual displacements had on total
displacement, the model was still able to reasonably predict the peak displacements, which
occurred at approximately a column flexural ductility of 10. Additionally, the model still was
able to predict approximately 50% of the observed residual displacement and appeared to exhibit
similar post-yield stiffness response despite not having the same amount of yielding.
The column center of mass accelerations were predicted to within 25% for the linear and
nonlinear analysis models. The column base moment curvature prediction for the linear response
was predicted reasonably well. The nonlinear analytic model performed reasonably well for the
design-level earthquake but did not completely predict the residual displacements observed as
discussed. Because of this, the analytic model moment-curvature relationship did not show the
shift in origin due to the residual displacements of the column. The analytic model needs further
refinement for the maximum-level test in part because of its inability to capture residual
displacements. The permanent column offset created a shift in the origin that affected the system
displacement and thus acceleration and moment response.
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The footing rotational stiffness and subsequent softening during uplift were predicted
reasonably well by the numerical models for the linear analysis cases. The neoprene springs for
the elastomeric pad provided good approximations of the static displacement, rotational stiffness,
moment, and rotation at first footing edge uplift and the softening behavior. The footing response
under nonlinear analysis was affected by the discrepancy in predicted residual displacements,
which caused a permanent shift in the origin of the footing moment rotation relationship.
The more uplift expected in a system, the higher the value of Rayleigh damping that
should be used. Analytic models showed that damping values of 5–6% should be used for
systems with significant uplift and approximately 3–4% for yielding systems with less uplift.
Based on these comparisons, the recommended analysis models for the uplifting bridge
pier system predicted with sufficient accuracy the global responses of linear uplifting systems
and design- and maximum-level uplifting systems. Additional research is needed to improve
modeling of the free vibration phase of uplifting systems subjected to multi-directional input
excitation and residual displacements in columns allowed to uplift.
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6

Parametric Investigation of Uplifting Bridge
Piers

6.1

INTRODUCTION

The experimental and analytic work presented herein is intended to provide the basis for
developing guidelines for designing traditional RC bridge columns on competent soil that may
be allowed to uplift on competent soil. As noted in Chapter 1, much analytic work and some
experimental work has been done previously to devise simplified guidelines. Considerable
research, including that carried out in this study, demonstrates that rocking and uplift may
provide a useful form of seismic isolation for bridge piers supported on narrow foundations.
Furthermore, narrow foundations may be sufficient to develop yielding in the column plastic
hinge region. However, few studies have developed guidelines for bridge footings and
superstructures that could be integrated within existing design methods. The methodology
proposed by Priestly et al. [1996] is perhaps the most widely referenced, including within the
Federal Highway Administration Bridge Design Manual. However, as noted previously, it has a
number of important limitations, and may be difficult to apply to more general multi-directional
excitations.
Past experimental tests and analytic research found that there are a few important
parameters that control the characteristics of a rocking bridge pier system. These include the
dimensions of the footing, ratio of superstructure height to footing width, the weight acting on
the footing, allowable bearing pressure of the soil, the fixed-base period of the pier, and the
effective period of the pier resulting from the flexibility of the supporting soil. Simplified
theories such as those by Yim and Chopra [1983] and Meek [1975] appear to be adequate to
predict whether a foundation will uplift, However, these early studies focused on the beneficial
effects of uplift on reducing base shear rather than on predicting the lateral displacement of the
system and the amount of uplift required. Methods such as those by Priestley et al. appear to be
based on available evidence [Harden et al. 2005], resulting in significantly over or under
conservative estimates of lateral displacements.
The uplifting system parameters of investigation are discussed in Section 6.3. These
include analytic assumptions for the superstructure, column, footings, soil, soil springs, and
effective natural period. Sections 6.4 through 6.6 describe the parametric investigation of
uplifting systems and spectral acceleration and displacement. Section 6.7 compares the response
of fixed-base and uplifting systems. Guideline development, based on the parametric
investigation, including observed characteristics of uplifting systems and potential benefits and
negative consequences of allowing uplift is described in Section 6.8.
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6.2

SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES

First, an assessment must be made to determine the benefits of designing a bridge with a spread
footing foundation allowed to uplift compared to a traditional fixed base design with large spread
footings. The question to be answered is thus: will designing a footing to uplift provide a reliable
and appreciable seismic isolation mechanism and/or energy dissipation, such that demand levels
for design earthquakes would be significantly reduced to below inelastic levels or a reduced
damage state? Criteria to determine if global instability would be likely to occur by allowing
uplift are also needed.
Previous chapters have shown that allowing bridge piers to uplift is a valid mode of
response for the column system considered. However, the experimental testing was limited in
scope to a single column, with two-footing configurations, and one soil medium considered.
Analytic models developed in Chapter 5 will be used to perform a parametric investigation. The
purpose here is to determine the response of a wide variety of bridge pier systems allowed to
uplift and then compare the response of these systems to a traditional fixed-base bridge pier
design. The parameterization includes the natural period of the pier, column response type,
footing width, soil response, ground motions, allowable soil pressure, and column displacement
demands versus capacity. Uplifting systems have been seen to act as seismic isolators of sorts,
with a noticeable elongation of the natural period directly correlated to the footing and soil
stiffness. The parametric investigation will illustrate the differences between fixed and uplifting
systems by plotting the response variable of interest for the uplifting systems against the
corresponding fixed-base response.
The second objective is to assess the benefits and drawbacks of allowing traditional
bridge piers to uplift in design. This is accomplished by evaluating traditional design metrics
including total displacement, acceleration, and local demands on deformation and forces. A
comparison of existing design methods for columns allowed to uplift is performed and compared
to the dynamic time-history method used herein.
6.3

UPLIFTING BRIDGE PIER SYSTEM

The uplifting bridge pier system was designed according to the criteria described in the Caltrans
BDS and the SDC. This study focused on piers with spread footings resting on competent soil. A
traditional fixed-base design would select footing dimensions sufficient to prevent measurable
uplift compared to the column displacement and also maintain soil pressures well below the
allowable limits. Figure 6.1 illustrates the uplifting bridge pier model and the parameters of
interest. The following sections described the notation used to describe the uplifting system and
the analytic modeling of the various components.
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Figure 6.1

Prototype column.

6.3.1 Notation
Below is a description of the parameters used in the parametric investigation as well as response
variables used to describe the uplifting system. Some of these are repeated from Chapter 4.
Dc = column diameter
 = ratio of footing length to column diameter
Tnf = fundamental period of fixed base system
Tnr = fundamental period of uplifting system
= amax fixed-base system at column center of mass
SAF
SAR
= amax uplifting system at column center of mass
= dmax fixed-base pier at column center of mass
SDF
SDR
= dmax of uplifting system at column center of mass = df + dr
SDRF = peak column flexural displacement of uplifting system at column center
of mass
SDRR = peak column translation displacement of uplifting system at column
center of mass due to footing rotation
6.3.2 Column and Superstructure
The prototype column and superstructure were designed according to Caltrans BDS. For the
parametric investigation, the column was modeled for both elastic and inelastic response.
Superstructure mass was idealized as a lumped mass as this investigation used an inverted
pendulum parametric model.
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The column was modeled as a RC section with a fixed column diameter of 6 ft. The
reinforcement ratio was selected to 1.5% for longitudinal reinforcing and 0.6% for the
volumetric spiral reinforcement. Longitudinal bars were selected to be No. 7 and No. 5 bars
selected for the spiral reinforcement. The concrete was assumed to have a compressive strength
of fc = 4 ksi. Steel reinforcing tensile yield strength was assumed to be fy = 60 ksi. The column
height measured from top of footing to center of column mass varied to provide a range of
periods from 0.1 sec to 3.0 sec for the fixed base system. The axial dead load was assumed to be
10% of fc Ag .
The column was modeled as either an elastic beam-column element or a nonlinear beamcolumn element. Effective section properties as recommended by the Caltrans SDC were used in
modifying the concrete flexural stiffness. For nonlinear response the column plastic hinge length
was estimated using the Priestly equation (Eqn. 7.25) in the SDC.
6.3.3 Footing
The footing was assumed to be rigid relative to the column and soil response during rocking and
uplifting. It was assumed to be square with dimensions B = L determined by the column to
footing width ratio  = B/Dc = L/Dc. Footing width ratios of 3, 4, 5, and 6 were used for the
analysis. Footing ratios less than 3 tended to have bearing pressures much larger than allowable.
Footing width ratios larger than 6 tended to be too conservative for design when considering
effective fixed base response and bearing pressures.
When considering uplifting systems the footing depth was an important parameter
because the footing uplifts about the bottom of the footing face affecting the effective column
height. Compared to the column heights used for this investigation, the amount of footing height
was small and was not considered.
Embedment and lateral translation were not considered in the investigation. The purpose
was to remove any negligible response mode that might distort the effect of uplift on the column
response. The analytic model allows the footing to translate vertically and rotate about the two
horizontal axes, as shown in Figure 5.11.
6.3.4 Soil
This investigation focused on footings resting on competent soil. A representative sandy medium
dense soil was selected to model the soil of a system allowed to uplift. Several sources are
available to determine appropriate soil engineering properties, including allowable bearing
pressure, shear modulus, friction angle of sand, and soil factor of safety. The study by Harden et
al. [2005], ASCE 41, and the Caltrans BDS were consulted to determine suitable soil engineering
properties.
The representative medium dense sandy soil was selected to have the properties =35
degrees, unit weight of 130 pcf, a Poisson's ratio of 0.3, and a shear wave velocity of 600 ft/sec,
which is comparable to a NEHRP soil site class D. Allowable bearing pressure design values for
spread footings are listed in the Caltrans BDS Table 4.11.4.1.4-1 and ASCE 41 (Table 4-2); for
medium dense sands Caltrans recommends allowable bearing pressures of 4.0–6.0 ksf and ASCE
41 recommends approximately 3–4 ksf. A representative value of qallow was selected based on the
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Caltrans recommendation. The factor of safety for soil bearing pressure was selected to be FSv =
3.0, which is the BDS recommended value.
The shear modulus (G) estimation was determined by procedures in ASCE 41 Shallow
Bearing Foundations Methods (4.4.2.1). Using the recommended effective modulus ratio G/Go =
0.5, the calculated initial shear modulus Go = 662 ksf, and the effective shear modulus used was
G=331 ksf. The soil properties are listed in Table 6.1.
6.3.5 Soil Springs
Soil springs for modeling the footing as a BNWF were implemented as described in Section
5.3.3. Global vertical and rotational stiffness of the footing needed to be established prior to
discretizing the footing into middle and end regions with associated spring stiffnesses. The
ASCE 41 recommended method by Gazetas [1991] used in Harden et al. [2005] (with
modifications) for modeling shallow bearing foundations with rigid footings and flexible soil
was used here to estimate the global vertical and rotational stiffness. The Gazetas method
calculates the vertical and rotational stiffness of a footing B  L as a function of dimensions,
shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. Table 6.1 lists the calculations for vertical and rotational
stiffness. The recommended embedment correction factors were not used because the footing
embedment effects are not considered in this study.
As expected for a uniform soil, the vertical and rotational stiffness increase as the footing
dimensions increases. The discretized middle and end region spring stiffness were calculated as
described in Section 5.3.3. Table 6.1 lists the relative soil spring information.
Table 6.1

Parametric soil spring model parameters.

Column-Footing Width Ratio

 = 3, 4, 5, 6

Footing Width

L =  Dc

Footing Length

B =  Dc

Effective Shear Modulus Ratio

G/Go = 0.5

Initial Shear Modulus

Go = 662 ksf

Allowable Bearing Pressure

qallow = 5.0 ksf

Global Vertical Stiffness

0.75

GB  L 
Kz 
1.55   0.8
1 v  B 


Kx 
Global Rotational Stiffness


GB 3  L 
0.4  0.1
1  v  B 


2.4

GB 3  L 
Ky 
0.47   0.034
1 v  B 
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6.3.6 Natural Period
The natural period of elastic response can be calculated using the methods described in Chapter
5. The initial fundamental period of the uplifting system before uplift is a function of the column
fixed-base fundamental period Tnf and a factor related inversely to the footing rotational stiffness.
As the footing width increased in this study, the rotational stiffness increased given the
consistent soil assumption. Consequently, the fundamental period of uplifting decreased until it
reached the asymptote defined by the fixed-base fundamental period. The fundamental period of
uplifting system is repeated here in Equation (6.1).

Tnr  Tnf 1

k col  H col 2
K

(6.1)

6.3.7 Damping
Damping for uplifting system was estimated using the methods described in ASCE 41. The
uplifting system experienced damping from hysteretic response of the column and the radiation
damping from the footing interacting with the underlying soil. In contrast, the fixed-base system
experiences damping from the hysteretic column response only.
The hysteretic damping of the column was assumed to be  = 5%. This is the typical
value used for elastic response spectra analysis. The uplifting system damping,, is calculated as
a function of the column damping and soil radiation damping, f. Equation (6.2) below shows the
calculation for system damping for soil-structure interaction.

 f 

o

(6.2)

Tnr 3
 T 
 nf 

The range of damping for uplifting systems is 5%–7.5% using the soils and footing
configurations described above.
6.3.8 Ground Motions
In order to facilitate a direct comparison between the two system, ground motions for the
investigation of uplifting systems were selected based on relevant criteria used to design fixedbase bridge piers,. The ground motions were selected from the PEER Transportation System
Ground Motion Studies program [Baker et al. 2011]. One set considered the directivity effects
from near-fault earthquakes and the other considered site specific target hazard levels.
The near-fault records chosen have significant velocity pulses in the fault-normal
component of the record. In most cases, the fault-parallel component had a noticeable velocity
pulse with smaller velocity. In general, the range of periods of velocity pulses for the motions
considered is from 0–5 sec. None of the ground motions were amplitude scaled. All were
recorded within 11 km of the fault rupture.
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Three site specific hazards levels typically used for design of structures were selected for
analyzing uplifting systems. They corresponded a to 2%, 10%, and 50% 50-year probability of
exceedance. The site specific ground motions used were those selected for the I880 Testbed
program in Oakland, California (37.803N, 122.287W) described in Baker et al. [2011]. The
target PGA for the three hazard levels was 0.94g, 0.60g, and 0.27g for the 2%, 10%, and 50%
probability of exceedance. Some of the ground motions considered had directivity effects like
velocity pulses due to their proximity to the Hayward fault line.
For each of the four groups described above, 10 ground motions were selected for
analysis of uplifting and fixed-base systems. Ground motions selected were not scaled beyond
that described in the Baker et al. [2011]. Table 6.2 list the ground motions used in the parametric
investigation.
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Table 6.2

1

Parametric investigation ground motions.

No.

Hazard Level

Name1

1

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_1

Imperial Valley-02 (1940)

2

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_2

Imperial Valley-06 (1979)

Record

3

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_3

Chalfant Valley-02 Bishop (1986)

4

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_4

Superstition Hills-02 (1987)

5

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_5

Loma Prieta-Gilroy (1989)

6

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_6

Erzican, Turkey (1992)

7

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_7

Northridge-01 Sylmar (1994)

8

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_8

Kobe (1995)

9

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_9

Duzce, Turkey (1999)

10

2% in 50yr

Oak_2_50_10

Chi-Chi, Taiwan (1999)

11

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_1

Imperial Valley-02 (1940)

12

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_2

Victoria, Mexico (1980)

13

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_3

Westmoreland (1981)

14

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_4

Chalfant Valley-02 Bishop (1986)

15

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_5

Superstition Hills-02 (1987)

16

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_6

Loma Prieta-Gilroy (1989)

17

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_7

Northridge-01 Sepulveda (1994)

18

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_8

Northridge-01 Sylmar (1994)

19

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_9

Duzce, Turkey (1999)

20

10% in 50yr

Oak_10_50_10

Chi-Chi, Taiwan (1999)

21

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_1

Imperial Valley-02 (1940)

22

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_2

San Fernando (1971)

23

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_3

Imperial Valley-06 (1979)

24

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_4

Chalfant Valley-02 Bishop (1986)

25

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_5

Superstition Hills-02 (1987)

26

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_6

Loma Prieta-Gilroy (1989)

27

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_7

Landers (1992)

28

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_8

Northridge-01 Sepulveda (1994)

29

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_9

Duzce, Turkey (1999)

30

50% in 50yr

Oak_50_50_10

Chi-Chi, Taiwan (1999)

31

near fault

PL_1

Imperial Valley-06 (1979)

32

near fault

PL_2

Morgan Hill (1984)

33

near fault

PL_3

Loma Prieta-LGPC (1989)

34

near fault

PL_4

Landers-Lucerne (1992)

35

near fault

PL_5

Northridge-01 Newhall (1994)

36

near fault

PL_6

Northridge-01 Sylmar (1994)

37

near fault

PL_7

Kobe (1995)

38

near fault

PL_8

Kocaeli, Turkey (1999)

39

near fault

PL_9

Chi-Chi, Taiwan (1999)

40

near fault

PL_10

Chi-Chi, Taiwan (1999)

Ten files selected for each group from Baker et al. were renumbered from 1-10. Do not match original numbering.
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6.4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF UPLIFTING BRIDGE PIER SYSTEM

The rocking system column response and its components were described in Section 4.2. The
relationship of column displacement is repeated in Equation (6.3).
T = flex + rock
{or}

(6.3)

d = df + dr
A representative system with a fixed-base natural period equal to 1.0 sec was used to
evaluate the performance of a system allowed to uplift. The representative ground motion was
selected based on seismic design requirements of RC columns. For this system, a ground motion
was selected to reach the target ductility for a design-level earthquake (10% in 50 year
probability of exceedance).
Three types of analysis were performed to evaluate the system: pushover, dynamic, and
spectral analysis. Three combinations of column and footing modeling assumptions were
presented: elastic column and soil, nonlinear column and elastic soil, and nonlinear column and
soil. The same column characteristics were used for all systems. The footing width was chosen
as 3, 4, 5, or 6 times the column diameter.
As will be shown, a footing to column width of 5 has a significant amount of yielding.
For this system to realize the benefits of rocking, the footing/column ratio needs to be less than
5. In particular, the footing to column width of 4 also has a displacement contribution from
yielding. To reduce the amount of inelastic response the footing needs to be approximately 3 to 4
times the column diameter.
6.4.1 Pushover Analysis
A pushover analysis of uplifting systems provides an enveloped response of systems allowed to
uplift. It also facilitates a relative comparison of design variables and their sensitivity on key
response parameters such as total column displacement. This section describes and illustrates the
pushover response of the three types of modeling assumptions used. Some of the key response
parameters include: footing uplift, column yield, soil yield, column shear, column base moment,
total column displacement, and column displacement from flexure. To gauge the performance of
uplifting systems, these parameters will be compared to the fixed-base system response of the
same column.
6.4.1.1 Column Force Displacement

The applied lateral force versus total column displacement is shown in Figure 6.2(a) for an
elastic column-soil modeling assumption. The three curves show the force versus column
displacement for the fixed column, and uplifting columns with footing-to-column width ratios of
3 and 5. As expected, the footing uplifts at larger applied loads for increasing footing widths.
The applied force to uplift a footing with =3.0 is approximately one-half that of the =5.0
assumption.
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Figure 6.2(b)) shows the system resp
ponse assum
ming a nonlinnear columnn - elastic sooil for
the fixed
d column, =3.0, and =5.0 assum
mptions. Thhe yield dispplacement oof the fixedd-base
column is
i approxim
mately 3.5 in
n. The figuree shows =
=3.0 footingg uplifts befo
fore it yieldss and
=5.0 foooting yieldss before it upplifts. The =3.0 footinng uplifts at total displaccement of 22.8 in.
and yield
ds at 8.6 in. The
T =5.0 fo
ooting upliftts at 10.6 in. and yields aat 4.1 in. Tabble 6.3 lists some
of the vaalues for thesse uplifting systems,
s
ind
dicating that the =3.0 fo
footing will uuplift well bbefore
it yields and that the total displaacement at yield will be approximateely 2.5 timees larger thann that
of the fix
xed-base collumn. This shows
s
there should be a reduction iin nonlinearr behavior foor the
=3.0 foooting. The =5.0 footinng will yieldd before it up
uplifts and thhe displacem
ment at uplift
ft will
be appro
oximately 3..0 times thaat of the yieeld displaceement. Hencce the colum
mn will havve an
approxim
mate displaceement ductillity of 3 befo
ore the footinng uplifts. F
Figure 6.3 shhows the respponse
of the system assumiing a nonlineear column and
a soil moddel. As stateed previouslyy, it was assuumed
that the yield soil bearing
b
presssure is thrree times grreater than the system vertical beearing
pressure. The =3.0 soil yields before
b
the co
olumn reachees the yield ppoint, whichh is evident iin the
figure by
y the negativ
ves slope. Th
he =5.0 doees not reach soil yield unntil well afteer the colum
mn has
yielded.

(a) elastic column – elas
stic soil

Figure 6.2

(b) nonlinear column – elas
stic soil

Pushov
ver analysis (elastic or no
onlinear colu
umn – elastic
c soil).
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Table 6.3
3
Responsse
Parametter

Upliftting system rresponse values.

=3

=5
Fiixed

near
onlin

Elasttic

Elasstic

onllinear

uup (in.)

2.8

2.8

3.1

10..6

-

uflex at uup (in.)
(

1.3

1.4

2.5

10..0

-

up (rad)

0.00
042

0.00
042

0.0 017

0.00017

-

Fup (kip)

222
2

209
9

4255

3766

-

Mup (k-ft)

6,49
90

650
00

12,4405

12,,406

-

uyield (in.)

-

8.6

-

4.11

33.51

Myield (k-ft))

-

11,4
400

-

11,,400

111,400

Fyield (kip)

-

351

-

3722

3374

Figure
F
6.3

Pushover analysis (no
onlinear colu
umn-soil).
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6.4.1.2 Footing Mo
oment Rotation

The footting momen
nt rotation response forr the same m
modeling asssumptions discussed inn the
column force
f
displaccement sectio
on is shown in this sectiion. Figure 66.4 shows thhe elastic collumnsoil modeel and nonlin
near column
n-elastic soil model mom
ment rotationn response off the footingg. The
nonlinearr column-so
oil model reesponse is shown
s
in Fiigure 6.5. T
The relationsship betweenn the
various modeling
m
asssumptions is very similarr to the coluumn force-displacement ccurves.

(a) elastic column – elas
stic soil

Figure 6.4

(b) nonlinear column – elas
stic soil

Footing moment rotation (elastic o
or nonlinear c
column – ela
astic soil).

ure 6.5
Figu

Footing
F
mom
ment rotation (nonlinear c
column-soil).
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6.4.1.3 Moment-Cu
urvature Re
elationship

The mom
ment-curvatu
ure responsee is similar for the nonnlinear colum
mn assumpttions becausse the
axial loaad is relativeely uniform
m. For a morre detailed discussion oon the dynaamic responnse of
column moment
m
curv
vature, see Section
S
6.4.2.5.
6.4.1.4 Soil Spring
gs

The soil spring bearring pressuree versus foo
oting rotationn is shown in Figure 66.6 for the eelastic
column-ssoil and non
nlinear colum
mn-elastic soil
s model aassumptions. The nonlinnear columnn-soil
model is shown in Fiigure 6.7.

(a) elastic column – elas
stic soil

Fig
gure 6.6

(b) nonlinear column – elas
stic soil

Soil springs
s versus rota
ation (elastic or nonlinear column – e
elastic soil).

Figure
e 6.7

So
oil springs ve
ersus rotatio
on (nonlinearr column-soil).
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6.4.2 Dynamic
D
An
nalysis
The dynamic respon
nse of the fixed-base
f
and
a upliftingg system aree comparedd to illustratte the
relative differences
d
between
b
the assumptionss. The grounnd motion, fi
fixed-base naatural periodd, and
footing widths
w
are the same as
a those desscribed in th
the previouss section. T
Time histories of
accelerattion, total dissplacement, column flex
xural displac ement, and m
moment are compared, aas are
the forcee deformation
n relationshiips for colum
mn base mom
ment versuss footing rotaation and coolumn
base mom
ment versus column curv
vature.
6.4.2.1 Acceleratio
on

Figure 6..8 compares the fixed-baase column accelerationn to the upliffting system
m in for the eelastic
column and
a soil mod
del assumpttion. Figure 6.8(a) show
ws that the aacceleration of =3.0 foooting
width is consistently smaller than
n the fixed-b
base responsse and longeer period of m
motion. The peak
accelerattion of the uplifting
u
system is appro
oximately 990% the fixeed-base respponse. The =5.0
footing width
w
has a similar
s
accelleration resp
ponse as =33.0 footing w
width. The ppeak accelerration
of the uplifting system
m is approxiimately 95%
% of the fixedd-base respoonse.
n and elasticc soil the accceleration rresponse of the upliftingg and
For the nonliinear column
fixed-bassed systems are similar. Figure 6.9((a) shows thhe =3.0 foooting width response. F
Figure
6.9(b) sh
hows the =5.0
=
footing
g width resp
ponse. The aaccelerationss for both ffootings are very
similar especially
e
after
a
the column reaches yield. E
Essentially thhe upliftingg and fixedd-base
responses were identtical once thee column reaaches the yieeld point.

(a)  = 3.0

Figurre 6.8

(b)  = 5.0

Ac
cceleration time
t
history (elastic colu
umn and soil).
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(a)  = 3.0

Figure 6.9
6

(b)  = 5.0

Acce
eleration time
e history (no
onlinear colu
umn-elastic s
soil).

6.4.2.2 Displaceme
ent

The displacement tim
me history of
o the upliftin
ng footing i s shown in F
Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11.
To illustrrate the general displaceement respo
onse of upliffting systemss, the total ddisplacemennt and
column flexural dissplacement are
a shown. The colum
mn displacem
ment due too rocking iss not
presented
d for simpliccity. The quaantity of upllift can be innferred from
m the differennce betweenn total
and colum
mn flexural displacemen
nt. Figure 6.10 shows thee displacement time histtory of the eelastic
column-ssoil system. For the =3.0 footing width
w
the peaak total displlacement andd column fleexural
displacem
ment are app
proximately 14.3 in. and
d 3.0 in. Forr the =5.0 footing widdth the peakk total
displacem
ment and column flexuraal displacem
ment are apprroximately 99.2 in. and 55.5 in. The ffixedbase resp
ponse peak is
i 7.6 in., indicating thatt there is a ssignificant ccontribution from rockinng for
the smalller footing width;
w
for thee larger footiing width upplifting occur
urs, but it is less pronounnced.
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(a)  = 3.0

(b
b)  = 5.0

(c)  = 3.0

(d
d)  = 5.0

Figure 6.10

Dis
splacement rime history
y (elastic colu
umn and soil).
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(a)  = 3.0

(b
b)  = 5.0

(c)  = 3.0

(d
d)  = 5.0

Figure 6.11

Displacement tim
me history (no
onlinear colu
umn-elastic soil).
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6.4.2.3 Moment

The mom
ment time hiistories for th
he elastic co
olumn-soil m
models are ppresented in Figure 6.12. The
=3.0 foooting has coonsistently smaller
s
mom
ment demandds comparedd to the fixeed-base respponse,
while thee =5.0 footting is very similar
s
to the fixed-basee response. T
The ratios off uplifting syystem
peak mom
ment to fixed
d-base systeems are 0.40 and 0.72, reespectively.
Nonlinear
N
column-elasticc soil model time historries are preseented in Figgure 6.13. D
Due to
the nonliinear respon
nse of the column,
c
the moment deemands for the upliftingg and fixedd-base
responses are very similar. . Thee ratios of uplifting
u
systtem peak m
moment to fixxed-base sysstems
are 0.96 and 0.97, respectively
y. The colum
mn demandds for upliftting and fixxed systems both
reached yield
y
during excitation.

(a)  = 3.0

Fig
gure 6.12

(b
b)  = 5.0

Moment tim
me history (ellastic column
n and soil).

(a)  = 3.0

Figure
e 6.13

(b
b)  = 5.0

Mo
oment time history
h
(nonl inear column
n-elastic soil).
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6.4.2.4 Moment-Ro
otation

Footing moment-rota
m
ation respon
nse for the elastic colum
mn-soil modeel assumptioon is presentted in
Figure 6..14, showing
g that uplift occurs for both
b
footing s but that thhe =3.0 foooting experieenced
much mo
ore uplift thaan the =5.0
0 footing. Th
he footing m
moment-rotatiion responsee of the nonllinear
column model
m
is preesented in Fiigure 6.14. For
F this casee the =3.0 footing upllifts, howeveer the
total rotaation is smalller and the number
n
of cycles
c
of upllift is less. T
The footing uuplifts beforre the
column yields;
y
howeever, once uplift
u
occurs,, the columnn yields andd does not siignificantly uuplift
subsequeently. The =5.0 footing
g does not uplift
u
for thee nonlinear ccolumn-elasttic soil moddel. In
this case the column
n yields befo
ore uplift an
nd the momeent required to uplift to footing doees not
occur.
6.4.2.5 Moment Cu
urvature

Figure 6.15 presentss the momen
nt curvature response oof the colum
mn for the noonlinear collumnelastic so
oil model case. The =3.0
=
footing
g and the =5.0 footingg both expeerience nonllinear
response; however, the amount of nonlineaarity is smaaller for the =3.0 footting, indicatting a
benefit by allowing the
t footing to
o uplift.
The
T ductility demands can also be estimated byy the curvatture values, which are more
representtative of systtem response since they are the resuult of momennt demand, w
which includdes P effectss. The ratios of peak currvatures for the
t two foottings are 0.776 and 1.02, respectivelyy. For
the =3.0 and =5.0
0 footing wid
dths the ducctility demannds =r/f aare 4.7 and 6.3, respectiively,
which arre similar, bu
ut not exacttly the same as the calcuulated displacement ducctility demaand in
Section 6.4.2.2.
6

(a) ela
astic column-s
soil

Figure 6.14

(b) nonlinear column-elas
stic soil

ng rotation ((elastic colum
Moment-footi
M
mn and soil)).
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Figu
ure 6.15

Moment
M
curva
ature (nonlin
near column--elastic soil).

6.4.3 Spectral
S
An
nalysis
For the single
s
ground
d motion co
onsidered, th
he spectral reesponse of aan uplifting ccolumn is pllotted
for two footing
f
width
hs and comp
pared to the fixed-base rresponse. Alll spectral response quanntities
of the up
plifting systeems are plottted using thee correspondding cantilevver column ffixed-base pperiod
Tnf, not the
t effectivee rocking peeriod, Tnr. Fo
or example, the spectrall acceleratioon of an uplifting
system iss plotted as a function of Tnf and SARR. Spectral aaccelerationss, total specttral displacem
ment,
and colum
mn flexure spectral
s
disp
placement ressponse are ccompared to the fixed-baase responsee. The
two mod
deling assum
mptions preseented are ellastic column
mn-soil and nnonlinear coolumn and eelastic
soil. Only
y the one-dim
mensional directional
d
ex
xcitation is s hown for illuustrative purrposes.
6.4.3.1 Acceleratio
on

Elastic column and soil
s spectral acceleration
n response t o the selecteed ground m
motion is shoow in
Figure 6..16. A narrow footing width
w
(=3.0) shows peaak acceleratioons consisteently smallerr than
the fixed
d-base period
d system (Figure 6.16a)). For the saame ground motion andd a larger foooting
width (=5.0), the response morre closely reepresents thaat of a fixedd-base systeem. Howeverr, the
total acceeleration is still less thaan the fixed-base responnse. The preedicted peakk acceleratioon for
both systtems is less than
t
or equal to the fixed
d-base respoonse.
The
T nonlineaar column and
a
elastic soil spectraal acceleratioon responsee to the sellected
ground motion
m
is sho
ow in Figuree 6.17. A narrrow footingg width (=33.0) shows ppeak acceleraations
approxim
mately equal for all perio
ods considered except thhe short-period range. Foor natural peeriods
less than
n approximattely 0.25 seec, the peak accelerationn exceeds thhat of the fi
fixed-base syystem
(Figure 6.17a).
6
The larger footin
ng width (=5.0)
=
has a spectral respponse almosst identical tto the
fixed-basse response for the nonllinear colum
mn and elastiic soil modeel, except foor the very sshortperiod raange in which
h the upliftin
ng response is much largger.
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(a)  = 3.0

Figurre 6.16

(b
b)  = 5.0

Sp
pectral accelleration; elas
stic column a
and soil 1D e
excitation (O
Oak_10_50_6
6).

(a)  = 3.0

Figure 6.17

(b
b)  = 5.0

Spectral accelerattion; nonlinear column-e lastic soil 1D
D excitation. (Oak_10_50
0_6).

6.4.3.2 Displaceme
ent

Figure 6..18 and Figu
ure 6.19 show the displaacement spe ctral responnse of the upplifting versuus the
rocking system. Ressponse of th
he two footiing widths for total rocking displaacement, coolumn
flexural displacemen
d
nt, and fixed--base displaccement respoonse are shoown.
The
T elastic column-soil
c
model specctral displacement is shhown in Figgure 6.18. F
Figure
6.18(a) shows
s
the fix
xed-base ressponse versu
us the total uuplifting collumn displaccement for =3.0
and Figu
ure 6.18(b) shows the saame responsee for =5.0.. The fixed bbase responsse versus coolumn
flexural displacemen
d
nt componen
nt is shown in
i Figure 6. 18 (c) for =3.0 and Fiigure 6.18 (dd) for
=50.
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In general for the period ranges considered, the =3 footing width has larger total
displacements for Tnf <1.5 sec. At a natural period of 0.8 sec, the ratio of total column
displacement for rocking versus fixed is a maximum of 2.0; everywhere else it is less. However,
inspection of the rocking column flexural displacement shows this component is about one-half
the fixed-base response indicating that the system will not have significant flexural response
while uplifting when in the elastic range.
The nonlinear column-soil model spectral displacement is shown in Figure 6.19. The
fixed-base response versus the total uplifting column displacement for = 3.0 is shown in Figure
6.19(a) and Figure 6.19(b) for =5.0. The fixed base response versus column flexural
displacement component is shown in Figure 6.19(c) for  =3.0 and Figure 6.19(d) for =5.0.
Compared to the fixed base nonlinear column response, total displacements for the =3.0
footing width are greater for Tn < 1.0 sec and then become smaller for larger periods. The
column flexural response is approximately the same as the fixed-base response for Tnf less than
or equal to 0.75 sec and then significantly less. The =5.0 footing is very similar to the fixedbase response for total and column flexural displacements., indicating there is not significant
rocking response for this footing width except for periods larger than 1 sec when there is a slight
reduction.
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Figure 6.18

(a) =3.0

((b) =5.0

(c) =3.0

((d) =5.0

Spectral
S
disp
placement; elastic
e
colum
mn-soil 1D ex
xcitation (Oa
ak_10_50_6).
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Figure 6.19

(a) =3.0

((b) =5.0

(c) =3.0

((d) =5.0

Specttral displacement; nonlin
near column--elastic soil 1D excitation
n (Oak_10_5
50_6).
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6.5

SPECTRAL ACCELERATION RESPONSE OF UPLIFTING BRIDGE PIER
SYSTEM

The spectral acceleration response of uplifting bridge pier systems and the response for two
combinations of analytic assumptions for column and is presented next. The first is elastic
column and soil where there is no yielding in either element (Section 6.5.1). The second is a
nonlinear column assumption with elastic soil. In this case the column may yield while the
footing uplifts (Section 6.5.2). The nonlinear column-soil is not presented since significant
yielding was found for only =4.0 footing widths or smaller. The goal of this investigation is to
compare a variety of uplifting systems to fixed-base response. Future work on this topic is
warranted. The spectral acceleration response quantity is measured at the center of mass of the
superstructure for both x- and y-directions of the cantilevered system.
Ground motions used are those presented in Section 6.3.8. A more thorough description
of the spectral response variables was given in Section 6.4.3 for a single ground motion. This
section presents the median response for all hazard levels and ground motions considered. The
following sections discuss the two types of uplifting systems analytic models subjected to onedimensional and three-dimensional input excitation. To assess the spectral response of uplifting
systems, the mean response for each group of ground motions is presented. The mean response
for spectral acceleration is plotted against individual dynamic test runs to illustrate the group
response for a select ground motion group initially before displaying all mean group responses.
6.5.1 Elastic Column and Soil
The spectral acceleration response of uplifting bridge piers assuming elastic column and soil
response is presented in the following sections. The total acceleration of the uplifting and
corresponding fixed-based systems are plotted to illustrate the amplification or reduction of the
peak column acceleration as a function of column natural period. Figure 6.20 illustrates the
individual ground motion spectral acceleration mean responses and the response of the ten
motions for the 10% in 50 year probability of exceedance for one-dimensional ground motions.
The fixed base response is shown in Figure 6.20(a) and uplifting system response with a footing
to column width ratio of 3.0 as an example is shown in Figure 6.20(b). Figure 6.21 through
Figure 6.25 compares the mean responses for the four ground motion groups to the fixed-base
response. Each group has four associated footing widths related to uplifting footings.
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(b) uplifting system  =3.0

(a) fixed base

Figure 6.20

SA representative mean response (10% in 50 years 1D).

6.5.1.1 1D Excitation

The spectral acceleration response of the single-degree-of-freedom system fixed at the base and
allowed to uplift is presented in Figure 6.21. The ground motions evaluated are the X component
of the four groups described in Section 6.3.8. Typically, the magnitude of acceleration is smaller
across all groups for smaller footing widths. As footing size decreases, the reduction in
acceleration relative to fixed-base response increases. This observation does not hold for very
short-period, stiff structures ranges. The near fault, 2% in 50, 10% in 50, and 50% in 50 year
probability of exceedance, groups all have accelerations larger than the fixed base at 0.25 sec or
less [Figure 6.21 (a)– (d)].
The uplifting system amplifies the acceleration in the short-period range. For longer
period structures (Tnf = 2.0 sec.), the uplifting response approaches the fixed-base response. As
the footing width increases, the reduction in acceleration decreases. However, even for large
footing widths (=6) where there is not significant uplift, the rocking motion of the system still
dissipates some of the energy. The figures show that as the magnitude of the input excitation
increases the amount of acceleration reduction is increased.
6.5.1.2 3D Excitation

The spectral acceleration response of the single-degree-of-freedom system to three-dimensional
input accelerations of the four ground motion groups is presented in Figure 6.22 through Figure
6.25. Typically, allowing the footing to uplift reduces the peak accelerations; the smaller the
footing the more the amount of reduction. As shown for the one-dimensional input excitation at
periods less than approximately 0.25 sec, the acceleration of uplifting systems is actually larger.
At periods of approximately 2.0 sec or longer, the uplifting response approaches the fixed-base
response.
Figure 6.22 illustrates the X and Y response of the near fault inputs. In the X-direction
there appears to be more acceleration reduction than the Y-direction. However, they both present
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acceleration reductions when allowed to uplift. For example, at T=1.0 sec for the =3.0 footing
the X and Y acceleration reduction is 1.3g/0.8g = 1.6 and 1.0g/0.6g = 1.67, respectively. In this
case, the magnitudes of reduction are actually quite similar. The one-dimensional X response
[Figure 6.21(a)] and three-dimensional X response are very similar, indicating there may be little
interaction for the near-fault records.
The 2% in 50 acceleration response to three-dimensional input is shown in Figure 6.23.
There is a significant reduction in acceleration when allowing the footing to uplift especially for
the =3.0 footing. The 10% in 50 acceleration response is shown in Figure 6.24. The 50% in 50
years is shown in Figure 6.25. The three-dimensional input excitation does not seem to
significantly alter the X-direction magnitudes (Figure 6.21) for the elastic column-soil
assumption. See Section 6.7 for a discussion on the ratio of amplification of uplifting footings to
fixed base response.
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(a) near fault

(b) 2%
% in 50 years

1
in 50 yearrs
(c) 10%

(d) 50% in 50 years

Figure 6.21

SA mean
n response; elastic
e
colum
mn-soil (all g
ground motio
ons 1D).
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Figure
e 6.22

Figure 6.23

SA mean
m
respon
nse; elastic c
column-soil (near fault 3D).

SA me
ean response
e; elastic collumn-soil (2%
% in 50 years
s 3D).
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Figure 6.2
24

SA mea
an response
e; elastic colu
umn-soil (10 % in 50 yearrs 3D).

Figure 6.2
25

SA mea
an response
e; elastic colu
umn-soil (50 % in 50 yearrs 3D).
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6.5.2 Inelastic Column and Elastic Soil
Spectral acceleration response of the single-degree-of-freedom system with nonlinear column
and elastic soil model assumption is presented next. Figure 6.26 through Figure 6.29 show the
one-dimensional and three-dimensional input excitation response for the three ground motion
groups and the three footing widths. The 50% in 50 year probability of exceedance motions were
not presented in this section because the magnitude of nonlinear behavior was small. The =6.0
footing width group is not presented either because the footing essentially acts as a fixed-base
system when nonlinear response is evaluated. The total displacements, moment-curvature, and
base shear are all very similar to the fixed-base response for this footing width.
6.5.2.1 One-Dimensional Excitation

The one-dimensional spectral acceleration response for nonlinear column and soil is presented in
Figure 6.26. Plots (a)-(c) show the near fault, 2% in 50 years, and 10% in 50 years acceleration
responses. Typically, these footings all have identical acceleration at periods of 1.0 sec or larger,
which differs from the elastic column-soil assumption (Section 6.5.1). It can be inferred that the
uplifting systems are reaching the acceleration at which yield occurs and no more force is being
developed in the system.
For period ranges less than 1.0 sec, typically the uplifting systems are developing slightly
larger accelerations, especially for the =3.0 footing widths. The =4.0 and =5.0 footing
widths approach the fixed-base response. The increase in this range is on the order of 30%–
100%. While these are relatively large percentage increases, they may be small for the system. A
refined analysis that includes displacements of the system for this period range will assist in
answering if uplifting of nonlinear columns-elastic soil is viable. See Section 6.7 for more
discussion.
6.5.2.2 Three-Dimensional Excitation

The acceleration response of the nonlinear column-elastic soil model subjected to threedimensional input excitation is presented in Figure 6.27 through Figure 6.29 for the three ground
motion groups. Typically, the fixed-base and uplifting systems have very similar responses for
the periods of 1.0 sec or larger. At less than 1.0 sec, the uplifting systems have slightly larger
accelerations. The peak percentage increase is approximately 20%–30% for the threedimensional input excitation, which is less than the one-dimensional input excitation. The =3.0
footing width appears to have the largest increase relative to the fixed base. The =4.0 and
=5.0 widths more closely resemble the fixed base. When compared to the one-dimensional
input excitation, the magnitude of acceleration is reduced, indicating the Y component affects the
response of the column. This is likely due to more inelastic response occurring in the Y-direction
and further dissipating the input energy.
It appears that for the three ground motion groups in both directions of input the column
is reaching the acceleration at which yield occurs and developing no further acceleration. This
does not answer how much inelastic action occurs, only that there is some. The amount of
inelasticity may better be answered by evaluating displacements of the system. For example, the
ductility of the uplifting and fixed-base systems may be different. See Section 6.7 and 6.8 for a
discussion of displacement response for uplifting and fixed-base systems.
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(a) near fault

(b) 2%
% in 50 years

(c) 10
0% in 50 years
s

Figu
ure 6.26

SA mean resp
ponse; nonlin
near column
n-elastic soil (all ground motions 3D).
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Figure 6.27

SA mean
n response; nonlinear
n
co lumn-elastic
c soil (near fa
ault 3D).

Figure 6.28

SA mean re
esponse; non
nlinear colum
mn-elastic so
oil (2% in 50 years 3D).

gure 6.29
Fig

SA mean res
sponse; non
nlinear colum
mn-elastic so
oil (10% in 50
0 years 3D).
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The spectral displacement response of the uplifting system for the two analytic column
and soil combinations considered is presented next. As described in the representative case in
Section 6.4.3, the two types of column displacement of uplifting systems are compared to the
fixed-base response. The intent is to illustrate the relative response between the uplifting and
fixed-base response and highlight benefits and drawbacks. As is expected, the rocking response
will approach the fixed-base response as the footing width increases. To simplify the
presentation, only the total and flexural rocking components will be shown compared to the fixed
base. The rocking component of response may be inferred from the total and flexural column
displacement presented. Also the response for each footing width will be presented on one plot
for each ground motion group.
6.5.3 Elastic Column and Soil
Figure 6.30 shows the mean response determination for the 10% in 50 year probability of
exceedence group assuming a footing to column width ratio of 3.0. The plot in Figure 6.30(a)
shows the fixed base response; Figure 6.30(b) the total rocking response; Figure 6.30(c) the
flexural component of total rocking response; and Figure 6.30(d) the rocking component of total
rocking response. Note that the amount of flexural column displacement for uplift is very
uniform despite the wide variance of total rocking displacement and column displacement from
footing uplift.
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(a)
( fixed SDF

(b) rrocking SDR

(c)) flexural SDRF

(d) rrocking SDRR

Figure 6.30

SD representativ
r
ve mean resp
ponse (10% iin 50 years 1
1D).

6.5.3.1 One-Dimen
nsional Exciitation

The uplifting system
m displacemeent responsee for the fouur ground m
motion groupps subject tto the
one-dimeensional X input excitattion is preseented in Figuure 6.31 thrrough Figure 6.34. The total
displacem
ments are compared
c
in
n the (a) figure
fi
and tthe column flexural diisplacements are
presented
d in the (b) figure. Totaal column displacement
d
ts of the upplifting systeems are typiically
larger than the fixed
d-base response. Figure 6.31(a) shoows the nearr-fault grounnd motion ggroup.
The =3
3.0 footing is larger for the period range,
r
show
wn while thee =6.0 is appproximatelly the
same as fixed
f
base. The
T 2% in 50
0 year response also hass larger total displacemennts than the fixed
base; how
wever, they converge att approximattely 2.5 sec at which pooint the magnnitude of roccking
response becomes sm
maller. The 10% in 50 and
a 50% in 50 year casses also havve larger uplifting
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response, e.g., for a structure with Tnf=1.5 sec, the ratio of uplifting to fixed base total
displacement for =3.0 is approximately 1.18–2.31, for the four footing groups. As the footing
width increases, all total displacements approach the fixed-base response.
The amount of column flexural displacement is consistently less than the fixed baseresponse, indicating that allowing uplift reduces the amount of column flexural displacement and
likely the inelastic response for a wide range of footing widths. This shows that if the fixed-base
system can accommodate the total predicted displacement when uplifting, there is a likely benefit
in reduced column response. See Section 6.8 for the comparison of rocking displacement to fixed
base ratios as a function of period.
6.5.3.2 Three-Dimensional Excitation

The spectral displacement response to the three-dimensional input excitation for the four ground
motion groups is presented in Figure 6.35 through Figure 6.38. The (a) plot shows the X and Y
total displacements and the (b) plots shows the X and Y column flexural displacements.
Typically, the total displacement of uplifting systems is greater than the fixed-base response. As
was shown in the discussion of one-dimensional displacements, the =3.0 footing has more total
displacement than the =6.0 footing for all ground motions. The amount of displacement
amplification appears to be similar to the one-dimensional response; on the order of 1–2 times
larger. Column flexural displacement is consistently less than the fixed-base response, indicating
less flexural demand on the column and a likely reduction in inelastic response.
The interaction of displacements from multi-directional input is not readily apparent. It
appears that the one-dimensional and three-dimensional X response are relatively similar. Section
6.8 will discuss in greater details the comparison of the ratios of uplift to fixed-base
displacements. It appears that the smaller the excitation, the less the amount of uplift that occurs.
The 2% in 50 year results appear to have more uplift than the 10% in 50 year ones, which in turn
have more than the 50% in 50 year response. The near-fault motions seem to have larger rocking
response in the period range matching the pulse period of the near-fault motions.
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Figure 6.32
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(a) SDR

Figure 6.3
33

(b) SDRF

SD mea
an response
e; elastic colu
umn-soil (10 % in 50 yearrs 1D).

(a) SDR

Figure 6.3
34

(b) SDRF

SD mea
an response
e; elastic colu
umn-soil (50 % in 50 yearrs 1D).
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(a) SDR

(b) SDRF

Figure
e 6.35

SD Mean respon
nse; elastic c olumn-soil (near fault 3D).
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(a) SDR

(b) SDRF

Figure 6.36

SD me
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% in 50 years
s 3D).
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(a) SDR

(b) SDRF

Figure 6.3
37

SD mea
an response
e; elastic colu
umn-soil (10% in 50 yearrs 3D).
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(a) SDR

Figure 6.3
38

SD mea
an response;; elastic colu
umn-soil. (50
0% in 50 yearrs 3D).
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6.5.4 Inelastic Column and Elastic Soil
The response of uplifting footings assuming nonlinear column and elastic soil model assumption
is presented next. The ground motions used are the same as described in the Section 6.6.1. The
total and column flexural displacements of uplifting systems are plotted against the fixed-base
response. As was discussed in Section 6.5.2.2, the 50% in 50 year ground motion is not
presented and the =6.0 footing width is excluded.
6.5.4.1 One-Dimensional Excitation

Displacement response of the uplifting system to one-dimensional X input excitation is presented
in Figure 6.39 through Figure 6.41. The consideration of inelastic action appears to alter the
response of the total displacement, which is shown in plot (a). For each ground motion group the
total displacements are approximately equal for the 0 to 1.5 sec range. However, for the 2% in 50
year and 10% in 50 year motions, the total displacement of uplifting systems is less than the
fixed-base response at periods greater than 1.5 sec.
The column flexural displacements are also very similar for periods less than or equal to
1.5 sec, as shown in the (b) plots. At periods larger than 1.5 sec, the amount of column
displacement is less than the fixed-base response, indicating a reduction in inelastic action at this
range. In general, the =3.0 footings have the smallest column flexural displacements, which
increases as the footing width increases; however they do not reach the level of fixed-base
response for these footing widths. Section 6.7 presents the ductility response of uplifting
columns, and Section 6.8 presents the ratio of displacements for uplifting and fixed base
response.
6.5.4.2 Three-Dimensional Excitation

The displacement response of uplifting footing to three-dimensional input excitation is presented
in Figure 6.42 through Figure 6.44. The (a) plots show the total response and the (b) plots show
the column flexural displacement. The X and Y components of displacement are presented for
each ground motion group.
The total displacements are similar for the X- and Y-direction for the fixed base and the
three footing widths considered. Typically the =3.0 footing width has smaller displacements
but not significantly smaller than the other footing widths and fixed-base response. The
exception is the Y-direction of the 2% in 50 year group, which has a larger discrepancy compared
to fixed base response than the others.
The column flexural displacements in the X-direction are similar to the one-dimensional
excitation response. The fixed-base and uplifting systems are approximately the same for 0 to 1.5
sec period structures. At periods larger than 1.5 sec, the uplifting footing systems have smaller
displacements; the Y-direction is similar although the amount of reduction at 1.5 sec appears to
be less. This may be due to smaller excitation accelerations in the Y-direction. This result is also
observed for the difference between ground motion groups 2%, 10%, and 50% probability of
exceedance. Sections 6.8 and 6.9 have further discussion on the relationship between
displacement demands of uplifting and fixed base systems.
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(a) SDR

Fig
gure 6.41

(b) SDRF
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(b) SDRF

Figure 6.42
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(a) SDR

(b) SDRF

Figure 6.43
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(a) SDR

(b) SDRF

Fig
gure 6.44

6.6

SD mean res
sponse; non
nlinear colum
mn-elastic so
oil (10% in 50
0 years 3D).
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Ductility
y response off the upliftin
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nonlinearr column - elastic
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soil model.
m
Ducttility values for the three ground m
motion groups and
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w
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mean spectrral displacem
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Section 6.7.
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placement du
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he fixed basee column is calculated uusing the stanndard
ratio of to
otal column displacemen
nt to column
n yield displaacement [Eqquation (6.4))].




u total
u yield
y

(6.4)
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The uplifting system displacement ductility is estimated in Equation (6.5) as the ratio of column
flexural displacement to column yield displacement. It is more accurate to use the column
curvature deformation ductility [Equation (6.6)] since it accurately captures the moment and
resulting curvature demand for the uplifting system with earthquake loading and overturning P-
effects. In this case, the uplifting system column displacement ductility will under predict the
ductility value, but the difference is on the order of 10%. This is a reasonable approximation for
this comparison.



u flexural

 

uyield

(6.5)

u
y

(6.6)

Figure 6.45 (a)-(c) shows the ductility demands for the near-fault group for the onedimensional X and three-dimensional X and Y components. Figure 6.45(d)-(f) shows the ductility
demands for the 2% in 50 years group for the one-dimensional X and three-dimensional X and Y
components. Figure 6.45(g)-(i) shows the ductility demands for the 2% in 50 group for the onedimensional X and three-dimensional X and Y components.
Inspection of the plots shows that there is not a significant difference in ductility between
the fixed-base system and any of the uplifting footing systems. All of the ground motion groups
are very similar in the short- and medium-period range. At the long-period ranges, a select
number of the =3.0 footing widths have smaller ductilities than the fixed-base response,
particularly for periods greater than 1.5 sec. The ratio of ductilities in Section 6.7.3 provides
more critique of the demand ductilities of uplifting systems.
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6.7.1 Acceleration
The ratio of fixed base to uplifting peak accelerations is calculated as RR using Equation (6.7).
For values of RR > 1 the uplifting systems have a reduced acceleration. Values of RR < 1 indicate
the uplifting systems amplify the peak acceleration. Figure 6.46 shows the elastic column-elastic
soil RR values. Mean responses of the 1DX, 3DX, and 3DY input motions are plotted for each
footing width and ground motion group. Figure 6.47 shows the RR values for the nonlinear
column-elastic soil.

RR 

S A fixed
S A uplift

(6.7)

Elastic column-soil uplifting models have reduced accelerations in the medium period
range from 0.5 to 1.5 sec; narrower footing widths have a more significant reduction in
acceleration. Also larger magnitude excitations tend to have a larger reduction in accelerations.
For the shorter period range, less than 0.5 sec, the uplifting systems amplify the acceleration
relative to fixed-base response. For longer period structures, the ratio of uplift to fixed response
converges towards unity. Nonlinear column-elastic soil uplifting accelerations are virtually
identical to fixed-base response (RR=1) for periods of 0.5 sec or greater, indicating that the
nonlinear uplifting systems reach the same yield acceleration as the fixed-base system. At the
short-period range, the uplifting systems also amplify the peak accelerations.
6.7.2 Displacement
The ratio of uplifting total column and flexural column displacement to fixed-base displacement
is calculated as R [Equation (6.8)] and RF [Equation (6.9)]. Magnitudes < 1 indicate a reduction
in displacement for the uplifting system and values > 1 indicate amplification in uplifting
systems.

R 
 RF 

S DR total
S D fixed

(6.8)

SDRColFlexural
SD fixed

(6.9)

Figure 6.48 and Figure 6.49 show the elastic column-soil and nonlinear column-elastic
soil displacement amplification ratios. The elastic column-soil models show that narrower
footing widths tend to have larger total displacements; however, the amount of column flexural
displacement is typically about one-half the fixed base displacement. Typically, the greater the
magnitude of excitation, the greater is the displacement of the uplifting system. At very short
periods, both the total and column flexural displacement of uplifting systems is larger than the
fixed base. Longer period structures (> 2.0 sec) tend to have similar displacements, indicated by
displacement amplification ratios converging on 1.0. Nonlinear column-elastic soil displacement
amplification ratios are approximately 1.0 for the larger footing widths (=4.0 and =5.0),
except for very stiff structures with T < 0.25 sec. The narrow footing width (=3.0) has a slight
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increase in total displacement and a reduction in column flexural displacement, especially for
longer period ranges. Short-period structures have significant displacement amplification.
6.7.3 Ductility
Ratio of displacement ductilities for uplifting to fixed-base systems is calculated as R [Equation
(6.10)]. Values < 1 indicate a reduction in ductility demand of uplifting systems and >1 indicate
an increase in ductility. Rocking can be beneficial or neutral when R is less than or equal to 1,
which means reduced inelastic action.

R 

uplift
 fixed

(6.10)

Figure 6.50 shows the ductility amplification ratio. For the footing widths and ground
motion groups shown, there is a reduction in the ductility demand for medium and long-period
ranges. Short periods have a significant increase in the ductility demand. The narrow footing
width (=3.0) has approximately a 25% reduction in the ductility demand for medium and long
periods. Wider footings (=4.0 and =5.0) have approximately a 10% reduction.
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Figure 6.50
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6.8

UPLIFTING BRIDGE PIER GUIDELINE RECOMMENDATIONS

Design of bridge piers was evaluated for systems allowed to uplift. Using predictions developed
for when uplift will occur and the resulting effects of uplift on column accelerations,
displacements, and inelastic response, these are compared to response of traditional fixed-base
design systems. Design guidance, benefits, drawbacks, and a comparison to existing methods are
provided next.
6.8.1 Design Guidance
Use of spread footings to support new bridge piers is a viable, economical approach in many
situations. Agencies such as Caltrans will typically use spread footings where the soil has a high
bearing capacity and is not susceptible to consolidation. Footings are designed as capacity
protected elements with widths selected so that plastic hinging occurs in the base of the column.
The influence of foundation uplift on seismic response raises sufficient concerns such that design
engineers often provide wider footings or even piles to provide assurance that uplift cannot
occur. The parametric investigation conduct here has demonstrated that allowing uplift may
reduce inelastic response or at least identify where plastic hinging will occur in the column base
in spite of uplifting footings.
From the analytic and experimental results provided herein, basic equations can be used
with confidence to predict the lateral force on the column at the onset of uplift. Thus, the ratio 
of the moment capacity of the column to the gravity load restoring moment can be used to
determine whether uplift will occur. Equation (6.11) is repeated from Chapter 4.

i 

3 M n col
M col

Mi
W  W o b

(6.11)

where W is the weight of the inertial mass of the system, and Wo represents the weight of the
footing, surcharge, and other loads acting on the footing not associated with the inertial mass of
the bridge deck. If  < 1 and Mn is used for the column moment, the column would be expected
to develop its full nominal moment capacity prior to uplift.
6.8.2 Benefits
As presented in the experimental investigation and parametric study, uplift can have a beneficial
effect on the behavior of a bridge by providing a means of seismic isolation. Also it has been
shown that plastic hinging in column bases can occur for smaller footing widths than typically
considered in design. The overall displacement of the structure may be increased depending on
the degree of energy dissipation in the soil that accompanies the uplift, and the damage in the
column may be reduced. A word of caution: designing for uplift may not necessarily be
beneficial because in certain configurations there may be amplification or displacement demands
when compared to fixed-base systems.
If the total displacements are acceptable or contained by abutments or other restraints,
piers supported on spread footings that uplift might not mean that the expected performance is
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inadequate. In faction, reduction of damaged to the column and the tendency of narrow footings
to re-center following an earthquake when situated on soils with high gravity load factors of
safety may result in superior performance.
Retrofit strategies of existing bridge piers have been undertaken to increase the footing
width and ensure plastic hinging occurs in the column base. In situations where the total
displacements are acceptable and soils have sufficient strength against bearing failure, the
parametric investigation conducted herein has shown that the hinge can occur at the column base
for narrow footing widths of =3.0 and =4.0. This may prevent the need to incur costly retrofit
schemes to widen the footings.
Table 6.4 provides the ratios of column acceleration, total displacement, column flexural
displacement, and ductilities for uplifting systems. In general, RR > 1 indicates a reduction in
peak acceleration—which is desirable—RR < 1.0 indicates an increase. Displacement and
ductility values < 1.0 indicate a reduction in uplifting system response. The shaded regions of the
table indicate that period ranges where the uplifting response is amplified relative to the fixedbase response.
Table 6.4
Period

Uplifting system ratios of response parameters.
Elastic Column-Soil

Nonlinear Column-Elastic Soil

RR

R

RF

RR

R

RF

R

Short
T < 0.5 sec

< 1.0

1.5-4.0

0.5-1.25

< 1.0

1.0-4.0

0.9-3.0

1.0-3.0

Medium
T= 0.5-1.5 sec

1.0-1.80

1.5-3.0

0.5-1.0

1.0-1.08

0.8-1.4

0.8-1.0

0.75-1.0

Long
T > 1.5 sec

1.0-1.25

1.0-1.5

0.5-1.0

1.0

1.0-1.2

0.7-1.0

0.65-1.0

6.8.3 Negative Consequences
Evaluation of the potential use of uplift in bridge pier seismic design the consideration is based
on a neutral or reduced response compared to fixed-base systems or a small increase in some
response parameters where appropriate. The comparison of response parameters shown in
Section 6.8 provides guidance on negative effects of uplift. Table 6.4 in the previous section
provides a summary of the ratios of uplifting to fixed-base response and the ranges where uplift
significantly amplifies response.
In general, acceleration amplification occurs for uplifting systems with corresponding
fixed-base periods (Tnf, less than 0.5 sec) when considering elastic or nonlinear column modeling
response (Figure 6.46 and Figure 6.47). Total displacements of uplifting systems are increased
for short-period fixed-based structures (Tnf < 0.3 sec) even though column flexural displacements
of the uplifting systems in question are less than fixed-base response (Figure 6.48 and Figure
6.49). The amount of total displacement amplification increases as the footing width becomes
narrower. For example, the total displacement of the =3.0 footings for elastic systems, for
periods less than 1.0 sec, is 2.0 times greater than the fixed-base response. For the nonlinear
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system, with =3.0, the total displacements are up to 1.25 times greater than the fixed-base
response.
Where uplift is not desired, several checks should be done. The effect of realistic material
properties and deformation hardening should be considered in evaluation of Mn. Solution of
Equation (6.11) should be based on Mn or alternately Mu obtained from a section analysis of the
column based on material properties and detailing. Soil properties should be checked to
determine if soil would be overstressed due to footing rotation loading and vertical bearing
pressures. Finally, the rotational and translational stiffness of the footing should be determined
and used to assess the effect of the footing flexibility on the effective period and dynamic
response of the pier. Lastly, the column and footing should be designed and detailed in
accordance with standard Caltrans practices.
6.8.4 Recommendations
The Winkler spring foundation models presented in Chapter 5 and 6 give a reasonable prediction
of response consistent with emerging trends in bridge analysis practice. Performing nonlinear
column and soil analysis via the foundation model and fiber sections for the column appears to
provide reasonable predictions. Recommendations and conclusions can be made for bridge piers
designed to uplift on the basis of the analytical and parametric investigations performed.
The following conclusions on typical response parameters of bridge pier design are
helpful in making the accompanying recommendations for when uplift should and should not be
considered:
1. Similarly to fixed base response, larger ground motion excitations tend to create
more displacement response of uplifting systems when compared to smaller
motions for similar structures. Rocking and uplifting, as a percentage of the total
displacement response increased as the magnitude of excitation increased,
indicating that allowing uplift for smaller magnitude design earthquakes does not
increase instability of the system because the amount of uplift is small.
2. Footing rotations were found to increase for similar magnitude earthquakes as the
footing size is reduced. Increasing footing rotation leads to greater possibility of
soil yielding and a subsequent reduced effective footing width post-seismic event.
Hence, effective footing sizes may be less than desired for footings designed with
minimum dimensions, which may decrease system stability.
From the parametric investigation it was found that certain uplift bridge pier design
ranges (noted by the corresponding fixed-base period) had harmful response compared to
traditional fixed-base piers. For these ranges, uplift should be prevented:
1. The displacement, acceleration, and ductility demands for short-period columns
supported on footings that uplift tend to be significantly amplified. The shortperiod range is for columns with fixed-base natural periods (Tnf < 0.5 sec). Uplift
should not be considered unless detailed nonlinear dynamic analyses are
undertaken.
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Using the parametric investigation and above discussion on uplifting bridge piers, the
following recommendations are made on when uplift should be considered as a potential benefit
in the design and response of traditional fixed-base bridge piers:
1. Design of bridge piers in regions of low seismicity should be considered because
while the amount of rocking is small, it can still prove beneficial. The parametric
study has shown that the overall stability of the system is sufficient.
2. Given the observed response, retrofit schemes for widening footings that do not
consider uplift should be revisited after detailed nonlinear dynamic analysis of
uplifting footings has been performed. The analysis should determine if the plastic
hinge can form and if the total displacements are acceptable for uplifting
response.
3. Acceptable uplifting behavior was observed both experimentally on the shake
table and numerically for the parametric investigation for footing sizes 3Dc or
larger. This is for competent soils with gravity load factors of safety 3 or larger.
Uplift should be considered for footings meeting these conditions.
4. Uplifting systems tend to have larger global displacements. As such, clearances
between columns and the surrounding environment should be sufficiently
designed to accommodate anticipated displacement amplification. For the cases
considered herein with fixed-base periods greater than 0.5 sec, the amplification
ranged from 1.0 to 3.0.
5. In spite of the potential benefit of reduced moments and damage in columns of
uplifting systems, it is recommended that columns and footings be detailed for
ductile behavior with a plastic hinge occurring at the base of the column. Skewed
bending and bi-directional loading of the column into the inelastic range can
increase the uplift resistance of the footing and reduce the moment capacity of the
column, which may result in column yielding not anticipated based on unidirectional excitation analysis. Also, uplift resistance may be increased by
construction of roadways, barriers, and other structures over a footing. As such,
use of ductile details and capacity design on the basis of a fixed footing condition
is considered prudent unless special efforts are taken to mitigate these conditions.
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7

Conclusions

The seismic response of traditional reinforced concrete bridge piers supported on shallow
foundations allowed to uplift during seismic events has been evaluated as part of a research
program to determine the response and potential benefits of uplifting foundations. This research
has consisted of an experimental program, development of analytic models, and a parametric
investigation based on the validated analytic models. The general intent was to identify
traditional fixed-base piers which may benefit from the consideration of uplift during seismic
events.
The specific research objectives were to develop and validate analytic models of bridge
piers on shallow foundations allowed to uplift. Typically, the fixed-base design approach
assumes a significant inelastic response during seismic events and corresponding displacement
ductilities demands. The benefit of uplifting systems is that the mode of uplift may dissipate
energy, thereby reducing inelastic demands and damage related to seismic events. The
experimental and analytic validation program focused on two-footing configurations and two
earthquake excitations. The parametric investigation built upon the analytic models to consider a
wide range of ground motions, column height to diameter ratios, footing widths, and elastic and
inelastic response.
7.1

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF UPLIFTING SYSTEMS

A bridge pier typically designed as a fixed-based system was tested through a series of shaking
table tests to evaluate the response of bridge piers uplifting during seismic events. The specific
objective was to validate that rocking is a valid mode of response, and that the rocking motion
dissipates some of the energy typically associated with inelastic response thereby reducing
plastic deformations. The single column system modelled was a conventional reinforced concrete
column with typical axial load and a footing smaller than standard design dimensions. The
footing was designed to be expandable and as a capacity protected element to ensure plastic
behavior occurred at the column base.
Three test groups were conducted to assess the response of uplifting systems. Groups 1
and 2 had footing to column width ratios of 3 and axial loads of 33% and 100% of the design
axial load. Test Group 3 had a footing width of 5  3 column diameters with 100% of the column
design axial load.
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Test Groups 1 and 2 each were tested using motions scaled to keep the column in the
elastic demand level range. Various combinations of one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and
three-dimensional excitations were input. Test Group 3 was tested using motions that were
scaled to achieve column yield and displacement ductility demands of 1, 4, and 6–8, which
correspond to yield, design, and maximum credible earthquake loading levels. At the conclusion
of the maximum credible earthquake, the column was significantly damaged and no further
testing was feasible.
Measured base moment versus footing rotation behavior typically followed the response
predicted by the simple analysis model using a Winkler foundation. For the sufficiently narrow
footings, uplift occurred and exhibited a nonlinear elastic type hysteresis with some energy
dissipation from the supporting elastomeric pad. In this case, the overturning moment exceeded
the restoring capacity of the footing and the column behaved elastically, illustrating the potential
benefits of allowing uplift. The comparison of one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and threedimensional input excitations revealed that interaction may reduce the amount of uplift.
The wider footing and larger excitations of Test Group 3 were expected to induce
yielding of the column prior to uplift of the foundation in the 5Dc footing width direction. It was
observed that bi-directional moments in the column reduced the effective moment capacity of the
column in the narrow footing direction such that yielding occurred earlier than expected on the
basis of the uni-directional excitation. Multi-directional response appeared to increase the
effective width of the footing (due to skew), which resulted in less rocking and uplift than
expected. Note that for Test Group 3 the column plastic hinge occurred in spite of the smaller
than typical footing dimensions. For design applications, in cases where competent soils are
available, a column with footing dimension 3Dc or larger and typical axial load, no tie-downs or
footing increase is necessary to induce energy dissipation through plastic hinging of the column.
The final test run at the maximum credible earthquake illustrated that the column was able to
develop a full plastic hinge, dissipate earthquake energy, and remain stable without the need for
vertical restraint.
In conclusion, the limited run of experimental testing shows the design performance of
traditional fixed-base bridge piers may be met when rocking and uplift occur without the added
cost of piles or alternative methods. These shake table tests used an elastomeric pad beneath the
footing in place of soil. Consequently, the tests were used to validate a numerical model for
spread footings resting on competent soil.
7.2

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF UPLIFTING SYSTEMS

Analytic models have the capability to reasonably predict the seismic response of uplifting
bridge pier systems with the use of the open-source structural analysis platform OpenSees.
Idealizations of the superstructure mass, column, footing, and elastomeric pad were used in the
analytic models. Evaluation of the analytic models through linear and nonlinear model
assumptions was based on the observed dynamic response to multi-direction input earthquake
accelerations and natural properties of the systems.
Linear models used to model the elastic response behavior of the uplifting systems were
able to predict the observed response with a high degree of confidence. The models were found
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to predict peak displacements to within 25% for the uplifting systems with design axial load
(10% fc Ag ) and square (3Dc  3Dc) or rectangular (5Dc  3Dc) footings.
Nonlinear models were able to predict the design level (=6) test peak displacements to
within 20% of the observed response. Residual displacements were under predicted by 100%;
however, the observed magnitude was small (less than 1 in.). Given this response, the observed
model predicted with a good degree of accuracy the amount of rock, uplift, column flexural
displacements, and column total displacements for the design-level earthquake. For the
maximum-level earthquake (=8), the analytical model predicted with an acceptable degree of
accuracy the initial cycles of displacement, but deviated once the column experienced significant
residual displacements. In-spite of this, the model was still able to reasonably predict the peak
displacements that occurred at a column flexural displacement ductility of =10. In addition, the
model was able to predict approximately 50% of the observed residual displacement and had a
similar post-yield stiffness to the observed response.
Column center of mass accelerations were predicted to within 25% for the linear and
nonlinear analytic models. For the linear response, the column base moment curvature prediction
was reasonable. For the nonlinear analytic model, the design-level earthquake moment-curvature
response was reasonable but did not show the shift in origin due to residual displacements, which
caused a permanent overturning moment at the column base. This permanent column offset
created a shift in the origin that affected the system displacement and corresponding acceleration
and moment response.
The footing rotational stiffness was modeled reasonably well by the numerical models for
the linear analysis cases. The Winkler foundation used to model the neoprene springs provided a
good approximation of the static displacement, rotational stiffness, moment and rotation at initial
footing uplift, and the softening behavior as the footing uplifts. Nonlinear response predicted by
the analysis was affected by the discrepancy in residual displacements, which caused a
permanent shift in the origin of the footing moment-rotation relationship. Analytic models
showed 5–6% Rayleigh damping was effective for systems with significant uplift and 3–4% was
effective for yielding systems with less uplift.
Based on these comparisons, the analytic models of uplifting bridge pier systems on
shallow foundations using linear and nonlinear column assumptions and a Winkler spring
foundation predict with sufficient accuracy the global response of linear uplifting systems and
yielding systems tested to design and maximum earthquake levels.
7.3

PARAMETRIC STUDY

Using the uplifting analytical model developed in the analytical validation, parametric studies
were performed to evaluate the effects of different ground motions, footing widths, column
height to diameter ratios, and column model assumptions. Accelerations, displacement, and
displacement ductility responses were determined for various combinations of these uplifting
systems and compared to fixed-base response. The following observations and conclusions of
typical response parameters used in the design of fixed-base bridge piers, for uplifting bridge
piers are as follows:
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1. The amount of uplift and rocking varies based on the magnitude of excitation. For
smaller magnitude seismic events, such as 50% in 50 year probability of
exceedance, the rocking and fixed-base responses were similar. Larger events,
such as the 2% in 50 year probability of exceedance, caused larger rocking
response. In general, the percentage of rocking displacement relative to the total
displacement increased as the seismic excitation increased.
2. The observed accelerations of elastic column and soil models were reduced for
uplifting systems relative to the similar fixed-base systems, with the exception of
the short-period range, Tnf < 0.5 sec, where the response was amplified. The
medium-period range of 0.5–1.5 sec had the most significant reduction. At longer
periods the uplifting response tended to be similar to the fixed based response,
however, the magnitude was still greater.
3. The observed accelerations of the nonlinear column and elastic soil models were
approximately equal for periods typically greater than 0.5 sec. Uplifting systems
reached the acceleration at which column yield occurred for the near-fault, 2% in
50 year, and 10% in 50 year events. This was observed for all footing widths used
in the nonlinear column and elastic soil model parametric investigation (i.e., 3Dc
to 5Dc). At periods less than 0.5 sec, the observed accelerations of the uplifting
systems were much greater than the corresponding fixed base acceleration.
4. Elastic column and soil model total displacements were typically larger than the
fixed-base response. In the medium- and long-period ranges, the increase varied
according to footing width. In general, the amount of increase was 1 to 3 times
larger. The short-period ranges significantly amplified the motion, by up as much
as four times. The associated column flexural displacement component of the total
displacement for these ranges was typically less than the fixed-base response,
indicating that the rocking response was primarily responsible for the total
displacement increase. This suggests that short-period structures whose design is
sensitive to total displacement should not consider rocking in design evaluation.
5. Typically, total displacements of the nonlinear column and elastic soil models
were equal for the short- and medium-period ranges. Uplift was observed for
these model assumptions, indicating that the total flexural displacement on the
column was reduced when allowing uplift. At longer period ranges of 2.0 sec or
greater, the uplifting system total displacements were slightly less.
6. The displacement ductility demands of uplifting systems are an indicator of the
amount of inelastic action and response that occurs during seismic excitation. For
the nonlinear column and elastic soil models, the ductility demands were typically
less than the fixed-base system for structural fixed-base periods greater than 0.5
sec. The amount of reduction was up to 25% less than the fixed-base response. In
the short-period range, the ductility demands on the uplifting bridge pier were
significantly increased relative to the fixed-base period structures. The range was
1.0 to 3.0 times as much. For these expected ductility demands, bridge piers
designed to uplift would need to be reassessed to ensure that adequate detailing
for ductile response was provided.
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7. A reduction in column inelastic action was observed and the comparison on
ductility demands described in No. 6 above. Reduction by up to 25% of the
displacement ductility demands indicates that the permanent displacements in the
system may be reduced compared to a fixed-base system, a factor that can be very
beneficial in the function of bridge piers following seismic events. However,
allowing uplift did not eliminate inelastic column response relative to
corresponding fixed-base bridge piers.
Allowing uplift on bridge piers typically designed as fixed based appears to have a
beneficial or neutral response when compared to fixed-base systems. The exception is shortperiod fixed-base structures allowed to uplift where the system response is amplified. Neutral or
beneficial behavior was observed for a wide variety of footing widths, column natural periods,
and ground motions. Based on the observed parametric investigation results described above, the
following conclusions and recommendations are made for when to allow bridge piers typically
designed as fixed base (thus preventing uplift) to uplift, thereby utilizing potential damage
reduction characteristics:
1. Current practice evaluates existing bridges for increasing seismic demands and
determines if retrofits of footings are necessary to prevent uplift and ensure plastic
hinging can be confined to the column base. Given the observed response, these
footing widening schemes, should be revisited after detailed nonlinear dynamic
analysis of uplifting footings has been performed to determine if the plastic hinge
can form and if the total displacements are acceptable for the bridge pier response.
2. Uplift should be considered for footing sizes 3Dc or larger supported by
competent soils with gravity load factors of safety 3 or larger. These uplifting
systems were found to have acceptable uplifting behavior on traditional fixedbase bridge pier design metrics.
3. For systems where uplift is to be utilized in design, clearances between columns
and the surrounding environment should be sufficiently designed to accommodate
anticipated displacement amplification. For the cases considered herein with
fixed-bases periods greater than 0.5 sec, the amplification ranged from 1.0 to 3.0.
4. Columns and footings should be detailed for ductile behavior, in spite of the
potential benefit of reduced inelastic column response of uplifting systems.
Columns should be detailed such that a plastic hinge occurs at the base of the
column for a variety of reasons, including skewed bending and bi-directional
loading of the column into the inelastic range, which can increase the uplift
resistance of the footing and reduce the moment capacity of the column. Also,
uplift resistance may be increased by construction of roadways, barriers, and other
structures over a footing. Hence, use of ductile details and capacity design on the
basis of a fixed footing condition is considered prudent unless special efforts are
taken to mitigate these conditions.
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7.4

FUTURE RESEARCH

This study has provided insight on the seismic response of uplifting bridge piers through a series
of experiments and the development of analytic models. There are additional items that require
further investigation in order to apply to the design of bridge piers allowed to uplift:
1. More extensive parametric studies to examine a broader range of soil conditions
should be conducted. The parametric studies undertaken herein should be
expanded to consider a broader range of soil types and mechanical characteristics.
2. Additional parametric studies on the bridge pier response when soil yields during
excitation are warranted. In particular, focus should be paid to the amount of
yielding and the effective footing width following yielding due to both unidirectional and multi-directional excitation, which will have an effect on postseismic event footing stiffness (rotational and translational).
3. Residual displacements of uplifting footings are an important design
consideration for bridge pier design. Further work is warranted to assess the
magnitude of residual displacements compared to fixed-base design.
4. For locations with poorer soil conditions, reducing damage to the column and recentering of the bridge system may be achieved by supporting the pier footing on
piles, where the pile cap is allowed to uplift from the pier. An option would be to
place the pile into a socket cast on the bottom of the pile cap so that lateral load
can be transferred from the pile cap to the pile during uplift. Elastomeric pads or
some type of yielding device might be installed in the socket between the pile cap
and the pile so that energy is dissipated during uplift and reseating.
5. Bridge systems where the effect of the vertical movement of the column
associated with rocking is considered should be evaluated. Uplift behavior causes
the bridge deck to raise and lower on opposite ends. For cases where restraints are
provided to prevent this uplift movement, the uplift behavior may be prevented or
greater soil yielding may be achievable. For example, the bridge deck may be
vertically restrained at the abutments, and a stiff bridge deck will tend to resist the
upward movement of the deck associated with uplift of the footings. Similarly,
where columns of different length support a bridge or the individual footings have
different widths, the amount of vertical movement during uplift will differ. As
such, the resistance of the footing to vertical movement at the column lines will
result in different vertical forces in each column. As such, the rocking and uplift
behavior will differ from what is observed here. In the case of curved or skewed
bridges, the different principal axes of the footings may result in behaviour not
considered herein. Thus it is strongly recommended that this work be extended to
consider bridge systems having columns supported on spread footings susceptible
to uplift. Testing on a geotechnical centrifuge and shake table would be desirable,
as would numerical simulations.
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Appendix A Experimental Test Schedule
Three test groups were run on the shaking table. Each of the test groups had several variations of
loading direction, earthquake, and excitation amplitude or time scaling. The test schedule
including run identification numbers is outlined in this Appendix.
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Test
Group

1
(nominal
3%f’cAg
&
3Dc x 3Dc)

2
(nominal
10%f’cAg
&
3Dc x 3Dc)

Test

Level1

Earthquake

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
A1S
A2S
A3S
A4S
A5S
B1S
B2S
B3S
B4S
B5S
C1S
C2S
C3S
C4S
C5S
D1S
D2S
D3S

Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic

Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos

Amplitude
Scale
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
42%
42%
42%
42%
42%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
25%
25%
25%
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Loading
Input
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y

dt=dto/Sd
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
(2)*0.02/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)

3
(nominal
10%f’cAg
5Dcx3Dc)
1

D4S
D5S
E1S
E2S
F1S
F2S
F3S
F4S
F5S
G1S
G2S
G3S
G4S
G5S
H1S
H2S
A1R
A2R
A3R
A4R

Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Elastic
Yield
Design
MCE

Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Tabas
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos
Los Gatos

25%
25%
15%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
10%
25%
90%
120%

loading level defined by flexural ductility demands
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2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
1D-Y
2D-X+Y
2D-X+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
1D-X
3D-X+Y+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
3D-X+Y+Z
3D-X+Y+Z

0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.01/(4.5)
(2)*0.01/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)
0.02/(4.5)

Appendix B

Experimental Test Results

Some of the experimental results from selected tests listed in Appendix A are displayed on the
following pages. The general behavior of a system allowed to uplift are shown. Plots presented
include the center of mass translational components, footing uplift displacement, the moment
demand at base of column versus the rotation of the footing and the column base moment versus
average curvature demands.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.1

B1
B experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.2

B3
B experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.3

B5
B experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.4

D1
D experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.5

D3
D experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.6

D5
D experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.7

F1
F experime ntal results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.8

F3
F experime ntal results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) N-S:: Mom. vs Col  (1/in) and FTG  (f) E-W:: Mom. vs Coll  (1/in) and F
FTG

Figu
ure B.9

F5
F experime ntal results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.10

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

A1S
A experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.11

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

A3S
A experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.12

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

A5S
A experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.13

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

B1S
B experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.14

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

B3S
B experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.15

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

B5S
B experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figurre B.16

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

C1S Experime
ental Results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.17

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

C3S
C experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.18

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

C5S
C experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.19

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

D1S
D experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.20

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

D3S
D experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.21

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

D5S
D experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.22

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

E1S
E experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.23

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

E2S
E experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.24

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

F1S
F experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.25

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

F3S
F experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.26

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

F5S
F experime
ental results.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.27

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

G1S
G experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.28

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

G3S
G experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.29

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

G5S
G experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.30

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

H1S
H experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations

(c) N-S footing uplift (d) E-W ffooting uplift

(e) Mom. vs Col  (1/in)

Figu
ure B.31

(f) Mom
m. vs FTG  (ra
ad)

H2S
H experime
ental results
s.
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(a) X center mass translattion (b) Y cen
nter mass tran slations
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Appendix C Tcl Code – 3D Shallow
Foundations Allowed to Uplift
The script included here is intended for use with the tcl based structural and geotechnical
analysis platform OpenSees (Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation). The purpose
is to model a spread footing on flexible underlying soil that is allowed to uplift. The footing is
modeled as a three-dimensional Nonlinear Winkler Beam Foundation (NWBF) with springs and
dashpots. The code builds the physical representation of the footing and calls a second sequence
that assigns material properties to each spring being created.
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########################################################################################
BUILDFOUNDATION_F.tcl
##
## Developed by Andres Espinoza ,Ph.D. Candidate at the Univ. of California, Berkeley.
## Work supported by Caltrans under a grant for Development of Design Guidelines for Foundation Uplift
##
## Coding was derived from work done by :
## Harden et al. (2005) PEER Report 2005/04
## “Numerical Modeling of the Nonlinear Cyclic Response of Shallow Foundation”
######################################################################################
proc BuildFOUNDATION_F { sn tn qult Kzm Kze Kr L B Lep Bep rmx rmy rex rey type FEmat soiltype gap qip
z50 Cr crad Kf Qf KPEP QPEP VISC VC Valpha FSECTION Wf TP} {
variable node1
variable node2
variable node3
variable node4
set depth 0.0
set matdir 3
# CALCULATION FOR SPRING SPACING
#################################
if {$rmx > 0.5} {set $rmx 0.5; puts "RATIOMX TOO LARGE -- RESET TO O.5"}
if {$rmy > 0.5} {set $rmy 0.5; puts "RATIOMY TOO LARGE -- RESET TO O.5"}
if {$rex > 0.5} {set $rex 0.5; puts "RATIOEX TOO LARGE -- RESET TO O.5"}
if {$rey > 0.5} {set $rey 0.5; puts "RATIOEY TOO LARGE -- RESET TO O.5"}
set Lmp
set Lmid
set Lend

[expr 1-2*$Lep]
[expr $Lmp*$L]
[expr $Lep*$L]

set Bmp
set Bmid
set Bend

[expr 1-2*$Bep]
[expr $Bmp*$B]
[expr $Bep*$B]

set nmx
set nmy

[expr int(pow($rmx,-1))]
[expr int(pow($rmy,-1))]

if {$Lend != 0} {
set nex
[expr int(pow($rex,-1))]
set ney
[expr int(pow($rey,-1))]
} elseif {$Lend == 0} {
set nex 0;
set ney 0
}
# CHECK FOR ODD NUMBER OF NODES
# CHANGE TO EVEN IF NECESSARY
################################
set rtmx [expr $nmx*0.5 - int($nmx*0.5)]
set rtmy [expr $nmy*0.5 - int($nmy*0.5)]
set rtex [expr $nex*0.5 - int($nex*0.5)]
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set rtey [expr $ney*0.5 - int($ney*0.5)]
if {$rtmx == 0.5} {set nmx [expr $nmx+1]}; puts "NODESMX = $nmx"
if {$rtmy == 0.5} {set nmy [expr $nmy+1]}; puts "NODESMY = $nmy"
if {$rtex == 0.5} {set nex [expr $nex+1]}; puts "NODESEX = $nex"
if {$rtey == 0.5} {set ney [expr $ney+1]}; puts "NODESEY = $ney"
set rmx [expr 1.0/$nmx];
set rmy [expr 1.0/$nmy];
if {$Lend != 0} {
set rex [expr 1.0/$nex];
set rey [expr 1.0/$ney];
} elseif {$Lend == 0} {
set rex 0
set rey 0
}

puts "RATIOMX = $rmx"
puts "RATIOMY = $rmy"
puts "RATIOEX = $rex"
puts "RATIOEY = $rey"

set Aratiom
[expr $rmx*$rmy*$Lmid*$Bmid/$L/$B]; puts "Aratiom = $Aratiom"
set Aratioe [expr $rex*$rey*$Lend*$Bend/$L/$B]; puts "Aratioe = $Aratioe"
set AratioXe [expr $rex*$rmy*$Lend*$Bmid/$L/$B]; puts "AratioXe = $AratioXe"
set AratioYe [expr $rmx*$rey*$Lmid*$Bend/$L/$B]; puts "AratioYe = $AratioYe"
set nodesx [expr $nmx + 2*$nex] ; puts "NODESX = $nodesx"
set nodesy [expr $nmy + 2*$ney] ; puts "NODESY = $nodesy"
set nodes [expr $nodesx*$nodesy]
; puts "NODES = $nodes"
## FOUNDATION SECTION
if {$FSECTION == 0} {
set Efoundation [expr 1.0e10]
section Elastic 100 $Efoundation [expr pow($L,2)] [expr pow($L,3)]
set FSECTION 100
}
### CREATE NODES AND ELEMENTS FROM CENTER TO EDGES
### OVER ALL Y FOR EACH X STRIP
set a(1) 1; set a(2) -1; set a(3) 1; set a(4) -1; # toggle axis postion
set b(1) 1; set b(2) 1; set b(3) -1; set b(4) -1; # for symmetric nodes
set Aratio
set kzi $Kzm

$Aratiom

set fLx [expr $Lmid/$nmx]
set fLy [expr $Bmid/$nmy]
set x [expr $fLx*0.5]
set y [expr $fLy*0.5]
set mc 1000
## OPEN FILE TO RECORD NODE COORDINATES & SPRING CONSTANTS
set h1
[open "NODEXYZ.txt" w]
set h2 [open "ELEMENTid.txt" w]
set h3
[open "ELEMENTxy.txt" w]
puts $h1 [format "iNODE \t Xi \t Yi \t Zi \t jNODE \t Xj \t Yj \t Zj \t Aratio \t kzi"]
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puts $h1 [format "%4.0f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %4.0f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.4f\
%6.2f" $sn 0 0 0 $sn 0 0 $depth 0 0]
puts $h2 [format "ELEMENT\tiNODE\tjNODE\tTYPE (0=zeroLength\, 1=ElasticBeam)\tX\tY "]
set node0 [expr $tn+1]
set Atotal 0.0
set node4
set node3
set node2
set node1
set mF

[expr $tn+2*$nodes-1]
[expr $node4-2]
[expr $node3-2]
[expr $node2-2]
[expr $Wf/$nodes/386.4]

## VISCOUS DAMPING MATERIAL
if {$VISC == 1} {
set matVISC $nodes
uniaxialMaterial Viscous $matVISC $VC $Valpha
}
## START LOOPING OVER ALL NODES
for {set j 1} {$j <= [expr 0.5*$nodesy]} {incr j} {
for {set i 1} {$i <= [expr 0.5*$nodesx]} {incr i} {
source BUILD_MAT_F.tcl;
# FOR 4 SYMMETRIC NODES

# CALL MATERIAL CONSTANTS

for {set k 1} {$k <=4} {incr k} {
node [expr $node0] [expr $a($k)*$x] [expr $b($k)*$y] $depth
node [expr $node0+1] [expr $a($k)*$x] [expr $b($k)*$y] $depth
fix [expr $node0+1] 1 1 1 1 1 1
mass $node0 $mF $mF $mF 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6
element zeroLength $mc [expr $node0+1] [expr $node0] -mat $mati -dir $matdir
if {$VISC == 1} {
puts "ADDING VISCOUS MATERIAL -- VC=$VC Valpha=$Valpha"
element zeroLength [expr $mc+10*$nodes] [expr $node0+1] [expr $node0] -mat $matVISC -dir $matdir
}
puts $h1 [format "%4.0f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %4.0f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.4f %6.2f" \
$node0 [expr $a($k)*$x] [expr $b($k)*$y] $depth [expr $node0+1] [expr $a($k)*$x] \ [expr $b($k)*$y] $depth
$Aratio $Ki ]
puts $h2 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%d" $mc [expr $node0] [expr $node0+1] 0 ]
puts $h3 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%6.4f\t%6.4f" $mc [expr $node0] [expr $node0+1] [expr $a($k)*$x] \
[expr $b($k)*$y]]
set mc [expr $mc+1]
set node0 [expr $node0+2]
}
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set Atotal [expr $Atotal + 4*$Aratio]
set x [expr $x+$fLx]
if {$Lend != 0} {
if {$i == [expr int($nmx*0.5)]} {
set fLx [expr $Lend/$nex]
set x [expr 0.5*$Lmid+$fLx*0.5]
if {$j <= 0.5*$nmy} {set Aratio $AratioXe; set kzi $Kze
}
if {$j > 0.5*$nmy} {set Aratio $Aratioe;
set kzi $Kze
}
}
}; # END OF LOOP OVER i
if {$j < 0.5*$nmy} {set Aratio $Aratiom;
set kzi $Kzm
if {$j >= 0.5*$nmy} {set Aratio $AratioYe; set kzi $Kze
set fLx [expr $Lmid/$nmx]
set x
[expr 0.5*$fLx];
set y [expr $y+$fLy];
if {$Bend != 0 } {
if {$j == [expr int($nmy*0.5)]} {
set fLy [expr $Bend/$ney]
set y [expr 0.5*$Bmid+$fLy*0.5]
}
}
}; # END OF LOOP OVER j
puts "ATOTAL = $Atotal"
################################################
## BUILD ELASTIC BEAMS AND CONNECT
##
## TO SPECIFIED SPRING LOCATIONS
##
################################################
set xTf 50;
set yTf [expr $xTf+1];
geomTransf Linear $xTf 0 0 1
geomTransf Linear $yTf 0 0 1
set Af 1e10;
set Ef 1e12; set Gf 1e8;
set Jf 1e8; set Iyf 1e6; set Izf 1e6;
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}
}

}

set node0 [expr $tn+1];
# CONNECT STARTING NODE SN TO FOUNDATION
########################################
for {set k 1} {$k <= 4 } {incr k} {
set iN $sn;
set jN [expr $node0];
element elasticBeamColumn $mc $iN $jN $Af $Ef $Gf $Jf $Iyf $Izf $xTf
puts $h2 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%d" $mc $iN $jN 1]
set mc

[expr $mc+1]
set node0 [expr $node0+2]

}
# LOOP OVER ALL X AND Y NODES TO CREATE
# ELASTIC BEAM ELEMENTS
#######################################
set node0 [expr $tn+1]
# BUILD BEAMS IN X-DIRECTION
############################
for {set j 1} {$j<=0.5*$nodesy} {incr j} {
set nc [expr 4*$nodesx*($j-1)]
for {set i 1} {$i<= 0.5*$nodesx-1} {incr i} {
if {$i==1} {
set ap 0
for {set k 1} {$k <= 2} {incr k} {
set iN [expr $node0+$nc+ $ap ]
set jN [expr $node0+$nc+ $ap +2]
element elasticBeamColumn $mc $iN $jN $Af $Ef $Gf $Jf $Iyf $Izf $xTf
puts $h2 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%d" $mc $iN $jN 1]
set mc [expr $mc+1]
set ap [expr $ap+4]
}
}
for {set k 1} {$k <= 4} {incr k} {
set iN [expr $node0+$nc+8*($i-1)+2*($k-1) ]
set jN [expr $node0+$nc+8*($i) +2*($k-1) ]
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element elasticBeamColumn $mc $iN $jN $Af $Ef $Gf $Jf $Iyf $Izf $xTf
puts $h2 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%d" $mc $iN $jN 1]
set mc [expr $mc+1]
}
}
}
# BUILD BEAMS IN Y-DIRECTION
############################
for {set i 1} {$i<=0.5*$nodesx} {incr i} {
set nc [expr 8*($i-1)]
for {set j 1} {$j<= 0.5*$nodesy-1} {incr j} {
set nc2 [expr $nc+4*$nodesx*($j-1)]
set nc3 [expr $nc+4*$nodesx*($j)]
if {$j==1} {
set ap 0
for {set k 1} {$k <= 2} {incr k} {
set iN [expr $node0+$nc+ $ap ];
set jN [expr $node0+$nc+ $ap +4];
element elasticBeamColumn $mc $iN $jN $Af $Ef $Gf $Jf $Iyf $Izf $yTf
puts $h2 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%d" $mc $iN $jN 1]
set mc [expr $mc+1]
set ap [expr $ap+2]
}
}
for {set k 1} {$k <= 4} {incr k} {
set iN [expr $node0+$nc2+2*($k-1) ]
set jN [expr $node0+$nc3+2*($k-1) ]
element elasticBeamColumn $mc $iN $jN $Af $Ef $Gf $Jf $Iyf $Izf $xTf
puts $h2 [format "%d\t%d\t%d\t%d" $mc $iN $jN 1]
set mc [expr $mc+1]
}
}
}
##############################################
close $h1
close $h2
close $h3
}; # END OF PROCEDURE....BUILDFOUNDATION_F.tcl
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#####################################################################################
## BUILD_MAT_F.tcl
##
## Source code for subgrade reaction elements. Zerolength springs of varied materials.
## Either linear elastic or nonlinear
##
##
Written:
##
Andres Espinoza
##
AUGUST 2006; based on work done by Harden et al. (2005) PEER REPORT 2005/04
###################################################################################
set qi [expr $qip*$qult]
## PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION SPECIFICATION
#################################################
if {$type == 1} {
;# Uniform Pressure Distribution
set qx $qult
}
if {$type ==2} { ;# Triangular Distribution
# nothing for this yet
}
if {$type ==3} { ;# Trapezoidal Distribution
# nothing for this yet
}
if {$type ==4} { ;# Parabolic Distribution
# nothing for this yet
}
if {$type ==5} { ;# Inverse Distribution
# nothing for this yet
}
#####################################################
## CHECK FOR ZER0/NEGATIVE qx
##################################
if {$qx == 0} {
set qx 0.0001; puts "qx zero, set=0.0001 for material $mati"
}
if {$qx < 0.0} {
set qx 0.0001; puts "qx negative, set=0.0001 for material $mati"
}
###################################
# CALCULATE ULTIMATE BEARING FORCE/NODE FOR WHEN REQ'D
set Qultx [expr $L*$B*$Aratio*$qx]

## SOIL FOUNDATION SPRINGS MODEL SELECTION
##############################################
set Ki [expr $kzi*$Aratio]
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if {$FEmat == 8} {
set mati [expr $mc+1000]
uniaxialMaterial ENT $mati $Ki
}

;## ELASTIC NO TENSION SPRINGS

if {$FEmat == 9} {
set mati [expr $mc+1000]
uniaxialMaterial Elastic $mati $Ki
}

; ## ELASTIC SPRINGS

###############################
## QZ CONSTANTS
##
###############################
if {$soiltype == 1} {; #clay soil
set qzType 1;
set c 0.35
set n 1.2
set Kfar 0.525
}
if {$soiltype == 2} {; #sand soil
set qzType 2;
set c 12.3
set n 5.5
set Kfar 1.39
}
if {$FEmat == 10} {
set mati [expr $mc+1000]

; ## QzSimple1 SPRING

set QultQZ [expr $Qultx]
set z50i [expr $Kfar*$Qultx*pow($Ki,-1)]
uniaxialMaterial QzSimple1 $mati $qzType $QultQZ $z50i $TP $crad
}
if {$FEmat == 11} {
set mati [expr $mc+1000]

; ## PySimple1 SPRING

set QultPy [expr $Qultx]
set y50i [expr $Kfar*$Qultx*pow($Ki,-1)]
uniaxialMaterial PySimple1 $mati $qzType $QultPy $y50i $TP $crad
}
if {$FEmat == 12} {
; ## ELASTICPPGAP SPRINGS
set mati [expr $mc+1000]
uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap $mati $Ki -$Qultx -$gap 0.01 damage
}
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